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Abstract
Between 2015 and 2018, proton-proton collisions were performed at the highest energy ever
achieved inman-made particle accelerators, with the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. This thesis
presents measurements performed with the ATLAS detector which fully exploit this energy, of
the high momentum production of the most massive fundamental particles known to exist: the
top quark and the Higgs boson. Firstly, the differential cross-section of highly boosted top quarks,
measured in the lepton+jets channel using the 3.2 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV collected in 2015, is
presented. Two kinematic properties of the boosted top quark, pt,hadT and
yt,had , are unfolded to
a fiducial volume and compared to a number of state-of-the-art Monte Carlo simulations. Then,
using 36 fb−1 of data from 2015 and 2016, the search for associated production of a top quark
pair with a Higgs boson decaying to a pair of bottom quarks is discussed. Particular emphasis
is placed on the high pT boosted channel, the first time such an analysis has been published
by the ATLAS collaboration. A limit of 2.0 times the Standard Model expectation is set on
tt¯H,H→ bb¯ production alone, which after combining with analyses in other channels leads to
> 5σ observation of both tt¯H production and H→bb¯ decay. Finally, a number of optimisations
of the boosted tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis are presented, in view of a future publication of the combined
tt¯H,H→bb¯ search using the full 140 fb−1 of data collected by the end of 2018.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The story so far: In the beginning the Universe was created. This has made a lot of
people very angry and been widely regarded as a bad move.
– Douglas Adams
Often in the three and a half years in which I have been performing the work presented in this
document, I have been asked the question: why did you choose to study particle physics? Why is
it interesting? Why bother? The answer is that I like puzzles, of all sorts. And particle physics
is the grandest puzzle of all: that of the entire universe. How could you not want to study it?
The Standard Model of Particle Physics is the best solution to the puzzle that has yet been
postulated. A mind bogglingly accurate description of almost all known phenomena, it time
and again comes up with the correct answer to every question we can throw at it. The Large
Hadron Collider now smashes particles together at such high energy as to rewind 13.7 billion
years and recreate the conditions of the universe fractions of a second after it’s birth, and still the
theory predicts the results of our searches and measurements to astonishing accuracy. However,
the puzzle is not yet complete. The 2012 discovery of the Higgs boson [3, 4] filled one very
important hole, but the Standard Model still has nothing to say on gravity, dark matter, or dark
energy, while the issues of the fermion mass hierarchy, neutrino masses and the matter-antimatter
asymmetry of the observable universe are not yet satisfactorily put to bed. We venture forth with
little guidance on what it will look like; just our intuition, ingenuity, and unbridled belief that
whatever it is, it is beautiful.
One way in which to approach the puzzle of what lies beyond the Standard Model is to
make precise measurements of the fundamental parameters of the theory, such as the Yukawa
couplings [5] between the fermions and Higgs boson. The Yukawa coupling for the top quark,
yt , is a particularly interesting parameter to measure: it is responsible for giving fermions mass,
and the top quark is the most massive fundamental particle of all. Why should the top quark
be so much more massive than the other fermions? Does it play a special role in electroweak
symmetry breaking, or in whatever new physics is out there?
The only way to measure yt directly is via associated production of top quarks and Higgs
1
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bosons. However, this is an incredibly rare process, with top quark pair plus Higgs boson (tt¯H)
production being just 1% of the total Higgs boson production cross-section, and single top quark
plus Higgs boson (tH) significantly smaller still [6]. Themost abundant decay channel, the Higgs
decay to a pair of b quarks, is buried under a huge background of top quark pair production, the
cross-section of which is several orders of magnitude larger [7]. The problem then is two-fold:
ensuring that the top quark is well understood, such that we better understand the role it might
play in new physics, and may begin to hunt for the associated Higgs production needle amongst
the top quark hay; and then designing a sufficiently efficient strategy such that we have a chance
of finding that needle. It is these problems that this thesis seeks to solve, first via a measurement
of the kinematics of top quark production, and subsequently via searches for the tt¯H process.
At the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located on the outskirts of Geneva, Switzerland, proton-
proton collisions took place between 2015 and 2018 at an unprecedented centre-of-mass energy,
commonly denoted as
√
s, of 13 TeV. The ATLAS detector recorded data throughout this period,
ending the second run of the LHC with 140 fb−1 of data with which to probe the Standard Model
and search for clues on what lies just out of view.
This document is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the Standard
Model of Particle Physics, paying particular attention to the aspects of the theory most relevant to
the analyses presented. Chapter 3 introduces some of the more advanced concepts utilised in the
thesis, including boosted particles, detector unfolding, profile likelihood fits, and multivariate
analysis methods. The ATLAS detector, and LHC accelerator complex, are discussed in Chapter
4, and the particle physics objects reconstructed in the detector are described in Chapter 5.
Monte-Carlo simulations, used extensively in the presented analyses, are introduced in Chapter
6. The first of the measurements presented, the differential cross-sectionmeasurement of boosted
top quarks, is detailed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 describes the first ATLAS tt¯H,H→ bb¯ paper to
incorporate a boosted signal region, with Chapter 9 discussing the optimisations of the boosted
region that have been developed since the initial publication. Finally, Chapter 10 summarises
the results, and briefly looks to the future of field.
Chapter 2
The Standard Model of Particle Physics
There is a theory which states that if ever anyone discovers exactly what the Universe
is for and why it is here, it will instantly disappear and be replaced by something
even more bizarre and inexplicable. There is another theory which states that this has
already happened.
– Douglas Adams
The StandardModel of Particle Physics (SM) is an astonishing theory. It is complex enough to
describe phenomena both over a wide range of orders of magnitude and centre-of-mass energies,
as shown in Figure 2.1. Indeed, the SM correctly predicts the electron magnetic moment to an
incredible 14 decimal places [8]. Simultaneously, it is simple enough to be written on the side
of a coffee cup, as in Figure 2.2.
The full SM Lagrangian can be written as the sum of four smaller pieces
LSM = 14FµνF
µν + iψ¯Dψ + (|Dµφ|2 − V(φ)) + (ψiyi jψ jφ + h.c.) (2.1)
= LGauge + LFermions + LHiggs + LYukawa, (2.2)
where FµνFµν is the scalar product of the field strength tensor encapsulating the strong nuclear
force and the combined electroweak force. ψ¯Dψ represents the dynamics of the fermion fields
ψ, with D the covariant derivative on fermions required to maintain gauge symmetry. Dµ is
the covariant derivative on the boson fields, and thus Dµφ encodes the interaction of the gauge
bosons with the Higgs field φ. V(φ) is the potential of the Higgs field, from which spontaneous
symmetry breaking emerges. ψiyi jψ jφ describes the interaction between the fermions ψ and
the Higgs field, with yi j the elements of the Yukawa matrix that encodes the strength of these
interactions. Finally, h.c. represents the Hermitian conjugate of the Yukawa terms, which are not
self-adjoint. In essence, these terms respectively encapsulate: the description of the fundamental
forces themselves; the dynamics of the fermions; the Higgs field and it’s coupling to the gauge
bosons; and the coupling between the Higgs field and the fermions.
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Figure 2.1: Summary plot of SM cross-section measurements, over many orders of magnitude
and at varying centre-of-mass energies, as measured by ATLAS [9].
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Figure 2.2: The SM Lagrangrian written on the side of a coffee cup, modulo one controversial
mistake [10]. Available at the CERN gift shop!
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Figure 2.3: The particle content of the Standard Model of Particle Physics [11].
The full particle content of the SM is summarised in Figure 2.3. The following sections look
at each of these smaller pieces in turn.
2.1 LGauge : The Fundamental Forces of Nature
LGauge = 14FµνF
µν (2.3)
The first piece of the SM Lagrangian, LGauge, concerns the fundamental forces and the
particles which carry them, the gauge bosons, as well as their interactions. The SM is constructed
as a quantum field theory, in which the symmetries of nature are manifest as conserved currents,
following Noether’s theorem [12]. The SM thus relies on the gauge symmetry of the group
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GSM = SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y , where the three conserved currents are the color C, the
left-handed weak isospin L, and the weak hypercharge Y .
SU(3)C represents the strong interaction, and gives rise to quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
[13, 14], the force governing the interactions of quarks and gluons. The three “colors” of quark,
rgb, interact via gluons, which are the gauge bosons resulting from the eight generators of the
group. The strength of the strong interaction is governed by the strong coupling constant αs,
which is in fact energy dependent and thus not a constant at all [15]. At LHC energies, αS
is sufficiently small as to be calculable perturbatively: see Chapter 6. The gluons themselves
are color charged, electrically neutral, and massless. Being color charged means that gluons
have a self-interaction, and this leads to the principle of quark confinement, whereby colored
particles will always bind to form colorless states: at low energy, the self-interaction creates
an anti-screening effect that causes the strength of the strong interaction to increase. Thus, any
particles that have a net color charge are bound together to form color neutral states.
SU(2)L ×U(1)Y describes quantum electrodynamics (QED), the unified theory of electrody-
namics and the weak interaction [16–18]. SU(2)L and U(1)T have three and one generator(s)1
respectively. The gauge symmetry nominally requires that the corresponding bosons are mass-
less, but observation of massive gauge bosonsW± and Z0 implies something is missing: this is
the third piece of the Lagrangian, LHiggs, discussed in Section 2.3. The mass of these particles
causes the weak interaction to have a very short range. The fourth boson is the humble photon,
which is responsible for the electromagnetic interaction. Being massless and electrically neutral
the photon does not have a self-interaction and has an infinite range.
2.2 LFermions : Quarks and Leptons
LFermions = iψ¯Dψ (2.4)
The fundamental building blocks of everything in the universe, from stars and galaxies to
the paper or screen upon which you are reading this document, and indeed including the human
body itself, are fermions: quarks and leptons. The protons and neutrons in the atomic nucleus
are made of up and down quarks (bound together by gluons), with orbiting electrons completing
the classical picture. The second piece of the SM Lagrangian, LFermions, describes the dynamics
of these particles. The covariant derivativeD encodes the interaction between the fermions, via
the gauge fields which propagate the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces.
In fact, there are 3 generations of fermions, as shown in Figure 2.3. The three generations
of fermions have identical properties in terms of their color, weak, and electromagnetic charges,
varying only in their mass. Quarks carry color charge, and therefore experience the strong force,
while leptons do not. All fermions interact via the weak force, and all but the electrically neutral
1The generators of a group are the set of objects from which the full dynamics of the group emerge; in this case,
they correspond to the set of gauge bosons which propagate the field.
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neutrinos interact electrodynamically. The heavy fermions are unstable, and thus decay, with
lifetimes inversely proportional to their mass. The heaviest fermion of all is the top quark.
2.2.1 The Top Quark
The top quark was first predicted by Kobayashi and Maskawa [19] in 1973 as part of an as yet
unseen 3rd generation of fermions. Discovery of the bottom quark [20] and the τ lepton [21]
followed in the same decade, yet the top quark remained absent. It was finally discovered in
1995 at the Tevatron based CDF [22] and D0 [23] collaborations at a centre-of-mass energy
of 1.8 TeV. Due to its high mass, 172.69 GeV ± 0.25 (stat) ± 0.41 (syst) in the most recent
ATLAS combination [24], it could not be produced by previous colliders. This unusually high
mass leads to some interesting properties. With a lifetime of τ ∼ 10−25 s [25] – shorter than the
time required for hadronisation τ ∼ 10−22 s [25] – it decays before it can form bound states. The
top can thus be reconstructed and studied in experiments as a bare quark, something that is not
possible for any other quark due to the effects of QCD confinement – a unique window through
which to study the Standard Model.
At the LHC, top quark pairs are produced by the strong interaction: 90% of tt¯ pairs are via
gluon fusion, with the remaining 10% via qq¯ annihilation, at
√
s = 13 TeV [26]. Tops decay
almost exclusively into aW boson and a b quark [27]. The leading order Feynman diagrams for
top quark pair production in a pp collider are shown in Figure 2.4. Single top quark production
is also possible, though the cross-section is comparatively small due to being a weakly initiated
process. The b quark binds with other quarks and produces a jet, a narrow spray of detectable
hadronic particles. Since theW can decay either hadronically into a pair of quarks or leptonically
into a charged lepton+neutrino, the tt¯ events can be categorised into three channels based upon
the W decays: dilepton, lepton+jets, or alljets, as shown in Figure 2.5. The dilepton channel
has the smallest branching ratio of the three at about 11%, meaning much lower statistics are
available. Though the leptons, which can be identified relatively easily, mean a good selection
efficiency, the second neutrino in the final state makes the accurate reconstruction of the full event
challenging. The branching ratio of the alljets channel is much larger, at around 45%, but suffers
from a large background due to QCD multijet production. It is further harder to trigger on due
to the lack of final state lepton, and the high jet multiplicity makes it a combinatoric challenge
to correctly reconstruct the top quarks. Lepton+jets events have a branching ratio similar to the
alljets, but include the key lepton for easy triggering and lower backgrounds, as well as a smaller
combinatorics problem.
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Figure 2.4: Leading order Feynman diagrams for tt¯ production at the LHC.
2.3 LHiggs: Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and
the Higgs Mechanism
LHiggs = |Dµφ|2 − V(φ) (2.5)
In order to generate mass terms for the gauge bosons of the weak force – without breaking
gauge symmetry – an additional scalar field is required. The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism,
first postulated in 1964 by Higgs [29] [30], Englert and Brout [31], and Guralnik, Hagen
and Kibble [32], does exactly this, introducing a new scalar field φ and potential of the form
V(φ) = µ2φ†φ + λ(φ†φ)2, with µ2 and λ free parameters. If µ2 < 0 and λ > 0, the potential
is at its minimum at V(φ) = −µ2/2λ ≡ υ. This value υ is known as the vacuum expectation
value of the field. There are a ring of possible φ values, as shown in Figure 2.6, that reach this
minimum, and when the field is displaced from zero, the (arbitrary) choice of which value in
this ring is taken leads to the description of the symmetry as being spontaneously broken. Mass
terms corresponding to the W± and Z0 boson now appear, along with an additional degree of
freedom with units of mass – an excitation of the scalar field, the Higgs boson (H), with mass
mH =
√
−2µ2. The observed masses of theW±, Z , and H bosons lead to a vacuum expectation
value of υ ≈ 246 GeV. λ corresponds to the strength of the Higgs boson self-coupling, which is
as yet unobserved [33].
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Figure 2.5: Breakdown of top quark final states [28]. The analyses presented in this thesis focus
mainly on the e+jets and µ+jets decays, together referred to as the “lepton+jets” channel.
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Figure 2.6: Graphical representation of the Higgs potential. The motion of the ball falling into
the minima of the potential, and the resulting value in the plane orthogonal to the V(φ) axis,
represents the “spontaneous” symmetry breaking [34].
2.3.1 The Higgs Boson
The mediating particle of the new scalar field, the Higgs boson, was discovered in 2012 by both
ATLAS [3] and CMS [4]. Since then, precision measurements of the particle have found it to
be consistent with the SM, with a mass mH = 125.09 ± 0.24 GeV as of the latest ATLAS/CMS
combination [35]. Higgs bosons are produced in four primary production modes at the LHC:
gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), vector boson fusion (VBF), associated production with a vector boson
(VH), and associated production with a pair of heavy quarks (tt¯Hand bb¯H), Feynman diagrams
for which are shown in Figure 2.7. The cross-sections of each of these processes as a function
of centre-of-mass energy are shown in Figure 2.8.
TheHiggs boson couplings to other particles are directly related to themass of those particles.
The branching ratios of the Higgs is thus highly sensitive to the Higgs boson mass, as shown in
Figure 2.9a. At the observed value mH ≈ 125 GeV, shown in Figure 2.9b, the dominant decay
mode is to a pair of bottom quarks, with a total of 57% of all decays in this channel. WW and ZZ
decays are possible only if one of the two vector bosons are off shell, suppressing these channels.
Higgs decays to two gluons or photons are also possible despite these particles being massless,
due to loop diagrams (similar to the ggF production diagram in Figure 2.7a), with the largest
contribution from the top loop. Since the top quark is more massive than the Higgs boson itself,
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Figure 2.7: Representative Feynman diagrams for the main Higgs boson production modes at
the LHC, (a) gluon-gluon fusion, (b) vector boson fusion, (c) associated production with a vector
boson, (d) associated production with a pair of top or bottom quarks.
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Figure 2.8: Higgs boson production cross-sections in the SM, as a function of centre-of-mass
energy [6].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Branching ratios for the SM Higgs boson, (a) as a function of mH [36], and (b) at the
observed value of mH = 125 GeV [37]. The branching ratios are highly mass dependent, with
the dominant decay at mH = 125 GeV being H→bb¯.
the Higgs boson decay to a pair of top quarks is kinematically forbidden.
2.4 LYukawa : Acquiring Fermion Masses
LYukawa = ψiyi jψ jφ + h.c. (2.6)
The new scalar field also introduces the terms shown in Equation 2.6, which are responsible
for the fermion masses. In the SM, the fermion masses m f are proportional to υ via the relation
m f = y f
υ√
2
, (2.7)
where y f is the size of the coupling between the Higgs boson and the fermion f , known as
the Yukawa coupling. The size of these couplings are not predicted by the SM, but are free
parameters of the theory. This relation demonstrates that the Higgs couples more strongly to
more massive particles, or equivalently that particles which couple more strongly to the Higgs
have a larger mass. Inserting the observed top quark mass and υ into Equation 2.7 gives yt ≈ 1.
This result has lead to speculation that the top quark plays a special role in electroweak symmetry
breaking and physics beyond the StandardModel, which is discussed in Section 2.5. To date, only
indirect measurements of yt have been possible; measurements of ggF production and H→γγ
decays are sensitive to yt via the top quark contribution to the loop diagrams, though relies on the
assumption that there are no BSM particles entering these loops. The combined ATLAS + CMS
best fit for yt in this way is 1.40+0.24−0.21 times the SM expectation [38]. The CMS Collaboration
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also recently published an indirect measurement of yt , via differential distributions of top quark
kinematics [39], though this measurement is less sensitive than the ggF and H→ γγ analyses
with a best fit of 1.07+0.34−0.43 times the SM. A direct measurement of the top-Higgs coupling yt is
thus of extremely high interest as a test of the SM.
2.4.1 The Top-Higgs Coupling
Since the Higgs decay to two top quarks is heavily suppressed, the top Yukawa can only be
measured directly via associated production of the two particles. A representative leading order
Feynman diagram for the associated production of a Higgs boson with a pair of top quarks, tt¯H,
is shown in Figure 2.7d. Associated production with a single top quark, tH, is heavily suppressed
in the SM by the interference between diagrams [40], and so is not discussed in detail here.
In spite of this special interest and a huge effort, both ATLAS [41–43] and CMS [44,45] were
unable to detect any significant excess of tt¯H production in Run 1, due to the low production
cross-section of such a high mass event and the irreducible background from tt¯ events. At higher
centre-of-mass energies, the SM cross-section of the tt¯H production processes increases faster
than the backgrounds: by a factor of 7.1, from 86 fb at 7 TeV to 611 fb at 14 TeV [46], whilst
the cross-section of the main tt¯+jets background increases from 172 pb at 7 TeV to 953 pb at
14 TeV [7]. This means the signal to background ratio will be improved in Run 2, with data
taking at 13 TeV. Additionally, with the higher energy available, a higher fraction of these events
will be highly energetic, motivating a search in the high pT boosted regime that is described in
Section 3.1. The boosted channel is also potentially more sensitive to deviations from the SM at
the LHC [47], due to this higher energy.
2.5 LBSM: Beyond the Standard Model
Despite it’s success, the Standard Model is an incomplete theory, being unable to describe many
observed phenomena. The astute reader will have noted the absence of any mention of the force
of gravity from Section 2.1, and indeed the hunt for a quantum theory of gravity that could
incorporate it into the SM has so far evaded us. There is no prior reason why there should be
three generations of fermions, or why the masses of these generations are at such different scales:
why is mt >> mu? It similarly has nothing to say on the topic of dark matter or dark energy,
nor does it contain enough charge-parity violation to account for the huge matter-antimatter
asymmetry observed in the universe. The observation of neutrino oscillations implies a non-zero
mass for these particles, implying the existence of as-yet undetected right-handed neutrinos, or
some other new physics [27].
At one loop, the Higgs boson should pick up large quantum corrections to its mass, dominated
by the top quark loops. With Λ the energy scale at which new physics becomes apparent, this
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correction is approximately [48]
δmtH ∼
−m2t
υ2
Λ
4pi2
. (2.8)
Thus, the larger the scale of new physics, the larger the Higgs boson mass correction is. With
Run 2 of the LHC already probing the TeV scale, no new physics observed, and the observation
of the Higgs mass at ∼ 125 GeV, a large amount of fine-tuning is required to cancel out these
contributions to match observation. This is often referred to as the hierarchy problem or natural-
ness argument. Many new physics scenarios predict top-partners which lead to cancellation of
these contributions, such as those of supersymmetry [49,50] or vector-like quarks [51]. With no
sign of TeV scale new physics, and with no large energy increase on the particle physics horizon,
it is increasingly unlikely that any new particles will be observed in the near future. It is thus
incumbent on the discerning physicist to probe for further holes in the SM, which might provide
clues as to the nature of physics beyond the SM (BSM). This can be achieved by increasingly
precise measurements, which may deviate slightly from the SM predictions. As the heaviest
particle in the theory, the top quark may reasonably be expected to play an important role in
physics at high energy scales, such as through anomalous couplings in the top sector [52, 53] or
higher order operator effects [54, 55], and the effects of this may be visible via deviations from
the SM at LHC energies. All of these possible BSM physics scenarios motivate the measurement
of top production presented in Chapter 7, as well as the tt¯H analyses in Chapters 8 and 9. The
measurement of the top Yukawa via tt¯H is further motivated by composite Higgs models [56],
anomalous Higgs couplings [57, 58], and has implications for the stability of the electroweak
vacuum [59].
Chapter 3
Analysis Techniques
Solutions nearly always come from the direction you least expect, which means there’s
no point trying to look in that direction because it won’t be coming from there.
– Douglas Adams
This chapter introduces a number of common analysis techniques that are used in the analyses
presented in Chapters 7, 8, and 9. First, the concept of boosted particles, which are used
throughout, is introduced in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the method of unfolding, whereby
detector effects are removed from the measured data, important for the results in Chapter 7.
Profile likelihood fits, used extensively in both Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, are then described in
Section 3.3, followed in Section 3.4 by introductions to themultivariate analysis techniques used
in a number of places in the same chapters.
3.1 Boosted Particles
With the increase in centre of mass energy in Run 2 of the LHC, more particles than ever before
are produced at high transverse momentum, including high mass particles such as top quarks and
Higgs bosons. Traditionally, the decay products of these particles are reconstructed individually:
top quarks decaying t → Wb → qqb and Higgs bosons decaying H → bb¯ would typically be
reconstructed as three or two approximately conic sprays of mostly hadronic particles, known
as jets – discussed further in Section 5.3. This is referred to as the resolved topology. At high
pT , these decay products become collimated, eventually causing the jets to overlap and become
unresolvable. An alternate topology, referred to as the boosted regime, utilises this collimation
by reconstructing high pT heavy particles as a single larger radius jet, as demonstrated in Figure
3.1. Given the rule of thumb ∆ ≈ 2mpT for the angular separation between the decay products
of a particle of mass m, a jet of radius R = 1.0 will typically fully contain a top quark with
pT > 350 GeV or a Higgs boson with pT > 250 GeV. The advantage of this technique is that
it removes the combinatoric ambiguity of which jet originated from which decay product, while
17
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Figure 3.1: Cartoon depiction of the transition between the resolved and boosted regimes, for
the case of a hadronically decaying top quark.
jet substructure techniques (see Section 5.3.5) can be utilised to tag the jet and further reduce
background. In addition, the selection efficiency increases relative to the resolved regime as pT
increases, and thus the energy reach of measurements and searches increases. More on the jet
tagging algorithms used in this thesis can be found in Section 5.3.6 and Section 9.3.
3.2 Unfolding
In ATLAS, Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations are passed through a simulation of the ATLAS
detector, as described in Section 6.7, in order to compare data and MC at detector level. In order
for the data to be useful to someone outside the ATLAS collaboration, it is important to remove
effects due to the interaction with the detector hardware. The process of doing this is referred
to in particle physics as unfolding, though in other applications like imaging or data science is
often referred to as “deconvolution” or “unsmearing”. Without unfolding, data from different
experiments could not be compared directly to each other, and theorists would be required to
pass their latest predictions through similar complex detector simulations – making unfolding
a crucial analysis technique. However, the procedure of removing the detector effects from the
data is not straightforward. Starting with the data measurement described by the function g(d),
the truth level distribution f (t) is desired. The unfolding procedure is described by a Fredholm
equation of the first type [60] ∫
Ω
K(d, t) f (t)dt + b(d) = g(d), (3.1)
withK(d, t) the kernel representing the detector effects, and b(d) representing background events.
The equation in this form can be thought of as representing the “folding” of the detector effects
K(d, t) into the truth distribution f (t) to give the detector level distribution g(d), analogous to
the detector simulation step described in Section 6.7. We thus desire a methodology for inverting
this operation. In this thesis we measure binned distributions g(d) and f (d), and in this case
there are 5 basic types of convolutions to the data that can affect the measurement. These are:
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(1) Migrations: when a measurement of the quantity is slightly smeared by limited detector
resolution or similar, causing “migrating”, where the detector level quantity falls into the
wrong bin of the histogram.
(2) Efficiency: an event which passes all selection requirements at truth level, but fails one or
more of the selection requirements at detector level.
(3) Acceptance: an event which passes all selection requirements at detector level, but fails
one or more of the selection requirements at truth level.
(4) Background: the wrong type of event passing event selection, such as aW+jets event in a
tt¯ measurement.
(5) Statistical fluctuations: unavoidable fluctuations in the number of data events.
A number of methods for performing the unfolding exist, including simple bin-by-bin cor-
rections [61], Fully Bayesian Unfolding [62], and Singular Value Decomposition [63]. In the
analysis presented in Chapter 7, an Iterative D’Agostini [64] method, as implemented in the
RooUnfold package [65], is used.
To remove effects like (4) above, the number of background events from simulations and
data driven estimates ofW+jets, Z+jets, Diboson, QCD Multijet, tt¯+V and Single Top that pass
selection are subtracted from each bin of the data. Next, an acceptance correction is applied, as
calculated from the tt¯ signal MC. This accounts for effects of type (3), where an event is selected
at detector level but not particle level. These events are not desirable, as if they fail the particle
level selection, they lie outside the fiducial phase space, and thus this factor should be ≤ 1. This
correction factor is applied per bin, and is defined as the fraction of events which pass both the
detector and truth level selections, divided by the events that pass detector level
f jacc =
N jdet&truth
N jdet
, (3.2)
where Ndet&truth is the events which pass at both detector and truth level, Ndet is the events which
pass detector level, and the index j represents the bin in the detector level distribution.
Similarly, type (2) effects are corrected for using an efficiency correction  , which accounts
for events that passed at particle level but not at detector level, defined as
 i =
N idet&truth
N itruth
, (3.3)
where Ntruth is the events which pass at truth level, and in this case the index i is over the bins in
the truth level distribution.
Finally, a response matrixM is built. This is a two dimensional distribution with the detector
level on one axis and the truth distribution on the other, filled only with events that pass both
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selections. Any events which fall off the diagonal of this distribution are thus of type (1) as
described above. A migration matrix is a representation of the response matrix, where the bin
contents are normalised along each row or column, to display the fraction of events which lie on
or off diagonal.
The final equation governing the unfolding procedure is then given by
dσfid
dX i
=
1
L · ∆X i ·
1
 i
·
∑
j
M−1i j · f jacc · (N jreco − N jbkg), (3.4)
where σfid is the cross-section in the fiducial phase space, X is the quantity of interest, L is
the integrated luminosity of the data, and ∆X i is the width of bin i. The unfolding can thus be
thought of as a matrix inversion problem1, analogous to the inverse operation of the integration
of the kernel K(d, t) that embeds the detector response in Equation 3.1. To perform this matrix
inversion, Bayes theorem can be used
P(T |D) = P(D |T) × P(T)
P(D) , (3.5)
where D represents detector level and T represents truth level. P(D), the probability distribution
for the data, here represents the “prior”, the assumptions made on our knowledge of the problem.
The resulting spectrum P(T |D), the truth probability distribution given the data distribution, is
referred to as the “posterior”. P(T) is the probability distribution of the truth, with P(D |T) the
probability distribution of the data given the truth. In the D’Agostini method, the initial chosen
prior is the nominal MC distribution. In order to minimise the influence of this assumption, the
matrix inversion is performed iteratively, with the posterior of the previous iteration used as the
prior for the subsequent iteration. In this way, the bias of the SM assumption in the initial prior is
minimised. The number of iterations performed is then a parameter of the unfolding that must be
chosen – too many iterations will cause fluctuations caused by limited MC statistics to become
increasingly influential in the unfolding, while too few will cause the SM prior to be influential
and potentially mask new physics effects.
3.3 Profile Likelihood Fit
If, instead of unfolding measurements of a particular signal process in a signal dominated region,
one wishes only to infer the presence of a signal over a potentially large background, a profile
likelihood fit can be used. From each set of particle physics events x, many parameters may be
inferred. These parameters may represent a quantity to be measured, such as the cross-section of
a particular process, referred to as the parameter of interest µ, or parameters, θ, the systematic
1This though is not strictly correct in D’Agostini unfolding, as it implies a single predetermined result could be
analytically obtained. In truth, the problem is a probabilistic one: for further details, see [64]
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uncertainties on the measurement of that quantity. These systematic uncertainties, or nuisance
parameters, hinder the precision of the desired measurement. By considering N independent
events x = x1, x2, ..., xN each as a sampling from a probability density f (x; µ, θ), an estimate of
the values for µ and θ can be built using the likelihood function
L(x; θ) =
N∏
i
f (xi; µ, θ). (3.6)
The maximum value of this function occurs at µˆ, θˆ, the best estimate for the parameters µ, θ.
Thus, to estimate µ and θ, the task is to maximise the likelihood function. In practice, it is often
easier to minimise the negative log-likelihood − ln L, which effectively replaces the product with
a sum
− ln L = −
N∑
i
ln f (xi; µ, θ). (3.7)
Theminimisation of this function is not in general analytically calculable and so instead numerical
techniques are used. In the fits described in this thesis, theMINOSmethod of theminuit program,
as implemented in the RooFit package, is used [66].
In the case that there is a single parameter of interest µ and many nuisance parameters θ, the
uncertainty on µˆ can be found using a profile likelihood ratio
λ(µ) = L(µ,
ˆˆθ)
L(µˆ, θˆ) . (3.8)
The double hat notation in L = (µ, ˆˆθ) denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of θ at a given
value of µ, while the single hat notation in L = (µˆ, θˆ) denotes the global maximum likelihood
estimate of µ and θ together. With this, the compatibility between the data and any given value
of µ can be easily tested, using the test statistic tµ
tµ = −2 ln λ(µ). (3.9)
The probability density function of the test statistic tµ then follows a χ2 distribution, and the
uncertainty on µˆ can be calculated using confidence intervals [67].
In practice, due to the large number of events under consideration in high energy physics,
a profile likelihood fit is usually performed on a set of binned data. This data may be from
many different orthogonal regions, defined by the set of fiducial requirements applied to the
event. Some regions, referred to as signal regions, are selected to be enriched in signal events.
Other regions, orthogonal to the signal regions and selected to target background processes,
are referred to as control regions. Control regions allow a handle on the overall background
rate and other nuisance parameters. The signal can then be measured as the amount of events
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above the background expectation in the signal regions. It is common to further fit to a binned
discriminant distribution in the signal regions that separates the background and signal processes,
in order to maximise the sensitivity to the signal. In the case that the parameter of interest is
the cross-section of a particular process, it is common to define µ = σ/σSM, the ratio of the
measured cross-section to the SM expectation. This acts as a normalisation factor of the signal
event rate. Similarly, nuisance parameters k are assigned to the background rates, which may
be constrained by the results of dedicated measurements of these processes or freely floated if a
suitable such measurement does not exist. The expected total number of events Nexptot in a given
bin with n different background processes can thus be expressed as
Nexptot (µ, k, θ) = µ × Nexpsig (θ) +
n∑
i
ki × Nexpbkg,i(θ). (3.10)
The nuisance parameters may in general follow any possible distribution. However, thanks to
the central limit theorem, a Taylor expansion around the maximum point θˆ may be assumed to
be Gaussian in the high statistics limit [68]. The data distribution is assumed to be Poissonian.
Thus, the full expression for the likelihood, divided into M bins with Nobsm events in that bin, is
L(µ, k, θ) =
M∏
m
Nexptot (µ, k, θ)N
obs
m
Nobsm !
× eNexp(µ,k,θ) ×
∏
i
1√
2pi
e−
θ2
i
2 . (3.11)
The choice of region definitions, discriminant distributions, and the set of nuisance parameters,
are referred to as the fit model. The fit model is usually optimised on Asimov data, in order to
not be biased by fluctuations in the real data. An Asimov dataset is an artificial one in which
the number of events in each bin in the fit is exactly equal to the expected number of events, and
as such the number of events may be non-integer [67]. This is achieved using MC estimates for
signal on top of the data-driven and MC estimates of all of the backgrounds.
3.4 Multivariate Analysis
In many cases, simple linear requirements on observables are not sufficient to obtain clear
separation between two processes – for example to isolate tt¯H production from tt¯ backgrounds,
or for selecting jets initiated from b-quarks against the background of c-quark, light-quark
and gluon initiated jets. In recent years, it has become increasingly common in high energy
physics to utilise machine learning (ML) techniques. In particular, multivariate analysis (MVA)
machine learning techniques have seen very widespread use. In these cases, many different
observables may provide some small amount of separation between each case, and MVAs may
allow the automated determination of the optimal set of requirements, or exploitation of non-
linear correlations between different observables in order to identify the most likely origin of a pp
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event, jet source, or any other such classification problem2. Currently, two of the most popular
of these MVA algorithms are Boosted Decision Trees (BDT) [69] and Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) [70].
3.4.1 Common Concepts
There aremany concepts common to theMVAalgorithms described here. In high energy physics,
it is common to use simulated events to train these algorithms, since a true class label can then be
assigned to every event. This is known as supervised learning, though some examples of weakly
supervised or unsupervised learning, where the truth labels are not known, are also becoming
relevant [71,72]. The MVA is given some set of input features, which are properties of the object
to be classified, and the output of the MVA then discriminates between the different classes used
in the training.
Any algorithm which requires training is at some risk of overtraining or overfitting, whereby
the performance on the data used to train the algorithm exceeds the performance on an indepen-
dent dataset. In this case, it is clear that the algorithm has learned features that are present in
the training set which do not generalise to other datasets. This could be due to finite training
statistics, or a non-representative sample. The former is a common problem in high energy
physics, due to the high CPU overheads on many aspects of event simulation. The latter might
also happen in the case that the simulation is not representative of the data, and thus only features
which are well modelled should be utilised, and careful checks must be carried out to ensure
performance is reliable and understood.
Evaluating the performance of any MVA should always be performed on an independent
dataset which was not used in the training, to avoid overly optimistic evaluations due to over-
training. It is usual to partition the given dataset into training and testing datasets. Since the
MC events used to train are usually required to be used in the analysis itself too, it is common to
use cross-training, whereby the data is split into two equal sized subsets and two separate MVAs
are trained with each half and tested with the other. Comparing the performance of these two
independent MVAs is then an important check of overtraining, and the real data will simply use
one of the two, chosen at random event by event.
Overtraining can often be mitigated by careful choice of hyperparameters. Hyperparameters
are parameters of the algorithms themselves, which affect the learning of the algorithm. They
must be chosen by hand, or otherwise optimised in some fashion, and what works best varies is
highly problem dependent. The nature of the hyperparameters can take a wide variety of forms,
and some common examples are discussed in detail for the case of BDTs and DNNs in Sections
3.4.2 and 3.4.3.
2One may also consider MVA regression, though this is not performed in any of the presented analyses and so
not described here.
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Figure 3.2: Example schematic of a Decision Tree [74]. Each circle represents a node, with the
labels S and B representing signal dominated and background dominated nodes. The notation
c1, c2, c3, and c4 represent the set of splitting thresholds applied at each branching, with xi, x j,
and xk the input quantities that are being selected on.
3.4.2 Boosted Decision Trees
Boosted Decision Trees are an extension of the concept of a decision tree [73]. Given a set of
input features with labelled classification, a decision tree will find the location of the optimal
threshold on one of these observables in order to separate the classes. Such a splitting is referred
to as a node, with the subsequent paths referred to as branches. Most commonly, BDTs are used
as binary classifiers, though it is also possible to have more than two possible labels. The process
may continue indefinitely, splitting the daughter nodes further until full separation is obtained, or
else complexity can be limited by terminating the splitting at some maximum depth or minimum
node size. The resulting end points are referred to as leaves. An example schematic of a decision
tree is shown in Figure 3.2.
The choice of observable and threshold applied are determined by minimising some separa-
tion index, such as GiniIndex G [75] or CrossEntropy E [76]. These are commonly defined in
terms of the purity p, defined for binary classification as
p =
s
s + b
, (3.12)
G = 2 × p × (1 − p) = sb(s + b)2 , (3.13)
E = −p × ln(p) − (1 − p) × ln(1 − p), (3.14)
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where s and b are the number of signal and background events respectively. Consider a toy
example in which there are six events, with the following observable values:
Classification Njet Nlep
Signal 4 2
Signal 4 1
Signal 5 1
Background 4 1
Background 3 2
Background 3 2
The GiniIndex and CrossEntropy for the initial node are then
p =
3
3 + 3
= 0.5, (3.15)
G = 2 × 0.5 × (1 − 0.5) = 0.5, (3.16)
E = −0.5 × ln(0.5) − (1 − 0.5) × ln(1 − 0.5) = 0.693. (3.17)
If a requirement is made that Nlep < 2, the GiniIndex and CrossEntropy, averaged over the
resulting nodes, becomes
p1 =
1
1 + 2
= 0.333 , p2 =
2
2 + 1
= 0.666, (3.18)
G = ((2 × 0.333 × (1 − 0.333)) + (2 × 0.666 × (1 − 0.666))/2
= 0.444, (3.19)
E = (−0.333 × ln(0.333) − (1 − 0.333) × ln(1 − 0.333) +
−0.666 × ln(0.666) − (1 − 0.666) × ln(1 − 0.666))/2
= 0.637. (3.20)
The separation index in both cases has thus reduced, and so this could be a candidate for the first
splitting. However, if a requirement is instead applied at Njets ≥ 4
p1 =
3
3 + 1
= 0.75 , p2 =
0
0 + 2
= 0, (3.21)
G = 0.09375, (3.22)
E = 0.56233. (3.23)
Now, both G and E reduce much more, and so this splitting is preferred to the first one tested. A
decision tree will scan over all observables, find the optimal threshold for each, and choose the
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one which results in the lowest value of the chosen separation index.
A single decision tree by itself is an example of a weak learner. If complexity is left
unhindered, the tree will become overtrained. If complexity is limited, it it less susceptible to
overtraining, though not immune, and performance will be limited: many leaves will not be
completely pure in any particular class, and thus some events will be misclassified. Boosting
in this context is an extension of the decision tree algorithm to improve the performance, by
building an ensemble (or forest) of decision trees. In this algorithm, after the initial tree is built,
those events which are misclassified are weighted up such that they carry more importance in
a subsequent decision tree, changing the separation index score and thus building a different
tree. The results of this tree are then similarly weighted, and this continues for some chosen
number of iterations. The resulting output of the forest is the weighted performance of each
(weak learning) tree, and so by combining many of these a BDT obtains better performance and
is thus referred to as a strong learner. Examples of boosting algorithms include AdaBoost [69]
and GradientBoost [77].
BDTs are very sensitive to overtraining, due to the precise manner in which the splittings
are determined. There are two common strategies to minimise this overtraining: bagging and
pruning. In a bagged BDT, only some (randomly chosen) subset of the training data is used per
tree. By varying the exact events used per tree, the forest is less likely to be tuned precisely to the
full training data. It also reduces the likelihood of a small number of outlier events being heavily
boosted and becoming highly influential. Pruning is the process of removing the least important
leaves after the full decision tree has been built. If removing a splitting node has less than some
minimum effect on the output of the tree, it can be safely removed without a significant loss in
performance, while making the tree more robust against overtraining.
A BDT has many tuneable hyperparameters. For example, one may choose to limit the
maximum depth of the tree, the minimum size of a splittable node, or the number of trees in the
forest. There is also the choice of the bagging fraction per tree, the pruning criterion, the choice
of boosting method and associated coefficients, and the choice of separation index. There is no
universally well performing set of hyperparameters, and these must be optimised on a case by
case basis.
3.4.3 Deep Neural Networks
The term neural network, coined via loose analogy to the function of neurons in a brain, is an
umbrella term for a family of MVA algorithms. In essence, a neural network approximates the
true mapping y = f ∗(x) of a classification y given a set of features x with the function f (x; θ),
by learning the parameters θ that best describe the true mapping. This function f may be further
broken down into layers, such that y = f1( f2( f3(x; θ))), and neural networks which contain more
than one such layer are known as Deep Neural Networks. Each layer consists of many nodes: the
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Figure 3.3: Model of a Deep Neural Network containing two hidden layers [78].
input layer has one node per input feature, while the output layer can have as many outputs as
desired (just one for the case of binary classification, or one per class for multiclass output), and
each hidden layer in between can have an arbitrary number. This structure is shown in Figure
3.3. The connections between each of these nodes are the associated parameters θ, called the
weights, and if each node in a given layer is connected to each node in the subsequent layer, it is
referred to as fully connected. No prior intuition of the problem is necessary up front when to
initialise these weights: θ can be initialised randomly, and learning happens via the updating of
the weights after seeing some training data: a process known as back propagation [79].
The training of a DNN is a series of forward passes – calculating the network output for a
given event – followed by the back propagation, where the network output is compared to the true
value, and the weights are updated to better approximate the true value next time. The forward
pass consists of simple linear algebra. First, the vector of inputs x is multiplied by the weights θ
connecting the first hidden layer, and all of the connections to each node in the hidden layer are
summed. This sum S is then passed through the activation function, to calculate the node score.
This node score is then analogous to an input feature from the input layer, and it is subsequently
passed forward identically until reaching the output layer, where the node scores are finally the
actual network output. The term hidden layer comes from the fact that the node scores for these
layers are hidden from the user. An example of the forward pass phase of a simple network is
shown in Figure 3.4.
The activation function is simply some mathematical function used to transform the inputs.
Using non-linear functions, such as f (x) = tanh(x), allows the DNN to learn higher dimensional
correlations between the inputs, and it is this introduction of non-linearity that provides much
of the power of deep learning models. Other popular activation functions include the sigmoid
f (x) = 11+exp−x and rectified linear unit (ReLU) f (x) = max(0, x), which are shown along with
tanh in Figure 3.5.
Back propagation works backwards from the output layer, comparing the true label to the
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Figure 3.4: A toy example of a forward pass for a simple, fully connected network. The small
number in each node of the hidden layer is the sum of the inputs ×weights, and the larger number
is the node score after passing through a sigmoid activation [80].
Figure 3.5: Examples of common non-linear activation functions [81].
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prediction of the network output via the loss function. Common loss functions include the mean
squared error EMSE [82] and Cross-Entropy ECE [76], given by
EMSE =
1
2
(ytrue − yout)2, (3.24)
ECE = −(ytrue log(yout) + (1 − ytrue) log(1 − yout), (3.25)
with ytrue the true classification and yout the network output. The network objective – to act as
the best approximation to the true mapping between the inputs and true label – can be easily
re-expressed as being to minimise the loss function for all output nodes. Thus, it is natural to
think in terms of gradients, and calculate derivatives of the error E of the output o with respect
to the weight θ used
∂E
∂θ
=
∂E
∂o
× ∂o
∂S
× ∂S
∂θ
, (3.26)
where we have taken advantage of the chain rule, with S the sum of the inputs prior to activation.
If the loss function chosen is differentiable, ∂E∂o is easily calculable. Similarly, if the activation
function is differentiable, then ∂o∂S can be calculated. The final piece,
∂S
∂θ , is the simple derivative
of the vector multiplication and summing. To make this clear, consider the concrete example of
mean squared error and sigmoid activation with a single output node. Then
E =
1
2
(true − o)2 (3.27)
=⇒ ∂E
∂o
= (true − o), (3.28)
o =
1
1 + exp−S
=
eS
1 + eS
(3.29)
=⇒ ∂o
∂S
=
eS
(1 + eS)2 = o(1 − o), (3.30)
S = O · θ (3.31)
=⇒ ∂S
∂θ
= O. (3.32)
Here,O is the node output from the previous layer. Thus, by continuing this use of the chain rule
all the way back to the original inputs, the dependence of the output error on each weight can
be calculated. To decrease the error, the weights are updated by subtracting this gradient, thus
moving towards the minimum of the loss function. This process is known as gradient descent. In
practice, the value subtracted is multiplied by an additional factor called the learning rate, which
is usually << 1. In this way, the weights change by a smaller amount at each step, which may
prevent them from oscillating around a minimum. Of course, too small a learning rate may get
stuck in a local minima, and/or drastically slow the convergence – and so this is a hyperparameter
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of the network that must be chosen. Since calculating these gradients takes time, it is common
to forward propagate a number of events together, calculate the error of these, and then update
the weights using this error. The hyperparameter for the number of events per update is the
batch size. When all of the data has been passed through the network, this is an epoch, and
the number of these is another hyperparameter. Similar to a BDT, a DNN can be sensitive to
overtraining, and good choices of these and other hyperparameters is important. Other strategies
such as dropout, where connections between nodes are randomly dropped for each batch, can
also help to prevent overfitting. The architecture of the network can itself be considered as a
set of hyperparameters, with the number of layers, the number of nodes in each of those layers,
the amount of dropout, and the choice of activation/loss functions all important choices with no
a-priori favoured values.
A subtle consideration when using neural networks is data preprocessing. Unlike a BDT,
which performs linear selections on each input, the absolute scale of the input variables is
important, as made clear by substituting Equation 3.32 into Equation 3.26. Thus, inputting two
variables of widely varied scales – for example, the pT of a jet in MeV might be O(106), while
the η of a jet is O(1) – would give vastly different relative importance to the larger variable. To
get around this, the data should be normalised such that all inputs are similar in magnitude and
variance, ensuring robust behaviour in the gradient descent. For example, a simple method to
do this would be to rescale all of the inputs to be centred at 0, and to normalise by the mean of
the distribution to have unit variance.
In addition, there are many other deep learning architectures useful in particle physics beyond
fully connected layers, including (but not limited to) convolutional nets [83], LSTMs [84], or
generative adversarial networks [85], which have not been used in the analyses presented and so
are not discussed here. An example application of a fully connected DNN, used in the boosted
tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis for jet tagging, is presented in Section 9.3.
Chapter 4
ATLAS and the LHC
We are stuck with technology when what we really want is just stuff that works.
– Douglas Adams
Lying at an average depth of 100 m below the surface of the French and Swiss countryside,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [86] is the worlds largest piece of scientific apparatus built
to date. It is designed to collide protons (and heavy ions) at energies of up to 14 TeV, to study
the particles and forces of nature in conditions equivalent to those less than 1 billionth of a
second after the Big Bang. Superconducting magnets operating at 7.7 T bend bunches of protons
around the 27 km ring, with RF cavities accelerating them to 99.999999% of the speed of light.
The two beams are brought together once every 25 ns at one of 4 locations around the ring,
where the ATLAS [87], CMS [88], LHCb [89], and ALICE [90] experiments are each housed.
LHCb and ALICE are designed specifically to study heavy flavor physics in pp collisions and
quark-gluon plasma physics in heavy ion collisions respectively, while ATLAS and CMS are
general purpose particle detectors built to study the physics of the Standard Model as well as
search for new physics beyond the Standard Model. The studies presented in this document have
all been performed using data collected with the ATLAS detector, which is described in detail
in Section 4.2.
4.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is housed in the same tunnel that was previously home to the Large Electron-Positron
Collider (LEP) [91]. The tunnel was originally dug between 1983 and 1988, with the two ends
eventually meeting with an error of just 1 cm. At its deepest point, the tunnel is 175 m below
the surface, owing to its location at the foot of the Jura mountains, and is built at a gradient of
1.4% in order to minimise excavation costs as well as line up with the other tunnels in the CERN
accelerator complex. Protons are fed to the LHC via this network, depicted in Figure 4.1, from
a humble beginning in a small bottle of hydrogen gas. The hydrogen is subsequently ionised
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and accelerated to 50 MeV using a linear accelerator known as LINAC21, which has been in
operation since 1978. The protons subsequently enter the BOOSTER, in use since 1972, where
they are accelerated up to 1.4 GeV before being passed to the Proton Synchotron (PS), which first
accelerated particles in 1959. When they leave the PS, the protons have reached 25 GeV, and
are then fed to the Super Proton Synchotron (SPS). The SPS, itself 7 km in circumference, dates
back to 1976 and was the location for the discovery of the W± [92, 93] and Z [94, 95] bosons,
which earned Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer the 1984 Nobel Prize for Physics. When the
protons leave the SPS and enter the LHC, they have reached an energy of 450 GeV and traversed
more than half a century of history and technology. While the rest of the accelerator complex
uses traditional magnet technology, in order to reach energies in the TeV range the LHC relies
on superconducting magnets. Each of the 1232 15 m long dipole magnets, weighing 35 tonnes
each, must be cooled to just 1.9K to achieve resistance free electrical conduction. Quadropole
magnets are used to squeeze the beams at each interaction point, narrowing the effective size of
the beams to maximise number of colliding particles.
4.1.1 Operation
The first operational run of the LHC (Run 1) took place between 2009 and 2013, with proton
collisions at centre of mass energies lower than the design energy of
√
s = 14 TeV, at
√
s =
900 GeV,
√
s = 7 TeV, and
√
s = 8 TeV. After a two year shutdown for maintenance and
upgrade work, the second operational run (Run 2), began in 2015 and continued until the end of
2018. This time, collisions took place at
√
s = 13 TeV, chosen as a compromise between energy
reach, accelerator operational stability, and the time required for magnet preparation. Protons
are circulated around the machine in bunches, with a fixed number of protons per bunch and a
set spacing between them. The instantaneous luminosity L of the machine is a measure of the
number of interactions taking place at any given moment in the machine, and is dependent only
on beam parameters such as these, as well as the transverse size of the beam. Assuming two
identical beams, the equation for luminosity is
L = kN
2
4pisahav
, (4.1)
where s is the bunch spacing in units of time, k is the number of bunches per beam, N is the
number of protons per bunch in the two beams, and ah and av are the effective beam sizes in the
horizontal and vertical directions [97]. The total dataset size is then the integrated luminosity
over the data taking period, Lint =
∫ Ldt, often measured in units of inverse femtobarns (fb),
where 1 fb = 10−39cm2.
1LINAC2 will be decommissioned during the second long shut down of the LHC, with the new LINAC4
accelerator, designed to reach higher luminosity, replacing it as the first step in the proton accelerator chain for
Run 3.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram showing the CERN accelerator complex [96]. The LHC itself is shown in
dark blue.
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Figure 4.2: The luminosity delivered by the LHC and recorded by ATLAS through each year
of Run 2 data taking, for (a) 2015 (b) 2016 (c) 2017 (d) 2018 [99]. The green area is the
total integrated luminosity delivered by the LHC, beginning from the moment stable beams are
declared until they are lost. The yellow area represents the data recorded by ATLAS, with the
inefficiency relative to the green primarily due to data acquisition inefficiency and the time taken
for ATLAS to ramp up after stable beams are declared.
The analyses performed here utilise data collected by the ATLAS detector during Run 2
of the LHC, at a centre of mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. The amount of data collected each
year is shown in Figure 4.2. In total, 156 fb−1was delivered by the LHC, of which 147fb−1was
recorded by ATLAS. Of this, 139 fb−1 was collected with all subsystems of the ATLAS detector
operational. This information is summarised in Figure 4.3. Full details of the LHC performance
during Run 2 is summarised in [98].
When bunches cross in the centre of ATLAS, there is almost always more than one visible
pp collision per crossing2. This is known as pileup (µ). With higher instantaneous luminosity
comes larger µ, making it more difficult to reconstruct the hard interactions of interest in the
midst of many other concurrent pp collisions. Originally the LHC was designed to reach a peak
2With the exception of some special, low-µ runs performed in 2017 and 2018, demonstrated by the small peak
at µ = 1 in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: The total luminosity delivered and recorded over the whole of Run 2 by the ATLAS
detector [99]. The yellow and green areas are the same as those in Figure 4.2. The blue area,
labelled “Good for Physics”, represents the data collected with all ATLAS subsystems fully
operational.
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Figure 4.4: The average number of visible pp interactions per bunch crossing in ATLAS, per
year and total [99].
luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1, though this was exceeded already by 2016, with a record high of
2.1×1034 cm−2s−1 achieved in 2018. This hasmeant an average pile up 〈µ〉 = 33.7 over thewhole
of Run 2, as shown in Figure 4.4. In the latter half of 2016, a pile up of 〈µ〉 = 60 was common,
after the LHC fill scheme had to be changed to account for “the gruffalo” – persistent problems
in a particular sector of the accelerator that caused regular beam dumps. The original design
value was 〈µ〉 = 19. Higher pileup means more activity in the detector, making reconstruction
of physics objects trickier, and identification of which objects originate from the hard process
more difficult. Efficiently handling high pileup is increasingly important, in particular for Run 4
and beyond, when the LHC enters the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) phase [100].
4.2 ATLAS
A Toiroidal LHC ApparatuS may be a tenuous acronym at best, but the ATLAS detector [87]
is also the largest general purpose particle detector ever built, at 25 m in diameter and 44 m in
length, as shown in Figure 4.5. Built in the shape of a barrel around the beam pipe at Point 1
of the LHC tunnel, ATLAS combines a multitude of detector technologies to effectively identify
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Figure 4.5: The ATLAS Detector. The scale of the machine is demonstrated by the two small
figures standing between the muon wheels.
almost all of the particles in the Standard Model, with the exception of the neutrinos, which
escape without interaction. The barrel structure allows for these technologies to be combined in
a layered manner, with each stage being useful for the detection of different types of particles,
as shown in Figure 4.6. Much like the particles themselves, the following sections will travel
through each layer in turn, beginning at the centre of the detector and moving steadily outwards.
This thesis will use a right-handed coordinate system, with z the beam direction, φ the
azimuthal angle and θ the polar angle. Generally θ is replaced in analyses in favour of the
quantity rapidity, y = 0.5 ln
(
E+pz
E−pz
)
, or pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2), where E is the particle
energy and pz is the momentum in the beam direction. The quantities y and η are often used
interchangeably.
4.2.1 Inner Detector
The detector sub-system closest to the beam pipe is the Inner Detector (ID) [102]. The ID
is used to construct high resolution tracks of charged particles, which can be used to measure
particle momentum (in combination with the magnet system) as well as primary and secondary
vertices associated with particle decays. To do this, three distinct technologies are used – the
Pixel detector, the Semiconductor Tracker, and the Transition Radiation Tracker – in a layered
structure, depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Cartoon demonstrating how different types of particle interact with each layer of the
ATLAS detector [101]. Each type of particle has a different combination of signatures in the
subsystems.
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Figure 4.7: The layout of the ATLAS inner detector [103].
Pixel Detector
Closest to the beam pipe is the Pixel detector [104], itself composed of four layers in the barrel
and three layers in the endcap3, including the Inner B-Layer (IBL) [106]. The IBL was installed
during the shutdown between Run 1 and Run 2, and is the closest piece of ATLAS hardware to
the LHC beam. The Pixel detector is a system of 1968 silicon semiconductor sensors providing
coverage in the region |η | < 2.5. In total, there are 80.4 million pixels, of size 50 × 250 µm2 in
the IBL and 50× 400 µm2 in the other layers, providing spatial resolution of 10 µm (8 µm) in the
plane perpendicular to the beam direction and 115 µm (75 µm) in the beam direction itself in the
3 primary layers (IBL).
Semiconductor Tracker
The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) [107], next in line after the Pixel detector, uses similar silicon
sensors this time arranged in strips. There are a total of 15912 sensors in the SCT covering the
region |η | < 2.5, with 4 barrel layers and 9 disks in each endcap region. The 6 cm long strips
are arranged at a stereo angle of 40 mrad between neighbouring sensors, providing resolution of
17 µm in the transverse and 580 µm in the longitudinal directions.
3It is turtles all the way down [105].
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Transition Radiation Tracker
Unlike the other ID layers, the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) [108] uses straw tube sensors
4 mm in diameter, providing coverage up to |η | < 2.0. The TRT has a resolution of 130 µm in
the transverse plane, and no longitudinal measurement. The TRT does however provide around
36 hits per track, having 73 straw planes parallel to the beampipe in the barrel and 160 radial
straw planes in the endcap. The gas mixture used is 70% Xenon, 27% CO2 and 3% Oxygen, and
by using two different thresholds, hits from transition radiation can be be discriminated from
tracking hits to enhance electron identification.
4.2.2 Calorimeters
Outside the tracking detectors are the calorimeters [109], which measure the energies of charged
and neutral particles. Metal plates known as absorbers are used to halt the incident particles,
causing a shower of energy that is then measured with sensing elements. There are a total of
four calorimeter systems in ATLAS. The LAr Electromagnetic Calorimeter is designed to detect
particles which primarily interact electromagnetically, such as electrons and photons, with a fine
granularity. The remaining systems are used to measure the hadronic particles that are not fully
absorbed by the first layer. The full system is designed to be thick enough to prevent almost
all punch-through, with the exception of the minimum ionising muons, which are subsequently
detected in the dedicated muon systems. The layout of the calorimeter system is shown in Figure
4.8.
LAr Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The liquid argon electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter [111] is the first detector layer after the ID,
and uses lead plate absorbers and liquid argon sensing material. Since the central solenoid
magnet (described in Section 4.2.4) is placed between the ID and the calorimeters, the EM
calorimeter shares a vacuum vessel with the solenoid to minimise the number of vacuum walls.
The EM calorimeter is composed of a three layer barrel (|η | < 1.475) and two-stage endcap
(three layers for 1.375 < |η | < 2.5 and two layers for 2.5 < |η | < 3.2), providing the highest
precision in the |η | < 2.5 region that is also covered by the silicon tracking detectors. There is
also a presampler layer for |η | < 1.8 which measures the energy lost by electrons and photons
before entering the calorimeter. The exact granularity in ∆η×∆φ varies with |η |, but is generally
around 0.025 × 0.025 in the region of the tracking acceptance and 0.1 × 0.1 in the more forward
region.
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Figure 4.8: The ATLAS calorimeter system [110].
Tile Hadronic Calorimeter
Beyond the EM calorimeter is the Tile calorimeter [112], consisting of the barrel (|η | < 1.0) and
extended barrel (0.8 < |η | < 1.7). Both of these regions use steel absorbers and scintillating tile
sensing elements, with three segmented layers, providing a detector thickness of 7.4 interaction
lengths to prevent punch-through. The Tile has a granularity of 0.1 × 0.1 in ∆η × ∆φ in the first
two layers and 0.2 × 0.1 in the final layer.
LAr Hadronic Endcap Calorimeter
The Tile does not extend to the endcap region, with instead the Hadronic Endcap Calorimeter
(HEC) [111] a further lead-LAr calorimeter sharing the endcap cryostat of the EM calorimeter.
This covers the region 1.5 < |η | < 3.2, to slightly overlap with the the tile at low η and the
forward calorimeter at high η. The HEC is made up of two, 32 segment wheels per endcap,
which are further divided into two layers for a total of four. For 1.5 < |η | < 2.5 the granularity
is 0.1 × 0.1, compared to 0.2 × 0.2 in 2.5 < |η | < 3.2.
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LAr Forward Calorimeter
In order to extend the calorimeter coverage as far as |η | < 4.9, there is also a LAr forward
calorimeter (FCal) [111] in the endcap cryostats. Due to the higher radiation levels in the
forward region, the FCal must be separated from the EM calorimeter by around 1.2 m in the z
direction, and thus the punch-through prevention requirement of at least 10 interaction lengths
necessitate a high-density design. The three module system uses copper absorbers in the first
layer for electromagnetic sensitivity and tungsten in the subsequent layers for hadronic activity,
with thin layers of liquid argon sensing material. The granularity is approximately 0.15 × 0.15
at |η | = 3.5 and 0.3 × 0.3 at |η | = 4.5.
4.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
The final layer of the ATLAS onion is themuon spectrometer [113], which is designed tomeasure
the momentum of charged particles which exit from the calorimeter systems. Primarily, such
particles will be muons, which do not deposit much of their energy in the calorimeters. There are
four different technologies used for this purpose: Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT), Cathode Strip
Chambers (CSC), Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC). Together
these provide the necessary capabilities of both precision tracking (primarily MDT and CSC)
and fast tracking for triggering (RPC and TGC). A cut away view of the muon systems is shown
in Figure 4.9, with a schematic view also shown in Figure 4.10.
Monitored Drift Tubes
Monitored Drift Tube chambers [116], made up of 3-8 layers of 30 mm tubes, provide most of the
precision tracking coverage. MDT chambers cover the area up to |η | < 2.7, with the exception
of the innermost layer of the endcap, which covers only the region |η | < 2.0. There are three
layers of MDT chambers in the barrel, located on and inbetween the toroid magnet coils. In
the endcap are wheel shaped chambers with 16 overlapping large and small segments to provide
full coverage. They are located both in front, above, and behind the endcap toroid, as well as a
further outer wheel approximately 7.5 m further out, as shown in Figure 4.10. The endcap layer
above the toroid was extended between Run 1 and Run 2 in order to improve resolution in this
region. The layout is designed such that a straight track should traverse at least three different
chambers, with small exceptions due to support structures and access points, with each chamber
measuring to a precision of approximately 35 µm.
Cathode Strip Chambers
The innermost region of the first endcap chamber is composed of Cathode Strip Chambers [117]
instead of MDTs, due to the need for a higher rate and increased time resolution in the forward
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Figure 4.9: The ATLAS muon and magnet systems [114].
Figure 4.10: Schematic view of the muon spectrometer [115].
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region. A similar overlapping large and small segment layout, as used in the MDTs, ensures full
coverage and a resolution of 40 µm in the bending plane.
Resistive Plate Chambers
In order to efficiently trigger on muons, there must also be a fast tracking system in the muon
spectrometer. To do this, Resistive Plate Chambers [118] are used in the barrel region, |η | < 1.05.
These have a response time of 15-25 ns and time resolution of 1.5 ns. These are located on
the outside of the MDTs, on both sides of the middle layer and outer side of the outer layer.
Each of these have two independent layers providing both η and φ information, giving up to six
measurements in both coordinates. This measurement in the non-bending plane is also used in
tracking to complement the MDTs, which do not measure in this orthogonal plane.
Thin Gap Chambers
For the endcap region, 1.05 < |η | < 2.4, the trigger and non-bending plane responsibilities are
covered by Thin Gap Chambers. These have a similar response time as the RPCs, and resolution
of 4 ns. There are 7 layers of TGCs surrounding the middle endcap MDT chamber, and a further
two around the inner layer. As well as for triggering, the TGCs are used to extrapolate the
azimuthal coordinate in the outer MDT chamber, which is made possible by the lack of magnetic
field between these two chambers.
4.2.4 Magnets
The ATLAS detector incorporates four large superconducting magnets [119] – one solenoid
magnet surrounding the inner tracking detector components, and three toroid magnets (one
barrel toroid plus one in each endcap) which bend charged particles in the muon spectrometer.
The magnet geometry of the full detector is shown in Figure 4.11.
Solenoid
The 2.5 m diameter Solenoid provides a 2 T magnetic field to the ID, bending charged particles
that pass through the tracking detectors. It is cooled to a temperature of approximately 4.5 K to
achieve superconduction using liquid helium. The magnet is 10 cm thick and 5.8 m long, with a
total weight of 5.7 tonnes.
Barrel and Endcap Toroids
The Barrel Toroid magnet consists of eight coils, each contained in their own vacuum vessel and
located outside the calorimeter systems. They are similarly cooled to 4.5 K with liquid helium,
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Figure 4.11: The geometry of the ATLAS magnet system [87], shown in red. The central
solenoid provides a 2 T magnetic field to the ID, with the four calorimeter layers outside this,
shown in purple, orange, and green. There are eight coils of the toroid magnet system in the
barrel and and eight in each end-cap, which bend charged particles escaping the calorimeters
and entering the muon system.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the ATLAS TDAQ system, as used in Run 2 [120].
and have an inner and outer diameter of 9.4 and 20.1 m respectively, at a length of 25.3 m.
The magnetic field varies from 0.15 – 2.5 T, averaging around 0.5 T, in the barrel. In each of
the endcaps is a 10.7 × 5.0 m toroid, also consisting of eight coils and operating at 4.5 K. The
magnetic field varies from 0.2 to 3.5 T in the endcap region.
4.2.5 Trigger
With bunches crossing at the heart of the ATLAS detector every 25 ns, the potential amount of
data to record is overwhelming. Only a subset of this 40 MHz rate can thus be stored, requiring
the use of a trigger which selects the subset of events to store based on some predefined criteria.
The ATLAS trigger and data acquisition uses a two stage trigger to reduce the rate. These
are referred to as the Level 1 (L1) trigger and the High Level Trigger (HLT), and are shown
schematically in Figure 4.12.
Level 1 Trigger
Reducing the rate from the initial 40 MHz down to around 100 kHz, the L1 trigger [121] uses
custom hardware to achieve a decision time of less than 2.5 µs. It utilises information from
the calorimeter system and the RPC and TGC components of the muon spectrometer in order
to identify high pT objects such as muons, electrons/photons, jets, and hadronically decaying
τ-leptons, as well as for events with large missing transverse energy or total transverse energy.
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Events containing such objects are then passed to the HLT should they meet the L1 criteria.
Since these objects are reconstructed quickly, the requirements at L1 are relatively loose, with a
typical single electron or muon requirement at L1 corresponding to pT > 20 GeV.
High Level Trigger
After passing at L1, the HLT trigger [122] uses a large farm of CPU servers to reconstruct the
event with a greater precision than the L1. Information from the full detector is available in the
HLT, though some information – such as ID tracking – is slower to process than others, and so the
reconstruction is performed in chains of functions which utilise increasingly complex algorithms.
At each stage an event may be rejected if it does not pass a set criteria, avoiding the need to
run the later, more CPU intensive algorithms unless they are necessary. For example, a typical
single muon chain will rebuild the candidate muon by matching the spectrometer information
to crude ID tracking, subsequently running more precise tracking should the candidate be well
reconstructed and rejecting it if not. A typical single muon chain will have a final pT > 26 GeV
in Run 2, though this was lower (pT > 24 GeV) in the lower luminosity data taking in 2015.
In all of the analyses presented, single muon and electron triggers are used. The trigger
pT requirement subsequently impacts the event selection at analysis level, which is typically
∼ 1 GeV higher than the trigger requirement to ensure full efficiency. The analysis in Chapter
7 uses only 2015 data, and thus the lepton pT requirement is set to pT > 25 GeV. The analyses
in Chapters 8 and 9 utilise data from subsequent years in which the threshold was increased to
26 GeV, and thus the lepton pT requirement is set to pT > 27 GeV in those. The performance of
the triggers is evaluated in both data and simulation, and any difference in response is applied to
the simulated events as an event weight in order to correct it to match the data.
Fast Tracker
The Fast TracKer (FTK) [123] is a phase-1 upgrade to the ATLAS trigger system, presently
being installed in preparation for Run 3 of the LHC, that will provide tracking information at the
L1 output rate. Since tracking is a computationally expensive algorithm, information from the
tracking detectors is not currently available at L1. With the high luminosity conditions that are
planned for Run 3, this information can be useful to reduce trigger rates and keep thresholds low,
and additional offers new triggering opportunities on signatures such as displaced tracks that
can be useful in BSM searches. This is achieved with new FPGA hardware utilising massively
parallel processing, utilising custom built pattern banks to fit tracks with pT > 1 GeV. First,
8 of the 12 layers of the silicon tracking detectors are used, and a linear fit is performed to
these hits using pre-calculated constants based on the detector geometry. This fit is subsequently
extrapolated to the final 4 layers, and tracks surviving a quality threshold can then be passed
to the HLT. This linear fitting procedure provides a helix parameter that is almost as good as
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Figure 4.13: FTK tracking efficiency relative to standard oﬄine tracking in ATLAS, for both
muons (black triangles) and pions (red circles) [123].
a helical fit, while being far less CPU intensive. Parallelisation allows the huge number of
possible track paths to be processed simultaneously, and the combination of these two allows
a tracking efficiency of approximately 90% for both muons and charged pions with respect to
oﬄine tracking, as shown in Figure 4.13. This efficiency is too low to replace the standard ID
tracking completely, but still allows for many new applications of tracking information in the
trigger algorithms. The full system is designed to provide full detector tracking information at
100 kHz, matching the L1 output rate.
4.2.6 FTK Integration in Muon Trigger Chain
Keeping the single lepton trigger thresholds as low as possible is crucially important to the
physics programme of ATLAS, particularly as these triggers are the most commonly used in the
collaboration. To do this, the CPU overhead of the single lepton chains must be kept as small as
possible. The FTK upgrade provides additional information in these chains that can be utilised
for this purpose. One such example is the single muon trigger chain depicted in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Flow chart depicting the single muon trigger chain used in ATLAS. The existing
algorithm is shown in blue, with the red box marked “FTK Based Isolation” indicating the new
algorithm that can be added using FTK information.
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In this chain, tracking information is used in two ways: to build the muon (both using fast ID
tracking and precision ID tracking), and to check the isolation of the muon (using precision ID
tracking only). This isolation is important to reject muon candidates which result from heavy
hadron decays, rather than those fromW± and Z bosons, which are of primary interest. The FTK
efficiency of ∼ 90% is insufficient to replace any of these steps completely, but FTK tracks can be
used to perform an earlier estimate of isolation, thereby not requiring the precision ID tracking
in events in which the muon is obviously insufficiently isolated. This should be optimised to
save as much CPU as possible, without rejecting any events that would have been saved by the
existing chain.
The existing isolation algorithm performs tracking in a cone of R = 0.2 around the muon
candidate, summing the pT of the tracks in this region (subtracting the pT of the muon itself,
in order to remove the track used in the muon building), and rejecting events based on the
ratio pconeT /pµT . In Run 2, the isolation criterion using ID tracks was pconeT /pµT < 0.12. The
new algorithm based on FTK tracks uses a similar strategy, with the only exception being the
subtraction of the muon candidate pT . Since the muon is built using ID tracks, the subtraction
is now ambiguous – sometimes the FTK will not find the track that was used to build the muon
candidate, and even when it is, the pT measurement is often very different. This has the potential
for rejecting an event that would have been saved by the precision isolation, if the FTK track had
significantly larger pT than the corresponding ID track. Two alternative strategies were tested:
subtracting the track closest to the muon candidate in ∆R, and subtracting the leading track pT .
The two demonstrated similar performance, and so the conservative choice of subtracting the
leading track pT was chosen. The effect of this is demonstrated in Figure 4.15. With the strategy
fixed, the optimal working point was found using the equations
1 =
NFP
NFP + NFF
, (4.2)
2 =
NPP
NFP + NFF
. (4.3)
Here, the first and second subscripts represent the algorithm using ID tracks and FTK tracks
respectively, with P indicating that the muon passed and F indicating that the muon failed the
isolation criteria. Thus, NPP represents the number of events in which the muon passed both
isolation criteria, NFF represents the number of events which in which the muon failed both
isolation criteria, and NFP represents the number of events in which the muon passed the ID track
isolation but failed the FTK track isolation. The optimal working point for the cone isolation is
thus where 2 ' 1, and 1 is minimised under this requirement. The two efficiencies as a function
of isolation variable pconeT /pµT are shown in Figure 4.16 for events from a tt¯ sample containing both
prompt and non-prompt muons from theW and B-Hadron decays respectively. It is observed that
the same value of 0.12 is optimal also for the FTK based isolation. This choice of working point
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Figure 4.15: 2D plot of the Muon candidate ID track pT vs the removed track pT in the FTK
isolation algorithm, in a sample of simulated tt¯ events. Those events which lie at 0 on the y-axis
correspond to events in which no tracks, including the muon track itself, were reconstructed by
the FTK. Since this means that the event will not be rejected by the algorithm, this does not
present a problem. Good diagonality is otherwise observed.
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was validated using a tag and probe approach [124] with simulated Z → µ+µ− events, shown
in Figure 4.17. The trigger efficiency including the FTK based isolation is approximately 100%
with respect to the nominal chain. Further cross checks were performed in real data collected
using enhanced bias triggers, which select events containing high pT L1 seeds at random, with
simulated FTK tracks. These checks are shown in Figure 4.18, demonstrating the type of events
that are being removed by the FTK isolation by showing the event properties at the precision ID
isolation stage. As expected, the rejected events are busy, non-isolated events with high track
multiplicity and poorly reconstructedmuons, with no bias in themuon candidate kinematics. The
CPU time taken to process these events is shown in Figure 4.19, demonstrating an 8% reduction
in the average CPU time when including the FTK isolation in the trigger chain. This reduction
will be important in the next run of the LHC should the FTK be successfully installed, keeping
the thresholds of the single muon triggers – on which the analyses presented all rely – as low as
possible.
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Figure 4.16: The (a) 1 (type 1) and (b) 2 (type 2) efficiencies for the isolation algorithms, as
defined in Equations 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.17: The tag and probe efficiencies for the standard single muon chain and the FTK
isolation chain. The efficiency loss with the FTK is chain is at the sub per-mille level.
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Figure 4.18: The control distributions for the precision ID tracking algorithm, both with (blue)
and without (red) the FTK based isolation in the chain. As expected, it is events which high
track activity and poor muon reconstruction which are removed, with no clear bias in muon
kinematics.
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Chapter 5
Object Definitions
We demand rigidly defined areas of doubt and uncertainty!
– Douglas Adams
The analyses presented in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 share many commonalities, particularly in
the techniques used to reconstruct physics objects from the detector hits and the systematic
uncertainties on these. Tracks and clusters, built from the raw detector hits, are subsequently
combined in variousways to reconstruct single particles like electrons andmuons, jets of hadronic
particles, and the missing transverse energy from particles that escape detection. This chapter
describes these objects, with any differences between the analyses explicitly described.
5.1 Low Level Objects
Before attempting to reconstruct specific types of particle with the full ATLAS detector, low-level
objects are reconstructed using the various sub-systems. In the calorimeters, clusters and towers
are built, which group the energy deposits in neighbouring cells. In addition, tracks are built,
separately for both ID and muon systems, which chart the passing of charged particles through
these regions of the detector.
5.1.1 Clusters and Towers
The energy deposits in the calorimeters are grouped together into clusters or towers [125]. Towers
are reconstructed using the sliding window algorithm. A calorimeter tower is the sum of energy
in each layer of the calorimeter in an element of size ∆η × ∆φ. Towers are built in the region
|η | < 2.5, and elements of size ∆η = ∆φ = 0.025 are used, giving a total of 200 × 256 elements
in η− φ space. A fixed window size of Nη −Nφ is then used to find the cluster from these towers.
In contrast, clusters are of variable size. Clusters are formed around seed cells which have an
energy significance threshold t = Ecell/σnoise > 4, where Ecell is the energy in that calorimeter
57
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cell. The expected noise in the cell, σnoise, originates from the read-out electronics and pileup,
and is estimated from MC. Neighbouring cells, defined as the 8 cells surrounding the seed in the
same layer as well as any cells overlapping the seed in the adjacent layers, are then added to these
seed cells if they have t > 0. If t > 2, the procedure continues for the next set of neighbouring
cells. Clusters with multiple local maxima of E > 500 MeV are split by repeating the clustering
around these maxima and splitting shared cells by weighting the energy added to each cluster
according to the local maxima energy and distance between them.
Clusters are calibrated to one of two energy scales. An electromagnetic (EM) scale cluster
has been measured to the scale of an electromagnetically interacting particle, such as an electron
[126], and this is used in the cluster building. A further calibration can be applied to these clusters,
called the local cluster weighting (LCW) method, which improves resolution by classifying the
cluster as having either an electromagnetic or hadronic origin, based on energy density and
shower shape in the calorimeters. Hadronic clusters then have corrections applied, as derived
from single charged and neutral pion simulations [127]. Finally, the four-vectors of all clusters
are defined to have zero mass.
No systematic uncertainties are derived on clusters for the analyses in this thesis, as systematic
uncertainties are defined directly on the high-level objects they build.
5.1.2 Tracks
The trajectories of charged particles passing through the ATLAS detector are reconstructed by
building tracks in the inner detector and muon system. The magnetic fields from the ATLAS
solenoid and toroids cause the paths forged by these particles to bend, and the amount of this
bending can be used to infer particle properties: the bending direction indicates the charge, and
the radius of curvature is inversely proportional to particle momentum. ATLAS contains two
subdetectors for measuring tracks, with the ID able to measure all charged particles at the centre
of the detector and the muon systems designed specifically to measure muon tracks in the layers
furthest from the centre.
Inner Detector Tracks
The first step in building tracks in the ID is to group pixels and strips and with significant energy
deposits. This is done with a connected component analysis [128], resulting in a collection of
three-dimensional space-points which represent locations traversed by a charged particle. A
pixel space-point is a single cluster of hits, while an SCT space-point must have clusters on both
sides of the strip. An initial track building step is performed beginning with track seeds formed
of three space-points. A Kalman filter [129] is used to build candidate tracks by requiring that
at least one further space-point is compatible with the track seed, with multiple track candidates
permitted per seed if there exists more than one space-point that is compatible. Candidate tracks
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must subsequently pass the following quality criteria:
• pT > 400 MeV
• |η | < 2.5
• A minimum of 7 pixel and SCT clusters
• A maximum of one shared space-point
• A maximum of two active but unmatched detector elements (holes), where a maximum of
one hole is in the pixel detector
• The transverse impact parameter |dBL0 | < 2.0 mm 1
• The longitudinal impact parameter |zBL0 sin θ | < 3.0 mm 2
Remaining ambiguities resulting from these track candidates are resolved using a neural
network trained to identifymerged clusters that contain hits frommultiple charged particles [130].
Those clusters identified as merged by the neural network are allowed to be used by multiple
track candidates. Those that are not are identified as merged, but which are shared between
multiple tracks, are kept in the best fit track and removed from the others. The final step is a
tighter Kalman filter track fitting using all available information [131].
Uncertainties are derived directly on ID tracks for when these are used outside of the high-
level objects [132], such as for defining uncertainties on jet substructure (see Sections 5.3.4 and
9.2). The uncertainty on track reconstruction efficiency is dominated by the material distribution
of the ID, with smaller effects fromMCmodelling also relevant, leading to an overall uncertainty
of around 0.5% at low |η | up to around 2.5% at high |η |. The rate of fake tracks is estimated from
MC, and an additional global factor of ±10% is applied as a systematic on these. Uncertainties
from biases due to misalignment of the ID are also included for the impact parameters and track
sagitta, though these are typically negligible.
Primary and Secondary Vertices
ID tracks are also used to construct vertices, points at which multiple particles interact and
produce divergent tracks [133]. The primary vertex is defined as that which has the highest
square sum of pT in the tracks per event,
√∑
p2T , with all other vertices labelled secondary.
The primary vertex is used to define the location of the hard scattering interaction, while the
secondary vertices may originate from pile up interactions, multi-parton interactions, or decays
of long lived particles such as B-hadrons.
1The transverse impact parameter is a measure of the closest approach to the beamline in the transverse plane.
2The longitudinal impact parameter is the distance in the beam direction z, from the point at which the transverse
impact parameter is determined, with θ the polar angle
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Muon Spectrometer Tracks
For the identification of muons, tracks are built from hits in the muon spectrometers [134]. In
the MDT and CSC chambers, a Hough transform [135] allows straight line fits to the hits in each
layer to build segments in the plane of bending due to the magnetic field. This is complemented
with the RPC and TGC hits, which measure the coordinate orthogonal to the bending plane.
Track candidates are seeded initially from the middle layer and subsequently extended to the
outer and inner layers. A track candidate must be built with at least two segments, with the
exception of the transition region between barrel and endcap where a single high quality segment
is sufficient. If two tracks share hits in the first two layers, but contain segments in the outermost
layer none of which are shared, then both tracks are kept. This is done to preserve efficiency for
close-by muons. Other segments which are shared between multiple tracks are assigned to the
best fit track using a global χ2 fit. Systematic uncertainties on MS tracks are built as part of the
muon reconstruction described in Section 5.2.2.
5.2 Leptons
Throughout this document, the term lepton usually refers to electrons and muons. Although
techniques exist to reconstruct τ leptons with ATLAS, they generally require dedicated analyses
and thus are not extensively utilised here, though a veto is placed on events containing them in
Chapter 8 with negligible effect on the results. Neutrinos can not be detected by ATLAS, though
missing transverse momentum, discussed in Section 5.5, can often be used as a proxy. The
following sections describe the methods used to reconstruct electrons and muons, along with the
related systematic uncertainties.
5.2.1 Electrons
Electrons (and equivalently positrons) are reconstructed in the ATLAS detector by pairing energy
in the electromagnetic calorimeter to tracks found in the inner detector. Electron clusters use
calorimeter towers, initially using a sliding window of size 3 × 5 towers in η − φ space, with
an efficiency of ∼ 100% for electrons above ET > 20 GeV. These are subsequently paired to
an ID track by matching in η − φ space. With a track matched, a larger sliding window of
3 × 7 (5 × 5) is subsequently used in the barrel (endcap) region to form the final electron cluster
to which the track is matched [136]. These candidates are required to have pT > 25 (27) GeV
in the analysis presented in Chapter 7 (8 & 9) as well as |η | < 1.37 or 1.52 < |η | < 2.47
in all cases, corresponding to the electromagnetic calorimeter acceptance after removing the
crack region between the barrel and endcap. The higher pT requirement in later years is due
to the higher instantaneous luminosity in the LHC during these years, which meant that trigger
thresholds had to be increased as discussed in Section 4.2.5. Further requirements are made on
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the transverse impact parameter significance 3 |dBL0 sig| < 5 and longitudinal impact parameter
|zBL0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm to mitigate pileup. After these selections the object is considered an
“electron candidate”. In order to discriminate between real electrons and other objects with
similar signatures like photons or small jets, a multivariate likelihood (“LH”) method is used,
using inputs from each calorimeter layer (such as ratios of energy deposits and cluster widths),
tracks (such as as number of hits or track impact parameter significance), and track-cluster
matching (such as ∆η, ∆φ and ratio of cluster and track energies) to calculate a probability
that the candidate is a real electron. Three working points are defined, referred to as “Loose”,
“Medium” and “Tight”, depending on how strict the requirement is made on the LH output. The
exact efficiency is dependent upon pT and η, with the three working points corresponding to a
selection efficiency of 93%, 88% and 80% respectively for an electron of pT = 40 GeV [136].
The analysis presented in Chapter 7 uses tight electrons, while those in Chapters 8 and 9 use the
loose working point. The electrons must further be “isolated”, such that there is low activity in
the detector around the identified electron. This requirement helps to select prompt4 electrons by
applying a threshold on the sum of energy in a cone of ∆R = 0.2 around the calorimeter cluster
or track. Two isolation requirements are used: the analysis in Chapter 7 utilises “Gradient”
isolation, where efficiency is 90 (99)% at pT = 25 (60) GeV, while Chapters 8 and 9 both utilise
the “Fixed Loose” isolation requirements that EconeT /pelectronT < 0.20 (0.15) for calorimeter cluster
(track). Full details on electron identification and isolation algorithms in ATLAS can be found
in [136].
The efficiencies of these algorithms are measured using the Tag and Probe method [124],
with a data sample enriched in Z → ee and J/ψ → ee events. In this method, one electron
produced in the heavy particle decay is reconstructed (“tagged”), leaving the other as an unbiased
sample of “probes” that can be used to measure efficiency via a fit to the well known mass peak.
In order to correct for differences in electron reconstruction algorithm performance in data and
MC, the ratio of efficiencies measured in each case are used to derive a scale factor that is applied
as an event weight to MC events, such that data and MC reaches good agreement. The values of
these efficiencies are typically very close to unity in the case of electrons [136].
There are several sources of systematic uncertainties on electron reconstruction. Uncer-
tainties due to reconstruction efficiency, including isolation and identification, are estimated
by comparing results using alternative tag/probe identification requirements and background
subtraction techniques, taking the mean result as the central value, and the root-mean-square
(RMS) of these as the systematic uncertainty. The momentum scale and resolution of electrons
is estimated in data and MC, with the MC subsequently corrected to the data, again using known
3The |dBL0 | significance, dBL0 sig = d0/σ(d0) where σ(d0) is the uncertainty in dBL0 , is used to avoid discarding
events with large uncertainty that might still pass subsequent ID requirements.
4A “prompt” electron (or muon) is defined as one produced from heavy particle decays (such as W/Z bosons).
“Non-prompt” electrons or muons, which may originate from a photon conversion or heavy hadron decay, are
usually considered backgrounds in lepton identification.
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resonances such as Z → ee [137]. Systematic uncertainties related to pile up, calorimeter
material and calibration, and MC modelling, are propagated as uncertainties on the electrons. In
the analyses presented here, the systematic uncertainties due to electrons are typically very small
and have minimal effect on the final results.
5.2.2 Muons
Muons are reconstructed by pairing an inner detector track with a muon spectrometer track via
a global refit using hits from both subsystems. Hits in the MS may be added or removed to
improve fit quality during this procedure. These combined tracks form muon candidates that
must satisfy pT > 25 (27) GeV for the analysis in Chapter 7 (Chapters 8 and 9), |η | < 2.5,
and pass |dBL0 sig| < 3 and |zBL0 sin θ | < 0.5 mm. Further quality requirements are made on the
number of hits in the ID: there must be ≥1 in the Pixel and ≥5 in the SCT, as well as ≤3 “holes”
where no hits are present in a sensor covered by the track. Subsequently, muons are categorised
into working points dependent upon the quality of the MS tracks. For the analyses in Chapters 8
and 9, the “medium” working point is used, which requires hits in ≥ 3 layers of the MDT, with
the exception of those in the |η | < 0.1 region where the requirement is ≥ 1 layer with ≤ 1 hole.
An additional requirement is made that q/psig < 7, where q/psig is defined as the difference in
ratio of charge and momentum for the ID and MS tracks divided by the quadrature sum of the
track uncertainties. Chapter 7 selects only “tight” muons, a subset of the medium WP which
further requires hits in ≥ 2 MS layers and that the χ2 of the combined ID and MS tracks is < 8.
Similar to electrons, muons must also be isolated, in both the ID and the calorimeter. In the ID,
the variable pvarcone30T is used, defined as the scalar pT sum for additional tracks (pT > 1 GeV)
in a cone of radius ∆R = min(10 GeV/pµT, 0.3). This pT dependence improves performance at
high pT while keeping a reasonable cone size of 0.3 at low pT . The calorimeter isolation uses
E topocone20T , which uses a fixed radius of ∆R = 0.2 to sum the transverse energy around the muon
from clusters after subtracting any contribution from the muon itself, as well as correcting for
pileup using the techniques of [138]. In Chapter 7, the same requirements are made for muons
as for electrons: that efficiency is 90 (99)% at pT = 25 (60) GeV, after applying thresholds
on pvarcone30T /pµT and E topocone20T /pµT . Similarly Chapters 8 and 9 use fixed thresholds, this time
pvarcone30T /pµT < 0.15 and E topocone20T /pµT < 0.3. The reconstruction and identification efficiency
is measured for muons with pT > 25 GeV using Z → µµ events with a tag and probe procedure,
and the difference between data and MC measurements is applied as an event weight to MC, in
a manner closely analogous to the electron case [134].
The systematic uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency is below 1% in the full pT range,
as is the uncertainty due to the isolation requirement, and both originate primarily from the
background subtraction at each stage. The uncertainty on the muon momentum scale and
resolution are also applied, again derived using Z → µµ events and a fit to the Z boson mass
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peak [134]. The relative resolution is found to be approximately 2.9% in the endcap region and
approximately 2.3% in the barrel, with good agreement between data and simulation. As with
electrons, systematic uncertainties from muons have little effect on the results from any of the
analyses presented in this thesis.
5.3 Jets
As quarks and gluons are color charged particles, they undergo the process of hadronisation, as
discussed in Section 2.1. The consequence of this from an experimental point of view is that
these particles do not hit the detector as a single cluster or track like the leptons discussed above.
Instead, the experimental signature of a quark or gluon is a collimated spray of hadrons, and thus
they are reconstructed as jets.
Many algorithms exist for jet reconstruction. The “Snowmass Conditions” [139] set out a
series of requirements that a modern algorithm must meet. These state that it must be simple
to implement both experimentally and theoretically, as well as result in sensible theoretical
predictions in perturbation theory and be insensitive to the hadronisation model used. The most
important result of this is that a jet algorithm must be infrared and collinear safe. That is, the jet
reconstructionmust not bemodified by infinitely soft or small angle radiation. Themost common
family of algorithms in use today obey these requirements and use sequential recombination,
defined with
di j = min(k2pT,i, k2pT, j)
∆R2i j
R2
, (5.1)
diB = k
2p
T,i, (5.2)
∆R2i j = (yi − y j)2 − (φi − φ j)2. (5.3)
The notations kT,i, yi and φi are the transverse momentum, rapidity and azimuthal angle of the
input constituent respectively. These input constituents are most commonly calorimeter clusters
or tracks, though any combination of detected objects could be used. The clustering begins by
identifying the inputs with the smallest distance measure d. Should this be di j , the distance
between inputs i and j, the inputs i and j are combined into a single input, the combined input is
added to the list, the original inputs i and j are removed from the list, and the sequence continues.
Should this be diB, the distance between the input i and the beam B, then i becomes a jet, is
removed from the list of inputs, and the sequence begins again. This continues until all the inputs
have been clustered into jets.
The exact behaviour of these algorithms is then determined by the parameters p and R. R is
a size parameter that effectively determines the width in y-φ of the final jets. The parameter
p determines how the ordering of the cluster sequence behaves. A positive value will cluster
the constituents from softest to hardest, and the case p = 1 is commonly known as the kT
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.1: Jet finding results from an example event of the various jet algorithms described, for
(a) kT , (b) anti-kT , and (c) Cambridge-Aachen.
algorithm [140]. p = 0 removes any dependence on the energy of the inputs, and is called the
Cambridge/Aachen algorithm [141]. Negative values will begin clustering around the hardest
input, and p = −1 is known as the anti-kT algorithm [142]. Anti-kT has the attractive property
of creating approximately conic shaped jets around the hardest constituents (as shown in Figure
5.1) and is thus the most common algorithm in use today.
Several different definitions of jets are used in the analyses performed here, using various
radius parameters and input constituents. All are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm as
implemented in the the FastJet package [143].
5.3.1 Small Jets
Jets reconstructed from EM-scale clusters with radius parameter R=0.4, referred to as small
jets, are typically used to capture the hadrons originating from a single quark5 or gluon. They
5Including b-quarks, but excluding top quarks; see Section 5.3.6.
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Figure 5.2: Cartoon summary of calibration procedure for small jets [145].
are reconstructed requiring pT > 25 GeV and |η | < 2.5. In addition, a requirement on the
multivariate quantity, the “jet vertex tagger” (JVT), is made for jets with pT < 50 GeV and
|η | < 2.4, to reduce pile up effects. JVT takes into account 2 track based variables to perform a
2 dimensional likelihood fit to determine the probability for a jet to be the result of pileup. Full
details are given in [144].
Small jets are calibrated in several stages, summarised in Figure 5.2. After initial clustering,
all jet axes are aligned to the centre of the detector, so the first step is to origin correct such that
the jet axes points to the primary vertex. Subsequently, corrections are applied to account for
pile up effects, using fits to the jet pT and η. Three factors are used to determine the correction:
the fraction of pT in each jet that is expected to originate from pile up, based on the jet area;
the number of primary vertices in the event; and the average number of pp collisions per bunch
crossing.
The next step in the small jet calibration is an MC based calibration of the jet energy scale
(JES) and jet η. Reconstructed jets are matched to truth jets via a ∆R < 0.3 requirement, only
if there is no other reconstructed jet within ∆R = 0.6 nor any other truth jet within ∆R = 1.0,
leaving only well matched and isolated jets. The mean energy response is calculated from these
jets via a Gaussian fit to the E reco/E truth distribution, binned in E truth and ηdet, the jet η relative
to the detector centre, which avoids ambiguity on which part of the detector the jet lies in and
thus clearly separates effects due to different detector technologies. This is derived separately
for full and fast ATLAS simulation, as discussed in Section 6.7, with an additional non-closure
uncertainty applied to fast simulation samples due to the approximations made modelling the
calorimeter.
A global sequential calibration (GSC) is the next stage of jet calibration. After the MC
based calibration, some residual dependence is observed on a number of observables related
to longitudinal and transverse features of the jet, such as the particle composition and shower
shape. The GSC procedure independently corrects, as a function of pT,truth (Etruth) and |ηdet |
for the first four (fifth) observables, in a sequential, independent manner similar to the MC
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calibration described above. The observables corrected for are:
• fTile0 : jet energy fraction in the first layer of the Tile
• fLAr3 : jet energy fraction in the third layer of the LAr
• ntrack : number of tracks ghost associated [146] to the jet with pT > 1 GeV
• Wtrack : average & pT weighted transverse distance in η − φ between jet axis and ghost
associated tracks
• nsegments : number of track segments in the Muon Systems ghost associated to the jet
(punch-through)
Including correlations between observables, or changing the order of the sequence, does not
improve the resolution of the jets [145]. The average jet energy is kept constant for each of
the five corrections, meaning only the dependence on the observables is corrected for in this
procedure, with the overall JES conserved.
The final steps in the small jet calibration are in situ calibrations comparing data and MC.
Firstly, an η-intercalibration, which uses jets from the well measured central region |ηdet | < 0.8
to calibrate jets in the forward region 0.8 < |ηdet | < 4.5, using dijet events back to back in φ,
is performed. Three subsequent calibrations are then carried out for jet pT , where the balance
of central jets and well known physics objects is used to measure the pT response. First, two
studies, utilising photons and leptonically decaying Z bosons, calibrate the low to mid pT range.
These are performed in parallel and combined, before finally, several low pT jets are balanced
against a single high pT jet, to complete the calibration across a full and complementary pT range
from 20 GeV to 2 TeV. There is good agreement found between methods, as shown in Figure
5.3. A large number of systematic uncertainties on the JES, coming from each of these in situ
methods, are propagated through the full procedure. This includes uncertainties on the selection
and measurement of objects used for the balance, the quality of the MC simulation, finite MC
statistics, and other assumptions used in the event topologies. Additionally, the jet energy
resolution (JER) is estimated from the balance distributions in the in situ calibrations [147].
The total uncertainty on the jet energy scale is shown in Figure 5.4. The largest contributions
come from the in situ calibrations. The next largest contributions are flavor response and
composition, the difference in response between quark and gluon jets with relative compositions
taken from MC. The full breakdown of uncertainties can be found in [145].
5.3.2 B-Tagging
Small jets originating from b-quarks are phenomenologically distinct from those originating
from light quarks, due to the presence of B-hadrons. The long lifetime of these leads to the
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Figure 5.4: The full uncertainty on the JES for (a) a jet with |η | = 0, as a function of pT , and (b)
a jet with pT = 80 GeV, as a function of η [145]. Each line represents a different sub-component
of the uncertainty, with the total shown represented by the shaded blue area.
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Figure 5.5: Diagram demonstrating the characteristic displaced vertex in a small jet originating
from a B-hadron [151]. This distinctive property can be used to b-tag these jets, to distinguish
them from small jets originating from charm quarks, light quarks, or gluons.
presence of secondary vertices and displaced tracks, as shown in Figure 5.5. These properties
can be used to b-tag the jet. This is done with a multivariate discriminant known as the mv2
algorithm [148–150] trained to discriminate between jets originating from bottom, charm, and
light particles, where light is inclusive of u, d, and s quarks as well as gluons. Based on a
Boosted Decision Tree, mv2 combines information from three complementary varieties of b-
tagging algorithms. All of these algorithms utilise tracks, which are matched to the calorimeter
jets via a pT dependent ∆R requirement that results in narrower cones for higher pT jets with
more collimated decay products. In this section, the term “b-jet” refers to a jet truth matched to
a B-hadron, while “b-tagged” refers to a jet passing the mv2 algorithm selection.
Impact Parameter Algorithms: IP2D & IP3D
The first of the algorithms combined in mv2 utilise information on the impact parameters
of the tracks associated to the jet. The two dimensional algorithm, IP2D, includes only the
transverse impact parameters, while the three dimensional algorithm, IP3D, also incorporates
the longitudinal impact parameters. Both IP2D and IP3D are utilised, as although IP3D contains
more information, it is also more sensitive to contamination from pile up due to the longitudinal
impact parameter typically being larger for pile up jets. Log-likelihood ratios are constructed for
each combination of b, c, and light quark hypotheses, giving six total variables that are used as
input to the mv2 BDT [148].
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Secondary Vertex Finding: SV
The second algorithmused as input tomv2 is a vertex reconstruction algorithm. By reconstructing
a secondary vertex from the tracks associated to the jet, the properties of this vertex can be used
to discriminate between b, c, and light jets. In total, 8 variables calculated from the secondary
vertex are included in the BDT training, including the invariant mass of tracks matched to the
vertex, the ∆R between jet and SV, the jet energy fraction, the number of associated tracks, and
transverse and 3D distance measures [148].
JetFitter
JetFitter is a Kalman Filter [129] based algorithm that reconstructs the entire decay chain from
PV through B- and C-hadron decays. This provides similar but complementary information to
the SV finding by reconstructing the full path of the decay, allowing multiple secondary vertices
including some with a single track. JetFitter provides a similar 8 variable list to the BDT as the
SV algorithm, this time based on the full path information [148].
Performance of the mv2 Algorithm
Along with the inputs from the three algorithms above, the jet pT and η are given to the BDT,
in order to exploit correlations with the other discriminating variables. Since these kinemat-
ics should not directly discriminate between signal and background, the signal distribution is
reweighted to the background distribution to prevent this. The training is then performed with
b-jets as signal, with a combined sample of charm and light jets constituting the background.
The relative fraction of charm and light jets used in the training influences the relative rejection
performance of these two backgrounds, and so this fraction can be tuned depending on per-
formance priorities. Four working points (WP) are then defined by placing a threshold on the
BDT output that achieves a set b-tagging efficiency in an MC sample independent of the training
sample. These working points correspond to 60%, 70%, 77%, and 85% b-tagging efficiency.
Each of these working points are then independently calibrated in data as described below, and
scale factors are applied to correct the MC to the data. In addition, one further scale factor is
derived, for a pseudo-continuous calibration. Here, the BDT output is separated into five bins,
corresponding to each working point and bounded at 0% and 100%, and calibrated together.
This allows for information from each working point to be used together in an analysis, instead
of the more traditional binary tagging approach using a single fixed working point.
The analysis in Chapter 7 uses an admixture of 80% light and 20% charm jets as background
in the BDT training, and this training is referred to as the mv2c20 algorithm [148] and is
optimised for 2015 data taking conditions. The analyses in Chapters 8 and 9 use 93% light
and 7% charm in the training, referred to as the mv2c10 algorithm [149]. These fractions were
chosen after it was found that, while re-optimising training for 2016 data, the light jet rejection
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Figure 5.6: The rejection rates for (a) light jets, and (b) charm jets, for different configurations
of the mv2 algorithm [149]. The black line corresponds to the performance in Chapter 7, while
the red line corresponds to the performance in Chapter 8.
improved significantly with respect to the mv2c20 method, while charm jet rejection was only
slightly degraded. This is shown in Figure 5.6.
Calibration
The calibration of b-tagging efficiency is performed with a maximum likelihood fit, which can
take into account the per-event jet correlations by determining f1 and f2, the fractions of events
with one and two b-tags respectively. Dileptonic tt¯ events [150] are selected, requiring two
oppositely charged leptons and at least two small jets, at least one of which is b-tagged at the
85% WP. Events are further selected using a BDT trained to separate events containing two
b-jets from events with fewer than two b-jets. Only kinematic information that is minimally
correlated to the flavor of the jets is used in the training to prevent introducing any bias in the
mv2c10 distribution. The end result is a selection with a high purity of b-jets. The likelihood is
constructed per event using probability density functions determined in MCwith the pT and mv2
score of each jet, with the b-tagging efficiency extracted from data. The resulting scale factors
are binned in pT and are typically of the order of 1-3%. The largest systematic uncertainties on
the results are those related to the MC modelling, with additional uncertainties from the detector
objects, background cross-sections, and extrapolation for higher pT jets.
As well as the actual b-tagging efficiency, the mistag rates of charm and light jets must also
be calibrated. The charm calibration is performed in two different topologies, one in tt¯ [152]
and one inW + c [153] production, and subsequently combined. The light jet calibration is also
performed using two complementary methods, which produce results in good agreement [154].
The resulting b, c, and light scale factors from these calibrations are applied event-by-event by
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multiplying together the per-jet scale factors.
Due to the complex determination of the full b-tagging calibration, the number of components
of the systematic uncertainties is very large. To reduce this, an eigenvalue decomposition of the
covariance matrix is performed, following the procedure described in [150]. The exact number
of resulting eigenvalues differs per analysis, depending on correlation scheme chosen, with the
trade off of the number of components against how much correlation information is retained.
The analysis in Chapter 7 uses a total of 12 eigenvalues, while the analysis in Chapter 8 considers
a total of 110, reflecting the more complex strategy of pseudo-continuous tagging and greater
sensitivity to b-tagging of the tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis. Section 9.3 uses an updated calibration with
respect to Chapter 8, which retains 80 components in total.
5.3.3 Track Jets
In Section 9.1, a study is performed of an alternative event selection utilising track jets for
b-tagging, instead of small jets. Track jets are built and calibrated with the same methods as
for small jets, but instead of using calorimeter clusters as constituents, they use tracks from the
inner detector. Since the ID has improved angular resolution compared to the calorimeter, track
jets built with a radius parameter R=0.2 can be used, which may suit boosted analyses due to the
increasing collimation of decay products at high pT . For example, two close-by b-quarks might
be identifiable as two distinct R=0.2 jets, instead of a single R=0.4 jet. Since tracks only measure
charged particle activity, these jets have a lower energy scale than calorimeter jets, and thus the
requirement for a track jet is pT > 10 GeV. These track jets, along with R=0.4 track jets also
used for cross checks in Section 9.1, utilise the same mv2c10 b-tagging algorithm as described
in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.4 Large Jets
A large jet is defined as an anti-kT R=1.0 jet with cluster inputs, calibrated to the LCW scale
as described in Section 5.1.1. Jets of this size are typically used to reconstruct boosted heavy
objects, such as top quarks, Higgs bosons, andW/Z bosons, as described in Section 3.1. They are
required to have pT > 200 GeV and |η | < 2.0. The tighter |η | requirement compared to small jets
ensures the large jet is fully contained in the inner detector. The large jets are then trimmed [155]
in order to reduce the impact of soft radiation and pileup. In this procedure, subjets of radius
Rsub are formed inside the large jet, and the constituent clusters of these subjets are removed
from the large jet if the fraction of pT in the subjet is smaller than a set threshold,
pT,sub
pT,large
< fcut .
The parameters used are Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 0.05, optimised for the 2015 data taking period.
In this way, soft clusters originating from secondary sources such as pile up, underlying event,
or final state radiation, are removed from the jet, leaving just the hard deposits that are likely to
originate from a heavy particle decay, such as a top quark or Higgs boson.
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The JES calibration of the large jets is performed using a MC based technique, similar to
that of [156] and modified as in [157], using a Pythia [158] MC sample that includes the effects
of pile up. Firstly, the jet axis is origin corrected in the same way as the small jets described
in Section 5.3.1. Subsequently, the jet energy is corrected using the response calculated from
truth MC, and further η is corrected to account for bias in the instrumental precision in various
regions of the detector. The magnitude of these corrections are typically O(1%) and O(0.01)%
respectively.
Uncertainties on large jets are calculated using the Rtrack procedure [157]. This is an in situ,
data driven approach that takes advantage of the two independent measurements in the ID and
calorimeter systems. A track jet with R=1.0 is built in the same region of the detector as the
calorimeter jet, and then the ratio r x of a given variable x is computed as:
r x =
xcalo
xtrack
. (5.4)
The double ratio, computed using r x as measured in data and MC, can then be defined as:
Rx =
r xdata
r xMC
. (5.5)
This double ratio can then be used to understand how well a given quantity x can be measured.
The data/MC comparison gives one component of the systematic uncertainty, comparison of
various MC generators gives a second, and propagation of tracking uncertainties (see Section
5.1.2) gives a third. Each of these components are considered fully correlated for pT and mass.
These systematic uncertainties are much larger than the uncertainties on other detector level
objects in the analyses presented here, and are dominant in the analysis presented in Chapter 7.
Finally, the uncertainty on the jet mass resolution (JMR) is obtained by artificially degrading the
JMR by 20% via smearing. This uncertainty is typically very small in comparison to the JES
systematics.
5.3.5 Jet Substructure
When looking for high pT heavy particles using large jets, it becomes important to be able to
distinguish between those jets originating from different parent particles; the three-prong decay
of a top quark is in many ways distinct from the two-body decay of aW or Z boson, for example.
In recent years, a rich phenomenology of jet substructure (JSS) observables have been developed
in order to probe these distinctions. An insightful pedagogical overview is given in [159].
Broadly speaking, there are two classes of JSS observables: those which are sensitive to the
clustering history of the large jet, typically with units of mass; and those which are sensitive to
the number of hard particles (“prongs”) resulting from the heavy particle decay.
The most common of the first type of JSS observable is the splitting scale, which describes
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the scales of the jet at specific points in the clustering procedure [160]:
di j = min(p2T,i, p2T, j)∆R2i j/R20, (5.6)
where pT,i refers to the jet after clustering into i proto-jets, R0 is the jet radius parameter, and
∆Ri j is the angular distance between the jets at stage i and j. Thus,
√
di j is an observable, with
units of mass, which measures the step size in the clustering at the ith stage. Most commonly,
one is interested in
√
d12 or
√
d23, the splitting scale at the final and the penultimate clustering
stage respectively. Another common JSS variable to probe similar qualities is QW , defined as
the minimum invariant mass of a pair of subjets formed when the large jet is decomposed into 3
exclusive kT jets. This will capture information on other structure contained within only a part
of the large jet, such as an intermediateW boson in a top quark decay.
The second class of JSS variable encapsulates the N-subjettiness (τ) series of observables
[161] as well as the energy correlation functions (ECF) [162]. The τ series are defined as:
τN =
1
d0
∑
k
pT,kmin{∆R1,k,∆R2,k ...∆RN,k}, (5.7)
where the sum k runs over the constituents in the jet, each with transverse momentum pT,k .
The large jet is decomposed into N exclusive kT subjets labelled 1...N , and ∆R1,k is the angular
separation between the subjet 1 and particle k. The normalisation factor d0 is defined as:
d0 =
∑
k
pT,kR0, (5.8)
with R0 the jet radius of the original large jet. Thus, the variable τN can be thought to represent
how well a large radius jet can be reconstructed as N smaller jets, with low values implying
radiation all aligned along the subjet axes and large values implying radiation away from these
axes. In practice, it is usually most useful to consider ratios of these observables:
τi j =
τi
τj
. (5.9)
Thus, τ21 or τ32 are observables representing how well a large jet can be described by 2 or 3
subjets respectively. For example, a boosted top quark, with 3 hard prongs in its decay, would
be expected to have a lower value of τ32 than aW boson or gluon-initiated jet.
Similar to the N-subjettiness observables, the ECFs measure the radiation pattern inside a
large radius jet. The first three ECFs are defined as
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eβ1 =
1
pT,J
∑
i≤J
pTi, (5.10)
eβ2 =
1
p2T,J
∑
i≤i< j≤J
pTipTjR
β
i j, (5.11)
eβ3 =
1
p3T,J
∑
i≤i< j<k≤J
pTipTj pTkR
β
i jR
β
ikR
β
j k, (5.12)
with the sums running over the number of constituents J inside the large jet. β is an angular
exponent, controlling the impact of the angular separation, which is most often chosen as β = 1.
Dimensionless functional forms of the ECFs can be built to discriminate particular features of a
jet. One particular example of this is the D2 variable
D2 = e3/e32. (5.13)
This variable is built in order to provide 2-prong discrimination, in a similar manner to τ21. It
will take small values for jets that are well described by the two prong hypothesis, and large
values for jets that are not well described by this.
Further discussion of jet substructure, in the context of reclustered jets, can be found in
Section 9.2.
5.3.6 Large Jet Top-tagging
The large jets described in Section 5.3.4 are further top-tagged, if they satisfy a set of requirements
designed to identify them as originating from a boosted top quark. In Chapter 7 and Section 9.1,
this is done using large jets with pT > 300 GeV using the ATLAS Early Run-II top tagger [163].
This uses requirements on two substructure variables – the calibrated mass of the jet and the
N-subjettiness ratio τ32.
The exact value of the requirements on large jet mass and τ32 are pT dependent in order to
maintain an approximately flat efficiency in the full pT range, as determined in MC. The required
values for a fixed efficiency of 80% are evaluated explicitly in bins of pT and then smoothly
interpolated to avoid fluctuations. These range from m > 70 GeV and τ32 < 0.85 for a jet of
pT = 200 GeV, to m > 135 GeV and τ32 < 0.0.7 for a jet of pT≥ 1600 GeV, with the precise
values across the full range shown in Figure 5.7. The resulting efficiency, calculated in a Z′→ tt¯
sample, in each bin of pT is shown in Figure 5.8, showing an approximately flat efficiency,
though performance drops off for pT < 350 GeV. This is not surprising, since the rule of thumb
∆ ' 2mpT would imply that an R = 1.0 jet would not always fully contain a top quark (of mass
m ' 175 GeV) decay until ∼ 350 GeV.
The uncertainty on τ32 is derived using a similar Rtrack method as described in Section
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Figure 5.7: The requirements applied for the top-tagging algorithm as a function of jet pT , for
(a) mass and (b) τ32. The black points show the empirically determined requirement for 80%
efficiency, with the blue lines showing the smoothed interpolation [164].
Preliminary
Figure 5.8: The tagging efficiency and background rejection for top quarks as a function of jet
pT . The efficiency is approximately flat above pT > 350 GeV, with the drop off below this value
due to the insufficient collimation of the decay products to be reliably captured by the R=1.0
jet [164].
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5.3.4. It is considered uncorrelated with the pT and mass uncertainties, since it is only weakly
correlated with the overall JES and is more sensitive to the underlying jet radiation pattern. The
uncertainty on this variable as derived in
√
s = 8 TeV is considered as one component, with a
second cross-calibration component taking into account differences in LHC conditions, ATLAS
upgrades, and reconstruction settings at
√
s = 13 TeV also applied separately.
5.3.7 Reclustered Jets
An alternative technique for reconstructing boosted objects, that does not suffer from the large
systematic uncertainties associated with large jets built directly from clusters, is to use reclustered
(RC) jets. In this method, the small jets described in Section 5.3.1 are used as input constituents
to the anti-kT algorithm, which reclusters these into R=1.0 jets. This allows direct propagation
of the systematic uncertainties associated with the input small jets, which are already calibrated,
with no need for any further calibration or uncertainties. It also means that b-tagging associated
with large jets can be done directly on constituent subjets, instead of using ∆R matching, and
combination with resolved channels is simplified as the same objects are used. The downside to
this method is that it is not possible to define some substructure variables directly. The variables√
d12 and
√
d23, as defined in Section 5.3.5, can be calculated using the subjet clustering history,
assuming > 2 or > 3 subjets respectively. Similarly, the QW variable can be calculated simply
using the subjets directly. Other variables, such as τ21, τ32, and the energy correlation functions
and associated ratio variables such as D2, require the full cluster information and thus are not well
defined using subjet inputs. A new method for defining jet substructure variables in reclustered
jets is discussed in Section 9.2.
Reclustered jets are required to have at least two R=0.4 constituent subjets, pT > 200 GeV,
|η | < 2.0, and m > 50 GeV. Trimming is applied, using Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 0.05, although
this has minimal effect since the constituent small jets have already had pile up suppression
techniques applied, via the JVT requirement.
5.4 Overlap Removal
The electron, muon, and jet reconstruction algorithms are run independently, and a procedure is
thus required to remove overlapping objects. The angular separation between two objects, ∆R,
is defined as:
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2, (5.14)
where ∆η and ∆φ are the difference in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle between the two
objects in question. In order to prevent the same calorimeter deposits and tracks being used in
identification of more than one object, overlap removal is performed as follows:
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• If an electron shares a track with a muon, the electron is removed
• If a small jet is within ∆R < 0.2 of an electron, the small jet is removed.
• If an electron is within ∆R < 0.4 of a small jet (after the previous step is performed), the
electron is removed.
• If a small jet is within ∆R < 0.4 of a muon, and has less than three tracks, the small jet is
removed. If it has three or more tracks, the muon is removed.
Large jets may also overlap with small jets or leptons, but this may be desired depending
on the analysis details. For example, in Chapter 7, small jets overlapping the large jet (those
with ∆R < 1.0) are checked for b-tags as part of the event selection. Overlap with electrons or
muons is removed by requiring that the large jet and the lepton are separated by ∆φ(∆R) > 1.0
in Chapter 7 (9.1).
5.5 Missing Transverse Momentum
In hadron collisions, it is impossible to know the fraction of the centre-of-mass energy contained
in the colliding partons, and so the expected sum of the momenta in detected objects is not
known. However, since the beams collide approximately head on in the z direction, the sum
of the momenta transverse to the beam line would be expected to sum to zero if all objects
were detected. If the momentum does not sum to zero, the difference from zero is referred
to as the missing transverse momentum pmissT . The magnitude of this vector is the missing
transverse energy EmissT , with direction φ
miss. pmissT could be the result of a mismeasurement of
detected particles, or of undetected particles. Since neutrinos can not be detected by the ATLAS
experiment, pmissT is often used as a proxy measurement of neutrinos6 in reconstructing events
such as those including a leptonically decayingW boson.
pmissT is constructed by summing the x and y components of each reconstructed lepton, photon
and small jet, as well as an additional term for soft radiation built from ID tracks that originate
from the primary vertex but which are not associated with any other reconstructed object. To
ensure that no energy contribution is double counted, pmissT is calculated after overlap removal.
ID tracks are used for the soft term due to their excellent resolution in the z direction enabling
good association with the primary vertex – neutral contributions from the calorimeter are not
included due to the large contribution from pile up [165].
The uncertainty on pmissT is determined by propagating the scale and resolution uncertainties
of all the objects used in the calculation. The analyses presented here do not rely heavily on
pmissT , and so these uncertainties are typically negligible.
6Of course, pmissT could also be a result of BSM particles escaping the detector.
Chapter 6
Monte-Carlo Simulation
Reality is frequently inaccurate.
– Douglas Adams
In order to understand the data collected by the detectors, simulations are extensively utilised
in high energy physics. Due to the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics, Monte-Carlo
(MC) techniques, based on random number generation, are used to sample from the probabil-
ity distributions inherent in such calculations and build individual simulated particle collision
events. However, the calculations become incredibly complex incredibly quickly, and in order
to generate sufficient statistics, it is necessary to make many assumptions and approximations.
To this end, these calculations are divided into a number of steps; matrix element generation,
parton showering, hadronisation, and underlying event / multiparton interaction (UE/MPI). This
breakdown is depicted in Figure 6.1, and discussed over the following sections, along with dis-
cussion of detector simulation in Section 6.7 and of the samples used in the presented analyses
in Section 6.8.
6.1 Factorisation Theorem
An important concept in QCD is the factorisation theorem, which states that the hard scattering
cross-sectionσ(P1, P2) for two hadrons withmomentum P1 and P2 can be factorised into separate
terms for the short distance and long distance interactions [166], according to the equation
σ(P1, P2) =
∑
i j
∫
dx1 dx2 fi(x1, µ2f ) f j(x2, µ2f ) σˆi j(p1, p2, αS(µ2f ),Q2/µ2f ). (6.1)
Here, the partons pi involved in the hard scattering interaction have momentum pi = xiPi. The
scale of the interaction is denoted byQ. Thus, Equation 6.1 factorises into two pieces; one which
determines the probability to have partons with momentum pi, and a second piece which is the
probability of the parton-parton interaction, and as a result the calculation of hadron-hadron
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Figure 6.1: Cartoon depiction of the factorised stages in MC generation. Incoming hadrons
are represented by the dark green lines with arrows pointing towards the centre of the figure.
The hard scattering process is depicted in red, with UE/MPI in purple. The parton shower is
shown in blue, the initial hadronisation is represented by light green, and the subsequent hadron
decays and final state particles are shown in dark green, with electromagnetic radiation also
represented in yellow. This particular example can be interpreted as containing the hard process
pp→ tt¯H → qq¯blνbbb¯, along with additional radiation and UE/MPI.
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cross-sections can be split into perturbative and non-perturbative pieces. The non-perturbative
effects are gathered into the parton distribution functions f (x, µ2f ), which are summed across all
partons i, j in Equation 6.1. µ f is known as the factorisation scale, and is the scale chosen at
which to separate the perturbative and non-perturbative terms. That is, interactions with energy
below µ2f are gathered in the parton distribution functions, and those above µ
2
f are considered as
part of the short-distance cross-section σˆ, which is dependent upon the strong coupling αS at the
factorisation scale. Perturbative calculations can then be used to make precise predictions for a
given process, such as the production and subsequent decay of top quark pairs in proton-proton
collisions σtt¯ , and the sum of these processes (represented in Equation 6.1 as the sum of the
indices i and j) is the total hadron-hadron cross-section.
6.2 Parton Distribution Functions
Inside a hadron there exists not only the valence quarks – uud in the case of the proton –
which are typically thought to make up the particle, but also a parton sea of quarks and gluons
which carry some fraction of the total hadron energy. The distribution of the energy inside the
hadron is described by the parton distribution function (PDF). The DGLAP equations [166]
describe the energy dependence of the PDFs, but the fraction x of the total hadron momentum P
contained within each individual parton p is not analytically calculable. Instead, the distribution
of momentum between the valence quarks, sea quarks, and sea gluons, can be parameterised
and fit to data from experiment. Many such experiments exist, notably the HERA collider [167]
located at DESY, Hamburg, where the ZEUS [168] and H1 [169] experiments made detailed
studies of proton structure in electron-proton collisions. Indeed, experimental data from the LHC
can also be included in these fits, where for example results such as those presented in Chapter
7 are particularly sensitive to the high-x gluon PDF [170]. The parton distribution functions are
thus key ingredients in the MC simulations of pp collisions at the LHC.
6.3 Matrix Element Generation
In quantum field theory, the S-Matrix is the unitary operator which encodes the information on
the scattering processes, and the elements of this matrixM are the scattering amplitudes – the
sum of the Feynman diagrams for a given process N . The total cross-section for this process,
with n particles in the final state plus up to k additional emissions and l loops per diagram, is
given by [166]
σˆ =
∞∑
k=0
∫
n+k
dΦn+k
 ∞∑
l=0
Mn+k(Φn+k)
2 . (6.2)
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Here, the phase space element dΦ, ignoring normalisation factors, is given by
dΦn+k ∼
n+k∏
f=0
d3p f
2E f
, (6.3)
with E f and p f the energy and 3-momentum of the particle f respectively.
The full calculation of Equation 6.2 is not possible analytically, and so instead is performed
using perturbation theory. A leading order calculation is one in which k and l are restricted
only to k = l = 0, such that the higher order Feynman diagrams with additional emissions
and loops are not included. Including terms with 0 < k < N means including the Feynman
diagrams with up to N additional real emissions, while full NLO calculations will include the
k = 1 diagrams as well as interference with loops. These calculations are typically performed at
NLO in packages such as Powheg [171] or amc@nlo [172], while the Sherpa [173] package is
capable of calculations at NLO, with one emission at NLO + up to 4 additional emissions at LO.
6.4 Parton Shower
After the hard process has been generated at fixed order, the subsequent evolution of the event is
modelled using a parton shower, which approximates corrections from higher order emissions in
order tomodel the complete final state. Each parton in the initial and final state has some non-zero
probability at the scale Q to undergo bremstrahlung radiation and branch into two particles. The
parton shower calculates these probabilities and approximates the underlying physics process
down to some cut off scale, typically around 1 GeV, meaning infrared and collinear divergences
are avoided by including only resolvable branchings. The evolution of these branches is given
by the Sudakov Form Factor
∆(t0, t) ≡ exp
[
−
∫ t
t0
dt′
∫
dz
αS
2pi
P(z)
]
. (6.4)
Here the integrations are performed over the ordering variable t, and the relative momentum
fraction z between the resultant partons. The order variable is typically a function of pT or
angle, and controls the sequence in which the splittings are calculated in the shower (and is thus
analogous to a “time”, hence the label t). P(z) is the Altarelli–Parisi splitting function [174],
which describes the quark and gluon splitting probabilities. These integrations are usually
performed numerically using the Sudakov Veto Algorithm [175]. This algorithm approximates
the integration of an arbitrary function f (t) using a new function g(t), which is easily calculable
and for which g(t) > f (t) ∀ t. Then, by vetoing trial splittings at ti with a probability f (ti)/g(ti),
the correct probabilities are recovered.
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Figure 6.2: Example Feynman diagram for tt¯ + bb¯ production.
6.4.1 Enhancing g → bb¯ Splitting in Pythia8
In many cases in ATLAS, physics measurements/searches are performed in very extreme corners
of phase-space, where events are predicted to be very rare. One such example of this is the
process tt¯H,H→bb¯, where not only is the signal cross-section extremely small compared to the
background, but this background (tt¯ + bb¯) is itself only an extreme corner of the total inclusive
tt¯ cross-section. An example Feynman diagram for tt¯ + bb¯ production is shown in Figure 6.2.
In most cases, the tt¯ process is generated inclusively, and additional b-jets arise primarily from
the parton shower via rare g → bb¯ splitting. In order to generate sufficient statistics for this
process, ATLAS uses a filtering strategy – generating inclusively, and saving and simulating only
a subset of events which contain energetic B-hadrons in the final state. The filtering efficiency
for such samples used in Chapters 8 and 9 is very low – as low as 0.1%, in the case of dilepton
tt¯+ bb¯ – meaning a huge amount of CPU time is wasted in generating events which fail this filter.
While the detector simulation step takes up the most CPU time in general – averaging 245 s per
event ATLAS wide, compared to 80 s per event for the event generation – particularly extreme
phase spaces such as these can also significantly benefit from new techniques to increase the
filter efficiency. Indeed, the MC statistics were one of the largest uncertainties on the published
measurement in Chapter 8, and thus improved strategies are necessary particularly considering
the increased luminosity foreseen in future data taking periods. One such way to more efficiently
generate MC statistics in the relevant regions of phase-space is via Sudakov Veto Algorithm
enhancements [176].
Since the Sudakov Veto Algorithm requires the selection of an arbitrary function g(t), for
which the only requirement is that g(t) > f (t) ∀ t, then we can add an extra factor w onto this
arbitrary function for particular branchings, such that gbiased = w × g(t). This has the result
of making this branching w times more likely to occur, thus oversampling that region of phase
space. The no-branching probability is maintained by another parameter v, which should be in
the range 0 < v ≤ 1. By vetoing the splitting with probability v and giving it an event weight
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> 1, or otherwise accepting the event and weighting it down by a factor < 1, kinematic closure
can be maintained while still generating additional physics events in the interesting region of
phase space.
Using this technique, and patching Pythia8 [158] to have direct access to the QCD branching
g → bb¯, it is possible to enhance the production rate of tt¯ + bb¯ events while maintaining
kinematic closure. To show this, 1 million tt¯ MC events are generated at NLO with Powheg,
and subsequently showered using a patched version of Pythia8 v8.230. The same events are
showered using the nominal settings (corresponding to w = 1, v = 0.0) as well as for a fixed
value of w = 5 and a range of v parameters1. The case of w = 1 − 1/v reduces back to the
nominal setting of no enhancement, and so for w = 5 and v = 0.8, the nominal distribution is
recovered with event weights of unity. Events are analysed with the Rivet [177] toolkit. Figure
6.3a shows the effects of such an enhancement in the b-jet multiplicity distribution without
weights, showing the enhanced rate of additional b-jet production as expected. For w = 5, values
of v > 0.8 represent suppression of the splitting, as observed for the dotted red line representing
v = 0.9, which produces fewer tt¯ + bb¯ events. The case of w = 5 and v = 0.8 is shown
in dashed purple, and these settings reproduce the nominal distribution without event weights
applied as expected. If v < 0.8, the g → bb¯ splitting is enhanced, with v = 0.5 producing
approximately twice as many events with 4 b-jets, suggesting the filter efficiency of tt¯ + bb¯
production could be increased by approximately a factor of two via this method. Figure 6.3b
shows the same distribution with the event weights applied, where it is observed that kinematic
closure is maintained within the statistical uncertainties of the samples. Further distributions
related to the b-jet and tt¯ kinematics are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, which show that this
kinematic closure holds in other distributions. An alternative way to evaluate the effectiveness
of the technique is on the relative size of the statistical uncertainty for an inclusive tt¯ sample
on a tt¯ + bb¯ selection. This is shown in Table 6.1, which utilises the Rivet routine developed
for the ATLAS tt¯ + bb¯ analysis performed at
√
s = 8 TeV [178], modified for the samples at√
s = 13 TeV and to incorporate a single lepton selection. The statistical error on the nominal
sample is 28.7% and 7.7% in the dilepton and lepton+jets selections respectively. By turning on
the enhancement, this can be reduced to as little as 20.5% and 6.0%, a relative improvement of
40% and 28% respectively.
Despite the good kinematic closure observed, it is important to understand the weights that
result from these enhancements. It is undesirable to have events with very large weights, as these
can cause large fluctuations after fiducial selections are applied, and the overall statistical power
of a sample reduces if the spread of weights increases – so there is a trade off in statistics to
be considered. Table 6.1 demonstrates this: the most extreme enhancement of w = 5, v = 0.5
does not improve the statistical error relative to the settings w = 5, v = 0.6, reflecting the loss in
1The analogous study, varying w and fixing v, produces similar results, as it is only the relative values of w and
v that are important.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Distributions of the number of b-jets in the generated tt¯ samples, (a) without event
weights applied, demonstrating the effect of the enhancement; and (b) with event weights applied,
demonstrating good kinematic closure.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Kinematic distributions of the b-jets in the generated tt¯ samples with event weights
applied, demonstrating good kinematic closure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Kinematic distributions of the tt¯ system in the generated tt¯ samples with event
weights applied, demonstrating good kinematic closure.
Table 6.1: The cross-section and corresponding statistical errors for the tt¯ + bb¯ process, in
both dilepton and lepton+jets selections, of 1 million inclusive tt¯ events generated with various
enhancement settings. The observed cross-sections are in good agreement, with the statistical
error reducing as enhancement increases, as expected.
Dilepton Selection Lepton+Jets Selection
w v σ [fb] Error [%] σ [fb] Error [%]
1 0.0 41.6 28.7 505.6 7.7
5 0.9 45.4 38.4 468.9 10.9
5 0.8 44.6 26.4 531.7 7.6
5 0.7 38.1 25.2 509.2 6.5
5 0.6 45.0 20.5 517.8 6.0
5 0.5 37.1 20.5 501.1 6.0
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statistical accuracy due to the spread of MC weights. As the enhancement becomes larger, the
spread of MC weights becomes wider, and thus also the number of events with a large weight
increases. The exact choice of w and v used for any samples produced with this technique
must thus be carefully chosen depending on the intended application, to balance the size of the
enhancement against the resulting weights distribution.
Though this study was performed for tt¯ + bb¯ production, an identical technique can be used
for tt¯ + cc¯ production, which is also a highly relevant background to the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ analysis,
by enhancing the g → cc¯ splitting. Indeed, any splitting can be enhanced in this manner, and
this functionality has been implemented into Pythia8 v8.235 and onward following the results
of this study.
6.5 Hadronisation
After the showering is complete, the resulting partons must undergo hadronisation into the bound
baryonic and mesonic states that are ultimately observed in the detector, due to confinement.
There are two models in common use today to describe this process: Lund string fragmentation
[179] and the cluster model [180]. In the Lund string model, used in the Pythia event generators,
the quarks are considered to be joined by a one-dimensional string about 1 fm in length, with
a tension of around 1 GeV/fm. The gluons are considered as waves carrying energy along
these strings. Because of the principle of quark confinement, the quarks moving apart causes
an increase in the potential energy between them. This, along with the energy from the gluon
waves, causes it to eventually become energetically favourable for the string to break and produce
a new qq¯ pair. These become the ends of two smaller strings, and in this way the energy of the
collision is dissipated down until the final, detectable hadronic states. In contrast, the cluster
model considers the gluons left over at the end of the parton shower to decay isotropically into
qq¯ pairs. These along with the other final quarks then cluster to create colour singlets, which
can effectively be treated as an excited hadron resonance, which will in turn potentially decay
further until the hadrons become stable. This model is used in the Herwig event generator /
parton shower package.
6.6 Underlying Event / Multi-parton Interactions
After a hard interaction between two incoming partons, the remaining quarks and gluons from
the colliding hadrons are also then subject to secondary interactions which create additional
activity known as the Underlying Event (UE). These remnants are likely no longer in color
confined states and thus undergo further hadronisation. Additional interactions between remnant
partons is referred to asmulti-parton interaction (MPI), and these effects must also be accounted
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for in the MC simulation. Measurements can be made of these processes using minimum bias
data [181] and subsequently used to tune relevant MC parameters that describe this activity.
6.7 Detector Simulation
In order to compare directly the data and the MC, a detailed simulation of the effect of the
interactions between the particles and the detector hardware must be included. These effects,
accounting for the finite resolution of the various technologies utilised in recording the particle
collisions, are applied to the final state particles output from the MC generators. The simulation
of the full ATLAS detector is a highly complex process, and is often the dominant contribution
to the total generation time of the samples. The interaction with the calorimeter is particularly
computationally complex, and for this reason, two methods of simulation exist within ATLAS.
The first, using Geant4 [182], includes a full simulation of the interactions with every piece
of the detector. This method is referred to as full simulation (full-sim), and is the standard
simulation method used in most MC samples. An alternative, faster simulation, referred to as
AtlFastII (AFII) [183], uses a parameterised calorimeter description that drastically reduces the
CPU overhead – by around an order of magnitude or more – in exchange for a poorer description
of the calorimeter response. This effect can be mitigated via dedicated calibration to AFII MC,
and this results in good agreement between data and MC at the level of the high level objects,
though jet substructure remains poorly modelled.
6.8 Generated Samples
In the analyses presented in Chapters 7, 8, and 9, most processes are modelled with MC samples
generated using the techniques described here. Since there are many similarities between the
samples used in each analysis, they are described here in full, with any differences highlighted.
In all cases, the top quark mass is set to mtop = 172.5 GeV.
t t¯
The analysis in Chapter 7 uses a tt¯ sample, generated at NLO using Powheg-Boxv2 [184] and
showeredwith Pythia6 [175], tomodel the signal process. This sample uses the CT10 [185] PDF
set in the matrix element generator and the CTEQ6L1 [186] PDF set with the Perugia2012 [187]
tune in the parton shower. The Powheg parameter hdamp, which controls the scale of the hardest
emission, is set to mtop. Two alternative samples are generated in which the factorisation and
renormalisation scales are varied by a factor of two up or down, and the corresponding “radLo”
and “radHi” variations of the Perugia tune are used in the parton shower. In the upward variation,
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hdamp is also simultaneously varied by setting hdamp = 2mtop, while in the downward variation
hdamp is not varied [188].
The nominal tt¯ background in Chapters 8 and 9 is modelled with a similar setup, but using
Pythia8v8.210 and the A14 tune [189] for the parton shower and hadronisation. In this sample
the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF [190] is used in the matrix element generation with hdamp = 1.5×mtop.
This value was chosen after comparison to 13TeV data, including the results presented in Chapter
7, found it to give better data/MC agreement. This setup is also compared to the unfolded results
of Chapter 7. The radiation variations also similarly use variations of a factor two in µ f , µr and
hdamp, along with the “Var3c” up/down variations of the A14 tune.
Further tt¯ samples are produced using alternative generator setups, both for defining sys-
tematic uncertainties and for comparing to unfolded results in Chapter 7. Samples using
Herwig++ [180] and Herwig7 [191], with the nominal Powheg settings plus hdamp = mtop
and hdamp = 1.5 × mtop respectively, offer a way to estimate the uncertainty due to choice
of parton shower and hadronisation package. The Herwig++ sample, used only in Chapter
7, uses the CTEQ6L1 PDF and UE-EE-5 tune [189], while the Herwig7 sample used in all
three analyses uses the H7-UE-MMHT tune [191]. Further samples are generated using Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO [172] for the matrix element calculation, using the CT10 PDF set, and
subsequently interfaced to the Pythia8, Herwig++, and Herwig7 setups already described. Fi-
nally, a sample is generated atNLOusingSherpa v2.2.1 [173], interfacedwithOpenLoops [192],
and using the NNPDF3.0NNLOPDF. Up to one additional emission is included in the calculation
at NLO and up to four are included at LO.
All of these samples are normalised to the NNLO+NNLL cross-section σtt¯ = 823+46−51 pb, as
calculated in the Top++2.0 program [193], with top quarks decayed using MadSpin [194] to
preserve spin correlation effects.
t t¯+Heavy Flavor
In the tt¯H analyses inChapters 8 and 9, the tt¯ backgrounds are further subdivided into components
based on the flavor composition (b− and c−jet) of additional radiation in the event. To increase
the available MC statistics in these components, additional events are generated with the same
setups as described above, with filters applied requiring such “heavy flavor” (HF) jets.
The samples described thus far utilise the 5-Flavor scheme [195], in which the quark masses
(other than top) are set to 0, and the additional heavy flavor contributions come purely from
the parton shower. Two additional samples are generated to assess the modelling of the tt¯+HF
processes. A tt¯ + bb¯ sample is generated using Sherpa v2.2.1 + OpenLoops, with the CT10
PDF set in the 4-Flavor scheme. The use of the 4-Flavor scheme, in which the b-quark mass
effects are included, ensures that the calculation is fully at NLO down to pT = 0. Similarly,
for tt¯ + cc¯, a dedicated sample is generated usingMadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Herwig++ and the
CT10F3 [196] PDF that uses the 3-Flavor scheme [197] in which c-quark mass effects are also
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included.
t t¯H
The signal process in the tt¯H analysis presented in Chapter 8 is modelled using an NLO matrix
element generated with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO and subsequently showered using Pythia8
with the A14 tune and NNPDF3.0NLO PDF. In Chapter 9, a sample generated with Powheg
+ Pythia8, with the same settings as for the tt¯ samples, is used as nominal with the Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO sample used as an alternative sample to define a systematic uncertainty
on the ME generation. The analyses in both chapters also include a systematic uncertainty on
the parton shower, with Chapter 8 and Section 9.1 using aMadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Herwig++
sample and Section 9.3 using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Herwig7. All of these samples are
normalised to the NLO QCD + NLO EW cross-section of 507fb [6, 198–202], decayed with
MadSpin, and utilise Higgs boson branching fractions calculated using HDecay [203].
The contribution from the tt¯H process is negligible in the analysis presented in Chapter 7
and so these samples are not included there.
t t¯+X
Associated production with other processes, such as tt¯ + W , tt¯ + Z , and tt¯ + tt¯ production,
are considered as backgrounds in all the analyses presented. In Chapter 7, tt¯W , tt¯Z , and
tt¯WWprocesses are generated withMadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8 v8.186, using A14 and
NNPDF2.3NLO as the PDF. Chapters 8 and 9 use an updated version of this setup, using
Pythia8 v8.210 and NNPDF3.0NLO. All of these samples are normalised to their NLO cross-
sections [172]. In Chapter 8 and Section 9.1, production of tt¯tt¯ is considered as a background,
and is generated using the same setup. The effect of these samples is small, and is neglected in
the studies presented in Section 9.3.
Single Top
Processes in which a single top quark is produced are generated using Powheg-Box v1 interfaced
to Pythia6 and normalised to NNLO cross-sections [204–206]. Wt and s-channel production,
generated in the 5-flavor scheme, use the CT10 PDF, while t-channel production is generated in
the 4-flavor scheme and so uses CT104F. Top quarks are decayed with MadSpin, and overlap
between tt¯ and Wt production is handled with the diagram removal scheme [207] in the nom-
inal sample, with a comparison to the alternative diagram subtraction scheme considered as a
systematic uncertainty in all the analyses presented. An alternative sample, using Powheg +
Herwig++, is used to define a systematic uncertainty on the PS model used forWt and t-channel
in the analysis presented in Chapter 8.
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W/Z+Jets and Diboson
Samples of vector boson production are generated using Sherpa, with matrix elements from
Comix [208] and OpenLoops interfaced to the Sherpa parton showering algorithm with the
CT10 PDF set. W+jets and Z+jets processes are normalised to the NNLO cross-sections [209],
while diboson production is already generated at NLO and no additional normalisation is applied.
In Chapter 7 Sherpa v2.1.1 is used, which is updated to v2.2.1 for Chapters 8 and 9.
Dijet
Dijet MC samples are generated at leading order using Pythia8 v8.230 with the NNPDF2.3
PDF, Herwig7 with the NNPDF3.0 PDF, and Sherpa2.2.1 with the CT10 PDF. These samples
are primarily used to evaluate the systematic uncertainties on the reclustered jet substructure
variables, as described in Section 9.2.
Chapter 7
Differential Cross-Section Measurements
of Boosted Top Quarks
The chances of finding out what’s really going on in the universe are so remote, the
only thing to do is hang the sense of it and keep yourself occupied.
– Douglas Adams
WhenRun 2 of the LHCbegan in 2015, at an increased centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13TeV,
it was important to carry out early measurements of SM processes, in order to understand physics
at this new energy frontier and to test the validity of the Standard Model. This chapter presents
a differential measurement of boosted top quark kinematics using 3.2 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data
recorded in 2015, published in [1]. Two distributions are measured: the hadronic top quark
transverse momentum pt,hadT and absolute rapidity
yt,had . The top quark pT distribution was
observed to be poorly modelled by MC in Run 1 by both ATLAS [210,211] and CMS [212,213],
motivating a new analysis at
√
s = 13 TeV. Results can be in terms of either absolute or
relative cross-section, depending on whether or not the distributions are normalised to unity
(relative) or not (absolute). This normalisation removes a degree of freedom and reduces the
effect of many systematic uncertainties, but also removes information on the total magnitude of
the cross-section. Thus, results are presented using both strategies.
7.1 Event Selection
The analysis targets highly boosted lepton+jets events, in which one top quark decays leptonically,
while the second top quark decays hadronically. High pT events are targeted by reconstructing the
hadronically decaying top quark as a single large radius jet, utilising physics objects as described
in Chapter 5.
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W
T > 60 GeV
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pT > 25 GeV|η| < 2.5
pT > 25 GeV
|η| < 2.5
pT > 300 GeV
|η| < 2.0
Figure 7.1: Diagram summarising the topology and event selection of the analysis.
7.1.1 Detector Level Selection
The event pre-selection requires exactly one electron ormuonwhich pass the single lepton triggers
described in Section 4.2.5, at least one top-tagged (at the 80%working point) large jet, and at least
one small jet well separated from the large jet (∆R > 1.5, referred to as additional small jets), all
as defined in Section 5. Further requirements on EmissT > 20 GeV and E
miss
T +m
W
T > 60 GeVare
used to suppress the multijet background. If there is more than one top-tagged large jet, the
leading jet in pT is taken as the hadronic top candidate. The top jet and the lepton must be
separated by ∆φ > 1.0, in order to prevent double counting of calorimeter clusters. Subsequent
requirements are made on the topology of the event to maintain acceptance of tt¯ events while
rejecting backgrounds: at least one of the additional small jets must be within ∆R < 2.0 of the
lepton, and either one of these additional jets or one of the small jets reconstructed within the top
jet (∆R < 1.0) must be b-tagged at the 70% working point. All of these requirements have been
optimised using the MC predictions to balance signal purity against selection efficiency, and are
summarised in Figure 7.1. These selections, applied to both data and MC, are referred to as the
detector level selection. The event yields at detector level are shown in Table 7.1, with the data
and MC compatible within uncertainties.
7.1.2 Particle Level Selection
In order to allow comparison to state-of-the-art MC predictions, the data is unfolded (see Section
7.3) to particle level, the stage of the MC simulation before detector effects are included. Thus,
an equivalent selection to the detector level selection is required. Leptons and small jets are
required to have pT > 25 GeV and |η | < 2.5, large jets are required to have pT > 300 GeV
and |η | < 2.0, and the EmissT and mWT requirements are identical to detector level. Small jets are
considered b-tagged if there is a ghost matched [146] B-hadron in the MC event record. A large
jet is considered top tagged if it has m > 100 GeV and τ32 < 0.75, with these values chosen
to minimise bin-to-bin migrations while also simplifying from the pT dependent cuts made at
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Table 7.1: Event yields after the detector level selection. The uncertainties include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The data yield is lower than the central value of the total prediction,
but compatible within the uncertainties.
Process Events
tt¯ 7000 ± 1100
W+jets 500 ± 200
Single top 500 ± 80
Multijets 300 ± 80
tt¯V 70 ± 10
Z+jets 60 ± 40
Diboson 60 ± 10
Total Prediction 8300 ± 1300
Data 7368
detector level. This leaves a simply defined fiducial phase space independent of the experimental
apparatus. The resulting acceptance and efficiency corrections, as defined in Section 7.3, are
shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3, and the migration matrices between the detector and particle level
selections are shown in Figure 7.4. The acceptance and efficiency corrections are flat in
yt,had ,
and show the expected shape in pt,hadT , reflecting the difficulty in tagging only moderately boosted
top quarks and the loss in efficiency at very high pT for things such as b-tagging. The migration
matrices show good diagonality, with > 50% in each diagonal bin in pT and > 85% in rapidity.
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7.2 Background Estimation
Background processes are modelled by amixture ofMC and data drivenmethods. The single top,
Z+jets, diboson, and tt¯V backgrounds use purely MC based predictions, as described in Section
6.8. Two backgrounds are estimated using data driven methods: the W+Jets MC prediction
is corrected for known mismodelling using data driven scale factors, while the QCD Multijet
background is estimated with a purely data driven methodology due to the difficulty in efficiently
modelling this process in MC.
7.2.1 Data Driven W+Jets Scale Factors
TheW+jets MC sample is assigned a scale factor, based on data, to improve the accuracy of the
prediction for what is the largest source of background events. There are two components to this
scale factor. First, the charge asymmetry ofW± production in pp collisions – with twice as many
valence up quarks than down quarks in the collision, and no valence anti-quarks, ud¯ → W+
production is favoured over u¯d → W− – is corrected for. The ratio
r =
NW+
NW−
=
σ(pp→ W+)
σ(pp→ W−), (7.1)
where N+W is the number of positively charged events and N
−
W is the number of negatively charged
events, is well understood theoretically and in fact has smaller uncertainties than the W+jets
cross-section [214]. This can thus be used to derive a scale factor S to scale the MC prediction
S =
NdataW
NMCW
, (7.2)
where NMCW is the number of W events in MC, and N
data
W , the number of W events in data, is
estimated using the charge asymmetry via the equation
NdataW = N
data
W+ + N
data
W− =
NMCW+ + N
MC
W−
NMCW+ − NMCW−
(D+ − D−) = rMC + 1
rMC − 1 (D
+ − D−). (7.3)
Here, rMC is the ratio as calculated from MC, while D+(−) is the number of positive (negative)
charge data events, after subtracting the charge-asymmetric contributions from other processes
such as single top, calculated from MC. Charge symmetric contributions are then implicitly
removed by taking this difference, leaving only the W+jets charge asymmetric contribution.
Thus, assuming that the asymmetry is equal in MC and data, scaling this number by the MC
estimate of the charge asymmetry gives the number ofW+jets events in the data. The resulting
scale factor can then be applied to the MC estimate for the total W+jets yield to improve the
description of the data.
The relative fraction ofW events produced in association with different jet flavors (W + bb¯,
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W+cc¯,W+c,W+light) are known to be poorlymodelled in theMC, and so dedicated scale factors
for these fractions are also derived, following the procedure used in [215]. This is performed
using events in an orthogonal control region to the nominal selection by requiring exactly two
small jets and at least one b-tag. Three scale factors, Kbb¯,cc¯, Kc, and Kl , are derived via a system
of linear equations. The ratio ofW + bb¯ andW + cc¯ is kept constant, and thus only a single scale
factor is derived for both. The equations are constrained by the number of data events containing
negatively or positively charged leptons and the requirement to keep the overall normalisation
constant, and the scale factors are extrapolated to the nominal region assuming constant relative
rates. Since this procedure depends on the charge asymmetry scale factor, the procedures for
both are iterated until there is agreement between data and MC yields in the control region at the
per mille level.
7.2.2 Data Driven QCD Multijet Estimate
The other background estimated via a data driven method is the QCD multijet background in
which a non-prompt lepton or misidentified jet passes the lepton selection criteria. Because
of the number of possible processes that result in this signature, MC estimation is very CPU
intensive and impractical. Instead, this background can be estimated using data by estimating
how often a “fake” lepton is reconstructed. For this, the “matrix method” [216] is used. This
method uses differing selection criteria in the lepton reconstruction to select “tight” and “loose”
leptons. An electron (muon) is considered tight if it passes the requirements described in Section
5.2.1 (5.2.2). A loose electron (muon) must pass the mediumLH (medium) ID requirements, as
described in [136] ( [134]), and has no isolation requirement applied in either case. The number
of such events is then governed by the simultaneous equations
N l = N lr + N
l
f , (7.4)
N t = rN lr +  f N
l
f . (7.5)
Here, N l(t) represents the number events with a loose (tight) lepton, with the subscripts r and f
corresponding to real and fake leptons respectively. The efficiency r( f ) is the fraction real (fake)
loose leptons which also pass the tight selection. The number of events containing tight fake
leptons which pass selection can then be calculated as
N tf =
 f
r −  f (rN
l − N t), (7.6)
where r is derived from the data using the tag and probe method [124], while  f is measured
using control regions containing a large number of fakes. These efficiencies are parameterised
in terms of the event kinematics: electron pT , η, N(b-tags), and ∆φ(lep, EmissT ) in the electron
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channel, and muon pT , EmissT , and ∆φ(lep, E
miss
T ) in the muon channel. Thus each data event is
given a “fake weight” given by
w =
 f
r −  f (r − δ), (7.7)
where δ = 1 if the lepton passes the tight selection and δ = 0 if not. One feature of this method
is the possibility to obtain a negative weight, which can also lead to negative overall yields in
some bins of some distributions. In any place where this occurs the fake weight is set to zero,
and this can thus lead to a slightly different estimate in different variables. The yield in Table
7.1 uses the integral of a single binned distribution and is thus not necessarily the same as those
in the distributions to be unfolded.
7.2.3 Control Plots
In order to check the validity of the signal and background predictions, many comparisons are
made to the real data at detector level. As seen inTable 7.1, there is an overall overestimation of the
data, though the prediction is compatible within the uncertainties. Figure 7.5 shows comparisons
of the pT distribution and number of large jets, showing reasonable agreement excepting this
overall normalisation difference. Similarly, Figure 7.6 shows lepton kinematics, and Figure 7.7
shows EmissT and m
W
T . No significant mismodelling is seen in any of these distributions. Figure
7.8 shows the hadronic top candidate τ32 and mass distributions that are used in the top-tagging.
τ32 peaks to the right of the distribution, consistent with the three-pronged topology expected
from a top quark decay, and mass peaks are visible at both the top quark and W boson masses.
This implies that in some cases, the hadronic top candidate selected likely is the hadronically
decayingW boson, while the b-quark is not contained within the large jet. This is not a problem,
as the migration matrices (shown in Figure 7.4) show good diagonality, demonstrating that this
selection is still a good proxy to the top quark kinematics. Finally, Figure 7.9 shows pt,hadT andyt,had , the distributions to be unfolded. Here, there are hints of a mismodelling in pt,hadT , in a
similar fashion to what was observed in the 8 TeV result [211], while
yt,had , which was not
previously unfolded, is generally well modelled.
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Figure 7.5: Detector level plots of (a) the number of large jets, and (b) the large jet pT . The top
panel shows the data compared to the simulated signal and background expectation, while the
ratio of Data/Prediction is shown in the bottom panel. The hatched areas show the statistical and
systematic uncertainties on the measurement.
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Figure 7.6: Detector level plots of the lepton (a) pT , and (b) η. The top panel shows the data
compared to the simulated signal and background expectation, while the ratio of Data/Prediction
is shown in the bottom panel. The hatched areas show the statistical and systematic uncertainties
on the measurement.
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Figure 7.7: Detector level plots of (a) EmissT , and (b) m
W
T . The top panel shows the data compared
to the simulated signal and background expectation, while the ratio of Data/Prediction is shown
in the bottom panel. The hatched areas show the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
measurement.
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Figure 7.8: Detector level plots of the hadronic top candidate jet (a) τ32, and (b) mass. The top
panel shows the data compared to the simulated signal and background expectation, while the
ratio of Data/Prediction is shown in the bottom panel. The hatched areas show the statistical and
systematic uncertainties on the measurement.
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Figure 7.9: Detector level plots of the hadronic top candidate jet kinematics, (a) pt,hadT , and
(a)
yt,had . The top panel shows the data compared to the simulated signal and background
expectation, while the ratio of Data/Prediction is shown in the bottom panel. The hatched areas
show the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the measurement.
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7.3 Unfolding Tests
A number of tests of the unfolding procedure, as described in Section 3.2, are required in order
to ensure no bias is introduced. Firstly, the number of iterations N used in the unfolding is tested,
where the difference between N = 3, 4, 5 was found to be negligible in the final results. Thus,
N = 4 is used throughout. A closure test checks that the unfolding correctly reproduces the
particle level distribution in the trivial case that the “data” input is same as the detector level MC
signal input. If there is large disagreement beyond statistical uncertainties after unfolding, this
implies a problem in the method. Figure 7.10 shows the pt,hadT and
yt,had distributions for the
closure tests, demonstrating good agreement. A stress test checks that the unfolding is not biased
by the truth distribution it is given. To do this, the detector level MC distribution is reweighted by
some function, and unfolded using the nominal MC. Any non-closure between the particle level
distribution reweighted by the same function and the result of the unfolding would imply that the
unfolding is dependent upon the given particle level spectrum, which could hide effects of new
physics in the real data. Two such tests are performed: first, the MC detector level “pseudo-data”
is reweighted by
f
(
phadtopT , p
leptop
T
)
= 1 +
1
400GeV
·
(
phadtopT + p
leptop
T
2
− 200GeV
)
, (7.8)
where phadtopT represents the particle level hadronic top quark pT and similarly p
leptop
T the leptonic
top pT . The results of this test are shown in Figure 7.11. where it can be seen that there is
good agreement between the stressed distributions. The nominal MC is also shown (in red) to
demonstrate the size of the stress applied, which is large for the pt,hadT distribution but minimal
for the hadronic top quark
yt,had . Thus, a second stress test is performed reweighting the
pseudo-data using another equation, this time dependent on the tt¯ system rapidity ytt¯
f (ytt¯) = 1 − 0.8 · e−
y2
t t¯
0.04 . (7.9)
The results of this test are shown in Figure 7.12, where it is clear that despite the large stress
applied to
yt,had , the unfolding is able to correctly reproduce the stressed spectrum.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: The (a) pt,hadT , and (b)
yt,had closure tests, comparing the actual particle level dis-
tribution (labelled “prediction”) with the unfolded detector level distribution (labelled “pseudo-
data”).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.11: The pT dependent stress tests, comparing the nominal MC particle level distribution
(in red) with the stressed detector level distribution after unfolding (black dots) and the equivalent
stressed particle level distribution (dashed green), for (a) pt,hadT , and (b)
yt,had .
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.12: The ytt¯ dependent stress tests, comparing the nominal MC particle level distribution
(in red) with the stressed detector level distribution after unfolding (black dots) and the equivalent
stressed particle level distribution (dashed green), for (a) pt,hadT , and (b)
yt,had .
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Figure 7.13: Plots showing the largest fractional contributions to the uncertainty of the absolute
differential cross-section, after unfolding, for (a) the hadronic top pT and (b) the hadronic top
absolute rapidity. The largest contributions to the uncertainties come from the large jet energy
scale (black line), the MC uncertainties for the matrix element generator, parton shower and
hadronisation, and IFSR (dashed green line, dashed blue line, purple line respectively), and data
statistics (orange band).
7.4 Systematic Uncertainties
All uncertainties on the objects used in the analysis, including the large jets, leptons, small
jets, EmissT , and flavor tagging, are derived as discussed in Chapter 5. The uncertainty on the
luminosity is ±2.1%. The MC modelling uncertainties are determined separately for the matrix
element generator, parton shower and hadronisation model, initial & final state radiation, and
PDF choice using dedicated samples:
• Matrix Element Generator: Unfolding of an amc@nlo + Herwig++ sample is performed
using corrections from a Powheg + Herwig++ sample, and the symmetrised difference is
taken as uncertainty.
• Parton Shower and Hadronisation: The Powheg + Herwig++ sample is unfolded using
the nominal Powheg + Pythia6 sample, and the symmetrised difference is taken as
uncertainty.
• IFSR: Dedicated samples, where the factorisation and renormalisation scales in Pythia6
are varied simultaneously up or down by a factor of 2, are unfolded with the nominal
Powheg + Pythia6 sample. In the down variation, the Powheg hdamp setting is increased
by a factor of two, while in the up variation this is kept constant at hdamp = mtop, and
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Figure 7.14: Plots showing the largest fractional contributions to the uncertainty of the relative
differential cross-section, after unfolding, for (a) the hadronic top pT and (b) the hadronic top
absolute rapidity. The largest contributions to the uncertainties come from the large jet energy
scale (black line), the MC uncertainties for the matrix element generator, parton shower and
hadronisation, and IFSR (dashed green line, dashed blue line, purple line respectively), and data
statistics (orange band).
Pythia6 eigentunes radHi and radLo are also used. The envelope of these up and down
variations are is taken as the uncertainty.
• PDF: Using the amc@nlo + Herwig++ sample, the central PDF4LHC15 PDF set is
re-weighted to a set of 30 eigenvector PDFs, following the LHAPDF procedure [217].
The differences between each of these and the central PDF after unfolding are added in
quadrature, as is the difference between the central and the CT10 PDF set, resulting in an
uncertainty of < 1% in most bins.
The uncertainties on the MC-based background estimations are taken from the cross-section
calculations they are normalised to, as discussed in Section 6.8. The data-driven corrections to
theW+jets estimate require additional uncertainties, derived by varying one component at a time
by its statistical uncertainty and rederiving the others. This is simple in the case of the charge
asymmetry scale factors, while for the heavy flavor scale factors the additional constraint is
applied that the total normalisation should be maintained. Uncertainties on the data-driven QCD
multijet background are determined by comparing the results for the real and fake efficiency
of two different control region definitions, with the difference symmetrised and taken as an
uncertainty on the overall yield. Additionally, the normalisations of the residual backgrounds
in the nominal control regions are varied by ±20% and the effect of this is propagated through
the full procedure, with the difference taken as a further systematic uncertainty. Finally, a
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: ThemWT distributions in a 0 top-tag, 0 b-tag validation region, for (a) electron events
and (b) muon events. The uncertainty bands show the systematics on the data driven background
estimates, which are chosen to be conservative and are thus large in the control regions but have
little effect on the final results.
mismodelling due to the multijet estimate is observed in the mWT distribution for electron events
in a validation region in which there are 0 top-tagged large jets and 0 b-tagged small jets, shown
in Figure 7.15. To account for this, a 100% uncertainty is applied on the multijet background for
electron events in which mWT > 150 GeV. The addition of this uncertainty results in a sub-percent
change in the integrated fiducial cross-section, with the largest effect being an additional 4%
uncertainty on the highest pt,hadT bin. The major systematic uncertainties in the analysis relate to
the jet energy scale of the large jet and the signal MC generation, as shown in Figure 7.13 for the
absolute differential cross-section and in Figure 7.14 for the relative differential cross-section.
Systematics are grouped together in these figures, with individual components added together in
quadrature.
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Figure 7.16: Normalised differential cross-sections in the boosted topology, as a function of top
quark transverse momentum.
7.5 Results
The final distributions after unfolding are shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17 (relative cross-section)
and Figures 7.18 and 7.19 (absolute cross-section). Comparisons to a number of MC generators
are included, with the lower ratio pad split in to three separate panels in order to make these
more readable. The pt,hadT distributions show a clear slope, with the MC generally predicting a
harder spectrum than is observed. This mirrors what has been seen previously in Run 1, by both
ATLAS [210, 211] and CMS [212, 213]. The
yt,had distributions, previously unmeasured in
boosted events by ATLAS, show good agreement with all generators.
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Figure 7.17: Normalised differential cross-sections in the boosted topology, as a function of top
quark absolute rapidity.
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Figure 7.18: Absolute differential cross-sections in the boosted topology, as a function of top
quark transverse momentum.
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Figure 7.19: Absolute differential cross-sections in the boosted topology, as a function of top
quark absolute rapidity.
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Table 7.2: Comparisons of total fiducial cross-section in data and several MC generator set ups.
All predictions are larger than the measured data by around 1σ.
Prediction σ [pb]
Powheg + Pythia6 2.95
amc@nlo + Herwig++ 3.19
Powheg + Herwig++ 2.84
Powheg + Pythia8 3.01
Powheg + Pythia6 radHi 3.10
Powheg + Pythia6 radLo 2.89
Data 2.54 ± 18%
The total fiducial cross-section is compared to the same MC set ups, shown in Table 7.2,
with the measurement around 1σ below each prediction. The Powheg + Herwig++ sample gives
the prediction closest to the data, while the sample produced with amc@nlo + Herwig++ is the
furthest out from the data.
Only a qualitative impression of agreement can be obtained by looking only at Figures 7.16 –
7.19, particularly as the bin-to-bin correlations are not shown in these plots. In order to quantify
the degree of agreement between the data and the various generators a χ2 value is computed.
In order to do this, the covariance of the full statistical and systematic uncertainties between
each pair of bins is evaluated. This is done using 10,000 pseudo-experiments, whereby the
data is varied by a Poisson distribution in each bin, and then scaled by the relative variation
of each systematic uncertainty. This shifted data is then unfolded using the nominal unfolding
procedure, and the effect of these pseudo-experiments is then used to calculate the covariances.
The signal modelling uncertainties, which are not well defined prior to unfolding, are evaluated in
a slightly different manner, by assuming full correlation between each bin and simply multiplying
the data by the relative uncertainty. The covariance matrices for each of the signal modelling
uncertainties are then simply summed to the covariance from the detector systematics to produce
the full Nb × Nb covariance matrix CovNb , with Nb the number of bins.
The χ2 for each model are then calculated, for the absolute distributions, with the equation
χ2abs = V
T
Nb · Cov−1Nb · VNb, (7.10)
where VNB is the vector of differences between data and prediction. In the case of the normalised
distributions, the normalisation constraint on the relative differential cross section removes a
degree of freedom and lowers the rank of the matrix to Nb − 1
χ2norm = V
T
Nb−1 · Cov−1Nb−1 · VNb−1, (7.11)
where VNb−1 is then the vector of differences between data and prediction with one element
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Table 7.3: Summary of χ2 and p-values for the absolute distributions. The best description
of the pt,hadT distribution is with Powheg+Herwig7, and the best description of
yt,had is from
Powheg+Herwig++.
pt,hadT |yt,had |
χ2 / NDF p-val χ2 / NDF p-val
Powheg+Pythia6 14.7 / 8 0.06 11.0 / 10 0.36
Powheg+Pythia6 (radHi) 19.5 / 8 0.01 12.3 / 10 0.27
Powheg+Pythia6 (radLo) 15.0 / 8 0.06 10.0 / 10 0.44
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Herwig++ 17.9 / 8 0.02 12.8 / 10 0.24
Powheg+Herwig++ 14.1 / 8 0.08 8.0 / 10 0.63
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8 12.8 / 8 0.12 20.4 / 10 0.03
Powheg+Pythia8 16.7 / 8 0.03 18.4 / 10 0.05
Powheg+Herwig7 11.9 / 8 0.15 11.7 / 10 0.30
Table 7.4: Summary of χ2 and p-values for the relative distributions. The best description of
the pt,hadT distribution is with Powheg+Herwig7, and the best description of
yt,had is from
Powheg+Herwig++.
pt,hadT |yt,had |
χ2 / NDF p-val χ2 / NDF p-val
Powheg+Pythia6 10.2 / 7 0.18 2.9 / 9 0.97
Powheg+Pythia6 (radHi) 11.3 / 7 0.12 2.9 / 9 0.97
Powheg+Pythia6 (radLo) 11.5 / 7 0.12 2.8 / 9 0.97
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Herwig++ 11.1 / 7 0.13 4.6 / 9 0.87
Powheg+Herwig++ 10.7 / 7 0.15 2.5 / 9 0.98
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8 10.9 / 7 0.14 7.2 / 9 0.62
Powheg+Pythia8 11.3 / 7 0.13 4.3 / 9 0.89
Powheg+Herwig7 9.9 / 7 0.20 3.6 / 9 0.94
discarded1, and Cov−1Nb−1 is the corresponding inverted and reduced covariance matrix. The χ
2,
and corresponding p-values, for each generator set up are shown in Table 7.3 for the absolute and
Table 7.4 for the normalised distributions. From these, it is shown that the best description of
the pt,hadT spectrum comes from Powheg+Herwig7, while Powheg+Herwig++ is best for
yt,had .
The correlation matrix for the pT distribution is shown in Figure 7.5, where it can be seen that
the measurements of neighbouring bins are highly correlated, while there is often corresponding
anti-correlation for non-neighbouring bins due to the normalisation constraint. These strong
correlations display at a glance how difficult it can be to interpret the final results by eye, and
underline the importance of the χ2 and p-values.
1The choice of which element to discard is arbitrary, and does not affect the calculation.
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Table 7.5: Correlation matrix for the normalised pT distribution.
Bin GeV 300–350 350–400 400–450 450–500 500–550 550–650 650–750 750–1500
300–350 1.00 0.36 −0.42 −0.57 −0.46 −0.47 −0.53 −0.52
350–400 0.36 1.00 −0.01 −0.22 −0.03 0.04 −0.23 −0.11
400–450 −0.42 −0.01 1.00 0.34 0.30 0.50 0.27 0.37
450–500 −0.57 −0.22 0.34 1.00 0.51 0.45 0.48 0.49
500–550 −0.46 −0.03 0.30 0.51 1.00 0.59 0.44 0.51
550–650 −0.47 0.04 0.50 0.45 0.59 1.00 0.43 0.54
650–750 −0.53 −0.23 0.27 0.48 0.44 0.43 1.00 0.44
750–1500 −0.52 −0.11 0.37 0.49 0.51 0.54 0.44 1.00
7.5.1 Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter represent the first measurement of boosted top quark
kinematics at
√
s = 13 TeV and were published in JHEP in August 2017 [1]. Further, full
uncertainties breakdowns, correlations, and covariance matrices for each distribution have been
released in HepData [218], allowing the results to be reused and reinterpreted by the high energy
physics community.
The precision of the analysis is largely limited by the uncertainties on large jets, which have
since been reduced using in situ techniques and the increased data set now available [219].
Alternative techniques for the boosted regime, such as the use of reclustered jets (as used in the
analysis presented inChapter 8) also allowotherways around these large systematics. Othermajor
uncertainties arise from the MC generator systematics, which involve comparison of different
generator set ups. Recently, techniques have been developed to derive these uncertainties using
weights within a single generator set up, which has the potential to reduce these uncertainties
by better factorising the various effects and comparing directly the same events with different
settings. Additionally, the tuning of these MC set ups can be improved as more measurements
are made, and indeed the results presented have already been used to do this [220], resulting
in lower modelling systematics in future measurements. Finally, the granularity of the binning
used, as well as the pT reach possible, will benefit from the 140 fb−1 of data that is now available
from the full Run 2 of the LHC.
While the
yt,had spectrum shows good agreement with the Standard Model, the pt,hadT
distribution shows some tension with the SM expectation, and this disagreement is largest at high
pT . There are hints that this can be explained by NNLO QCD [221] and NLO electroweak [222]
corrections, though no appropriate predictions were available for direct comparison at the time
of publication. Another explanation could be that the differences between data and prediction
come from some residual effect of BSM physics, and the results presented are potentially useful
in effective field theory fits that search for such BSM effects [223–225].
Chapter 8
Searching for t t¯H ,H→ bb¯ using Boosted
Objects
– @lisbouche
One of the primary goals of the ATLAS Collaboration during Run 2 of the LHC was the
discovery of the tt¯H process. This chapter presents the search carried out in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯
channel, using 36 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data collected during 2015 and 2016, and published
in [2]. Particular focus is given to the analysis in the lepton+jets boosted regime, in which both
the hadronically decaying top quark and the Higgs boson are produced at high pT , which was
not published during Run 1.
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8.1 Event Selection and Categorisation
Events are selected targeting the lepton+jets boosted, lepton+jets resolved, and dilepton resolved
topologies, based on the presence of objects as described in Chapter 5. All are required to have
a lepton, of pT > 27 GeV and |η | < 2.5, which passes single lepton (e / µ) triggers as described
in Section 4.2.5. In each category, there must also be at least two small jets b-tagged at the
85% working point. Events are subsequently categorised into signal and control regions based
on multiplicity and pseudo-continuous b-tagging (PCB) of the small jets, whereby each jet is
given a score based on the tightest working point at which it is b-tagged: 60%=5, 70%=4, 77=3,
85=2, 100%=1, and the jets are then ordered based on this score. PCB is further described in
Section 5.3.2. Signal regions are chosen which have a high signal yield, while control regions
are chosen to help constrain each of the three primary backgrounds of tt¯+ ≥ 1b, tt¯+ ≥ 1c, and
tt¯+light. Events containing ≥ 2 reconstructed τ leptons are vetoed from all regions to ensure
orthogonality with the tt¯H analysis in the multilepton final state [226], with negligible effect on
any results.
8.1.1 Resolved Dilepton
Resolved dilepton events are required to have ≥ 3 small jets and an additional, oppositely
charged lepton with pT > 10 GeV. If both leptons are electrons, this pT requirement is tightened
to pT> 15 GeV in order to reduce the number of events resulting from fake leptons, and in the ee
or µµ channels the invariant mass of the dilepton systemmust be greater than 15 GeV and outside
the Z-boson mass window 83− 99 GeV. Dilepton events are then further categorised into events
with exactly 3 or ≥ 4 small jets, and further by PCB. The final categorisation is summarised in
Figure 8.1.
8.1.2 Resolved Lepton+Jets
For the resolved lepton+jets events, there must be ≥ 5 small jets and no second lepton with
pT > 10 GeV. Events are split into categories with exactly 5 or ≥ 6 small jets, and subsequently
split into regions based on PCB, analogously to the dilepton case. The exact definitions of these
regions is summarised in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.1: Event Categorisation based on PCB scores in the dilepton channel, for events with
(a) 3 small jets, and (b) ≥ 4 small jets. The y-axis represents the PCB bin for the leading and
sub-leading b-jet, and the x-axis represents the PCB bin for the (a) third, and (b) third and fourth
b-jet.
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Figure 8.2: Event Categorisation based on PCB scores in the resolved lepton+jets channel, for
events with (a) 5 small jets, and (b) ≥ 6 small jets. The y-axis represents the PCB bin for the
leading and sub-leading b-jet, and the x-axis represents the PCB bin for the third and fourth b-jet.
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Figure 8.3: Cartoon summary of the boosted selection in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ analysis. The large
green circles represent reclustered jets while the smaller pink circles labelled “b85” represent
small jets b-tagged at the 85%WP. The small white circle with the red cross represents a small jet
that does not pass the b-tagging requirement. The location either inside or outside the reclustered
jets represents which small jets are subjets and which are additional jets.
8.1.3 Boosted Lepton+Jets
Finally, a boosted lepton+jets region is defined, which must contain a single lepton and at least
two reclustered jets with pT > 200 GeV. Small jets which are clustered into these are referred
to as subjets. Further requirements are placed on the b-tagging of the subjets, all using the 85%
working point. One of the reclustered jets, referred to as the Higgs candidate, must contain
at least two b-tagged subjets, matching the expected signature of a H→ bb¯ decay. A second
reclustered jet must pass pT > 250 GeV, and contain exactly one b-tagged subjet and at least
one subjet that has not been b-tagged – this reclustered jet is referred to as the hadronic top
candidate. The requirement of ≥ 1 light jet, instead of the ≥ 2 expected from the intermediate
W boson, enhances the selection efficiency at high pT where the W decay products become
collimated and are reconstructed as a single jet. Finally, there must be at least one additional jet
– defined as small jets that are not reclustered into either the top or Higgs candidates – at least
one of which must be b-tagged, consistent with the b-jet resulting from a leptonic top decay.
This event selection in the boosted channel is summarised in Figure 8.3. Events which pass the
boosted selection are vetoed from the resolved regions in order to ensure orthogonality, with
an expected signal yield of 16.9 events in the boosted region, of which 2.6 are vetoed from the
tightest resolved signal region.
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Figure 8.4: The relative background fractions in each region, for (a) dilepton events, and (b)
lepton+jets events. Control regions are chosen such that they are enriched in different components
of the tt¯ background, in order to constrain these in the fit.
8.2 Background Modelling
In tt¯H,H→bb¯, the primary background comes from tt¯+jets production, with only small contri-
butions from tt¯V and non-tt¯ backgrounds, as shown in Figure 8.4. The tt¯ background is further
split into three components, depending on the heavy flavor composition of the additional jets.
The production of tt¯+≥1b is of particular importance as it can have an identical final state to
the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ signal. Sizeable contributions from tt¯+≥1c and tt¯+light jets are also present,
particularly in the looser signal regions. Additionally, the tt¯+≥1b and tt¯+≥1c backgrounds are
particularly difficult to model, as in mostMC setups the additional heavy flavor jets are calculated
only in the parton shower. Control regions are thus included in the fit in order to get a handle
on these backgrounds, as shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. Nominally, the Powheg + Pythia8
MC samples are used for these backgrounds, with the overall normalisations of the tt¯+≥1b and
tt¯+≥1c components left freely floating in the fit, represented by two nuisance parameters kb
and kc. For the tt¯+≥1b background, further sub components are defined: those events with
one additional b-quark matched to a small jet are labelled tt¯+b, two additional b-jets are called
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Figure 8.5: The relative fractions of the various tt¯+b sub-components, for the nominal Powheg
+ Pythia8 sample and the Sherpa4F sample that the others are reweighted to, showing that the
fractions are not in good agreement between samples.
tt¯+bb¯, those with three or more additional b-jets are referred to as tt¯+≥ 3b, and finally those
with a single additional jet which contains more than one b-quark are labelled tt¯+B. The relative
fraction of these is calculated inclusively for all regions using the Sherpa4F tt¯ + bb¯MC sample,
and nominal predictions, as well as the alternate tt¯ samples used for systematics, are reweighted
to match these fractions. These fractions are shown for the Powheg + Pythia8 and Sherpa4F
samples in Figure 8.5, where it can be seen that these fractions are not in agreement within
the MC statistics of the available samples, motivating the reweighting procedure to the higher
precision Sherpa prediction.
The smaller backgrounds are all taken directly from MC, with the exception of the QCD
multijet background. In the dilepton channel, this is calculated from MC with a normalisation
correction, derived in events in which both leptons have the same electromagnetic charge. In the
lepton+jets channel, a matrix method, similar to that described in Section 7.2, is used, though
this background is negligible in the boosted channel as well as the tightest resolved SR. The full
details of all of the MC samples are provided in Section 6.8.
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Figure 8.6: The Higgs candidate mass distributions in (a) the boosted signal region, and (b)
the tightest resolved signal region. The signal tt¯H MC is shown in red, with the dashed line
normalised to the background, and the solid red line normalised to the SM expectation and
stacked on top of the backgrounds.
8.3 Multivariate Strategy
In the resolved channels, event reconstruction is a complex process involvingmultipleMVA tech-
niques, including a reconstruction BDT, Likelihood discriminant, and Matrix Element Method.
The full details of these can be found in [2]. One of the motivating factors for the boosted channel
is the greatly simplified event reconstruction, and as such, no intermediate MVAs are required.
This is illustrated by the reconstruction efficiency for the Higgs boson, defined as the fraction
of selected events in signal MC in which both of the Higgs b-quark daughters are matched to
the Higgs candidate. The resolved lepton+jets reconstruction BDT, which tests each possible
combination of small jet assignments to the decay products of the hadronic top quark, leptonic
top quark, and Higgs boson, and outputs a score indicating the combination most likely to be
correctly assigned, achieves 48% efficiency in the purest resolved signal region. In the boosted
channel, with no such reconstruction MVA, 47% of the selected reclustered jets are correctly
matched. The Higgs candidate mass distributions for these two regions are shown in Figure 8.6.
A classification BDT is trained independently in each signal region to separate signal tt¯H
events from the backgrounds, using the TMVA framework [74]. The input variables to the BDT
in the boosted region, summarised in Table 8.1, were chosen from a longer list of well-modelled
variables with good signal/background separation by iteratively removing the lowest performing
variable until a significant drop in performance was observed. The hyperparameters, listed in
Table 8.2, were optimised by hand to maximise performance and minimise overtraining. The
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Table 8.1: Input variables for the classification BDT in the boosted signal region. The additional
b-jet is the leading b-tagged jet that is not reclustered into the top or Higgs jets.
Variable Definition
∆RH,t ∆R between the Higgs boson and top quark candidates
∆Rt,badd ∆R between the top quark candidate and additional b-jet
∆RH,badd ∆R between the Higgs boson candidate and additional b-jet
∆RH,` ∆R between the Higgs boson candidate and lepton
mHiggs Higgs boson candidate mass√
d12top Top quark candidate first splitting scale
wb-tag Sum of b-tagging discriminants of all b-jets
waddb-tag/wb-tag Ratio of sum of b-tagging discriminants of additional b-jets to all b-jets
Table 8.2: TMVA BDT hyperparameters used for the classification BDT in the boosted region.
Hyperparameter Value
Number of Trees 700
Maximum Depth 3
Minimum Node Size 2%
AdaBoost β 1.0
Bagging Fraction 50%
output distribution of this BDT is shown in Figure 8.7, with similar distributions built for the
resolved signal regions.
A profile likelihood fit (described in Section 3.3) is performed simultaneously on all of the
signal and control regions, as defined in Section 8.1. In the signal regions, the classification
BDT distributions are used in the fit. In the tt¯+≥1c control regions, the scalar sum of the pT of
all of the small jets, HhadT , is used, while all other control regions use a single bin.
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Figure 8.7: The BDT discriminant distribution in the boosted signal region, (a) with the nominal
background predictions and systematic uncertainties, and (b) after the tt¯+≥ 1b and tt¯+≥ 1c
normalisations and the systematic uncertainties have been constrained by the profile likelihood
fit. The signal tt¯H MC is shown in red, with the dashed line normalised to the background, and
the solid red line normalised to the SM expectation and stacked on top of the backgrounds.
8.4 Systematic Uncertainties
A total of 245 systematic uncertainties are considered, summarised in Table 8.3. If the overall
effect of the uncertainty is smaller than 1% it is considered negligible and removed (pruned)
from the fit. Those which apply to multiple processes are applied to each process and pruned
separately. Systematic uncertainties on the detector performance and object reconstruction follow
those described in Chapter 5, and the uncertainty on the luminosity of the combined 2015+2016
dataset is 2.1%.
The major sources of uncertainty in the analysis are related to the modelling of the various
processes. The signal modelling has systematic uncertainties of +5.8%−9.2% due to scale, ±3.6% due
to PDF, and ±2.2% due to branching fraction [6, 198–202]. A further uncertainty due to the
choice of parton shower is applied as described in Section 6.8. There are a total of 23 different
systematic components on the tt¯+jets backgrounds, summarised in Table 8.4. In particular, the
overall normalisation of the tt¯+≥1b and tt¯+≥1c backgrounds are left freely floating in the fit,
with no prior assigned. This reflects the poorly understood modelling of these components, and
lack of good corresponding measurement of these processes at the time of publication.
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Table 8.3: Breakdown of the sources of systematic uncertainty in the tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis. The
second column, labelled “Type”, representswhether the uncertainty is on shape (S), normalisation
(N), or both (SN). The third column, labelled “Comp”, represents the number of components for
each grouping.
Systematic Uncertainty Type Comp.
Experimental Uncertainties
Luminosity N 1
Pileup Modelling SN 1
Physics Objects
Electron SN 6
Muon SN 15
Taus SN 3
Jet energy scale SN 20
Jet energy resolution SN 2
Jet vertex tagger SN 1
EmissT SN 3
b-tagging
Efficiency SN 30
Mis-tag rate (c) SN 15
Mis-tag rate (light) SN 80
Mis-tag rate (extrapolation c→ τ) SN 1
Signal and background modelling
Signal
tt¯H cross-section N 2
H branching fractions N 3
tt¯H modelling SN 1
t t¯ Background
tt¯ cross-section N 1
tt¯+ ≥ 1c normalisation N (free-floating) 1
tt¯+ ≥ 1b normalisation N (free-floating) 1
tt¯+light modelling SN 3
tt¯+ ≥ 1c modelling SN 4
tt¯+ ≥ 1b modelling SN 13
Other Backgrounds
tt¯W cross-section N 2
tt¯Z cross-section N 2
tt¯W modelling SN 1
tt¯Z modelling SN 1
Single top cross-section N 3
Single top modelling SN 5
W+jets normalisation N 3
Z+jets normalisation N 3
Diboson normalisation N 1
Fakes and non-prompt normalisation N 7
tt¯tt¯ cross-section N 1
Small background cross-sections N 9
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Table 8.4: The sources of systematic uncertainty on the tt¯+jets background in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯
analysis.
Systematic source Description tt¯ categories
tt¯ cross-section Up or down by 6% All, correlated
k(tt¯+≥1c) Free-floating tt¯+≥1c normalisation tt¯+≥1c
k(tt¯+≥1b) Free-floating tt¯+≥1b normalisation tt¯+≥1b
Sherpa5F vs. nominal Related to the choice of NLO event generator All, uncorrelated
PS & hadronisation Powheg+Herwig7 vs. Powheg+Pythia8 All, uncorrelated
ISR / FSR Variations of µR, µF, hdamp and A14 Var3c parameters All, uncorrelated
tt¯+≥1c ME vs. inclusive amc@nlo+Herwig++: ME prediction (3F) vs. incl. (5F) tt¯+≥1c
tt¯+≥1b SherpaOpenLoops vs. nominal Comparison of tt¯ + bb¯ NLO (4F) vs. Powheg+Pythia8 (5F) tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b renorm. scale Up or down by a factor of two tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b resumm. scale Vary µQ from HT/2 to µCMMPS tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b global scales Set µQ, µR, and µF to µCMMPS tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b shower recoil scheme Alternative model scheme tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b PDF (MSTW) MSTW vs. CT10 tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b PDF (NNPDF) NNPDF vs. CT10 tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1b UE Alternative set of tuned parameters for the underlying event tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥1bMPI Up or down by 50% tt¯+≥1b
tt¯+≥ 3b normalisation Up or down by 50% tt¯+≥1b
8.5 Results
To establish the inclusion of the boosted channel in the analysis, fits are first performed on the
single lepton regions with Asimov data, for four different scenarios: boosted only, resolved-only,
resolved only with boosted events vetoed, and for resolved+boosted with boosted events vetoed
from resolved. The resulting signal strengths for each of these scenarios are summarised in Table
8.5. With a total of five signal regions and six control regions, the resolved analysis represents
most of the constraining power of the analysis. Nonetheless, the boosted channel is shown to
provide an improvement in the expected overall result by around 4%, compared to analysing those
events using the resolved analysis only. This is evaluated by comparing the expected uncertainty
on Asmiov fits both with and without the boosted channel. The boosted channel is thus included
in the final data fits.
Table 8.5: Signal strengths measured in Asimov data for the four scenarios of how to treat
boosted events. The error on µ is reduced when including the boosted region, compared to the
resolved only case.
Scenario µ
Boosted Only 1.00+2.96−3.30
Resolved Only 1.00+0.64−0.61
Resolved - Boosted 1.00+0.65−0.62
Resolved + Boosted 1.00+0.62−0.59
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In the full fit to data, including the boosted region, the freely floating parameters kb and kc
obtain best fit values of kb = 1.24 ± 0.10 and kc = 1.63 ± 0.23. The observed best fit value for
µ is:
µ = 0.84 ± 0.29(stat)+0.57−0.54(syst) = 0.84+0.64−0.61.
This corresponds to an excess of events over the SM background with an observed (expected)
significance of 1.4 (1.6) standard deviations, and a signal strength of µ > 2.0 is excluded at the
95% confidence level. In the absence of signal, the expected exclusion would be µ > 1.2. The
distribution of log10 S/B, the logarithm of the signal to background ratio for all selected events,
is shown in Figure 8.8, and compared to the predictions for the best fit value of µ = 0.84, the
excluded value of µ = 2.0, and the background only hypothesis µ = 0.
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Figure 8.8: The observed number of events in the tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis as a function of log10 S/B,
with S the number of signal events and B the number of background events extracted from the
profile likelihood fit, compared to the background only hypothesis as well as the observed best
fit (µ = 0.84) and excluded value µ = 2.0.
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Table 8.6: The post-fit uncertainties in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ analysis. The analysis is dominated by
systematics, in particular those due to the tt¯+≥1b modelling.
Uncertainty source ∆µ
tt¯+≥1b modelling +0.46 −0.46
Background-model statistical uncertainty +0.29 −0.31
b-tagging efficiency and mis-tag rates +0.16 −0.16
Jet energy scale and resolution +0.14 −0.14
tt¯H modelling +0.22 −0.05
tt¯+≥1c modelling +0.09 −0.11
JVT, pileup modelling +0.03 −0.05
Other background modelling +0.08 −0.08
tt¯+light modelling +0.06 −0.03
Luminosity +0.03 −0.02
Light lepton (e, µ) id., isolation, trigger +0.03 −0.04
Total systematic uncertainty +0.57 −0.54
tt¯+≥1b normalisation +0.09 −0.10
tt¯+≥1c normalisation +0.02 −0.03
Intrinsic statistical uncertainty +0.21 −0.20
Total statistical uncertainty +0.29 −0.29
Total uncertainty +0.64 −0.61
The breakdown of the systematic uncertainties in the analysis are shown in Table 8.6. The
largest contribution comes from the modelling of the dominant tt¯+≥1b background, and it is this
which is the limiting factor on the analysis. Other sub-dominant contributions come from the
background model statistical uncertainties, the flavor tagging uncertainties, and the jet energy
scale and resolution uncertainties. The statistical uncertainties on the data have a small but
non-negligible effect on the final result. The pulls and constraints of the largest 20 systematic
uncertainties are shown in Figure 8.9. No pulls beyond 1σ are observed. The largest four
systematic uncertainties are all the result of tt¯+≥1b modelling, even with large constraints from
the fit, particularly on the comparisons to the Sherpa5F and Sherpa4F predictions. Though
including both of these comparisons as systematics is likely double counting some systematic
effects, this conservative approach ensures that the uncertainty due to the modelling is fully
covered. The largest non-modelling systematic is the first nuisance parameter due to light jet
mistagging, due to the reliance on b-tagging information in the fit region definitions. This
analysis was published in Phys. Rev. D in 2018 [2].
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Figure 8.9: The pulls and constraints of the 20 largest systematic uncertainties post-fit. The
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Table 8.7: Summary of the impact of each group of systematic uncertainties in the Run 2 tt¯H
combination.
Uncertainty source ∆σtt¯H/σtt¯H [%]
Theory uncertainties (modelling) 11.9
tt¯ + heavy flavour 9.9
tt¯H 6.0
Non-tt¯H Higgs boson production 1.5
Other background processes 2.2
Experimental uncertainties 9.3
Fake leptons 5.2
Jets, EmissT 4.9
Electrons, photons 3.2
Luminosity 3.0
τ-leptons 2.5
Flavour tagging 1.8
MC statistical uncertainties 4.4
8.6 Full t t¯H Combination
This tt¯H,H→ bb¯ result, including the boosted channel, is subsequently included in a combina-
tion [227] with the 36 fb−1 tt¯H multilepton analysis which targets Higgs boson decays toW±W∓∗ ,
τ+τ−, and ZZ∗ (excluding ZZ∗ → 4`) [226], as well as 80 fb−1 results for tt¯H,H→ γγ and
tt¯H,H→ ZZ∗→ 4` [227]. The event selections in the analyses are designed to be orthogonal.
The combination is performed with another profile likelihood fit, and the correlation of each sys-
tematic uncertainty is evaluated separately. In particular, the tt¯ modelling uncertainties from the
tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis are considered uncorrelated with the other analyses, as this analysis probes
a more extreme region of phase space for this background. Most of the experimental systematics,
including most of the jet energy scale, lepton identification/isolation, and trigger efficiencies,
as well as signal theory uncertainties, are correlated between all channels. The flavor tagging
uncertainties are correlated between the two 36 fb−1 analyses and the two 80 fb−1 analyses, but
uncorrelated between the analyses using different datasets due to updated calibrations being used
in the 80 fb−1 analyses. The impact of the different systematic uncertainties in the combination
is summarised in Table 8.7, where again the tt¯+HF uncertainties have the largest impact. The
constraints on the flavor tagging uncertainties from the bb¯ analysis lead to a reduction in these
uncertainties on the multilepton analysis in the combination.
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Figure 8.10: The observed number of events in the combined
√
s = 13 TeV tt¯H analyses, as
a function of log10 S/B, with S the number of signal events and B the number of background
events extracted from the profile likelihood fit, compared to the background only hypothesis as
well as the SM tt¯H prediction (µ = 1) and the observed best fit (µ = 1.32).
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Figure 8.11: The measured signal strengths in each individual analysis, as well as the full√
s = 13 TeV tt¯H combination. The tt¯H,H→ bb¯ and tt¯H multilepton analyses use 36 fb−1 of
data, while the tt¯H,H→γγ and tt¯H,H→ ZZ∗→ 4` analyses are updated to 80 fb−1.
The final result of the combination is an observed (expected) significance of 5.8 (4.9) standard
deviations, and thus represents an observation of tt¯H production. The measured cross-section is
670±90(stat)+110−100(syst) fb, which is in agreement with the SMprediction of 507+35−50fb [6,198–202]
at NLO in QCD and EW. Figure 8.10 shows the observed event yields in all of the results included
in the combination as a function of log10 S/B for the combined 13 TeV results, showing a clear
excess of events over the background at high values. The measured value of µ = σtt¯H/σSMtt¯H in
each analysis, as well as the combination, is shown in Figure 8.11. As a result of the correlations,
the result shown in Figure 8.11 does not exactly match that quoted in the previous section, with
a central value for tt¯H,H→bb¯ of µ = 0.79+0.61−0.60 in the full combination.
Furthermore, a combination with the Run 1 results [41–43] is also performed [227]. The
signal modelling uncertainties, as well as the electron/photon energy scales and resolutions, are
considered correlated, while the remaining uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated between
different centre of mass energies. The total, combined significance for the observation of the
tt¯H production process is 6.3 (5.1) observed (expected) standard deviations. The results are
summarised in Table 8.8. This is the first direct evidence of the Higgs boson coupling to quarks,
an important milestone in the Standard Model description of the origin of quark masses. The top
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Table 8.8: Summary of the
√
s = 13 TeV analyses and combination as well as the Run 1+Run 2
tt¯H combination, which reaches an expected sensitivity of > 5σ.
Analysis Integrated tt¯H cross Obs. Exp.
luminosity [fb−1] section [fb] sign. sign.
H→γγ 79.8 710 +210−190 (stat.) +120−90 (syst.) 4.1σ 3.7σ
H → multilepton 36.1 790 ±150 (stat.) +150−140 (syst.) 4.1σ 2.8σ
H→bb¯ 36.1 400 +150−140 (stat.) ± 270 (syst.) 1.4σ 1.6σ
H→ZZ∗→ 4` 79.8 < 900 (68% CL) 0.0σ 1.2σ
Combined (13 TeV) 36.1−79.8 670 ± 90 (stat.) +110−100 (syst.) 5.8σ 4.9σ
Combined (7, 8, 13 TeV) 4.5, 20.3, 36.1−79.8 − 6.3σ 5.1σ
quark coupling is of particular interest due to its position as the heaviest particle in the SM, and
this observation thus represents the achievement of one of the primary objectives of the ATLAS
collaboration in Run 2.
The tt¯H,H→bb¯ result was also included in the H→bb¯ combination, along with theVH and
ggF production modes, resulting in the first observation of the H→bb¯ decay with a significance
of 5.3 (4.8) observed (expected) standard deviations [228]. The Higgs boson couplings to both
third generation quarks is thus established with the help of the tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis.
Chapter 9
Optimising the Boosted t t¯H ,H→ bb¯
Channel
They were not the same eyes with which he had last looked out at this particular scene,
and the brain which interpreted the images the eyes resolved was not the same brain.
There had been no surgery involved, just the continual wrenching of experience.
– Douglas Adams
The analysis presented in Chapter 8 is limited by the modelling of the tt¯ background.
There are thus two possible routes to improving the analysis: improving this modelling, or
improving the event selection / separation between signal and background. A study into the
background modelling, by increasing statistics in the important regions of phase space via parton
shower enhancements, is presented in Section 6.4.1. What follows here are multiple studies
investigating alternative event selections and signal-background separation optimisations in the
boosted channel, with an investigation into track jet b-tagging presented in Section 9.1, discussion
of reclustered jet substructure in Section 9.2, and a novel jet tagging deep neural network study
presented in Section 9.3.
9.1 Track Jet b-Tagging
Due to the dense, high pT topology of the boosted tt¯H,H→bb¯ signal, one possible optimisation
of the analysis is the use of track jets, as defined in Section 5.3.3, for the purpose of b-tagging.
Typically, track jets are reconstructed with a smaller radius parameter of R = 0.2 than the
standard calorimeter jets where R = 0.4. In the boosted tt¯H,H→ bb¯ analysis, the quarks from
the top quark and/or Higgs boson decays are produced at high pT , and thus the angular separation
between them is on average much smaller. The narrower cone possible with track jets may thus
lead to better event selections and reconstruction.
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9.1.1 Track Jet Performance
The performance of track jets are evaluated in a basic pre-selection region, requiring one isolated
electron or muon, one top-tagged large jet, and three additional (∆R > 1.0) small jets outside the
top jet. Note that for this study, large jets (as described in Section 5.3.4 and used in Chapter 7)
are utilised, rather than reclustered jets (described in Section 5.3.7 and used in Chapter 8), since
the use of track jets for b-tagging removes most of the benefits of the reclustered jets in terms of
combination with the resolved channels. For R = 0.4 calorimeter jets, the small jets must have
pT > 25 GeV, while for track jets pT > 10 GeV is required. Two track jet definitions are used in
the performance checks, with both R=0.2 and R=0.4 anti-kT jets investigated. While the R=0.2
jets are of primary interest, the R=0.4 are also included in order to help decouple the differences
due to jet radius and jet constituent. The performance of each jet type is evaluated in terms of the
b-tagging efficiency as well as the charm rejection and light rejection, evaluated at the calibrated
70% working point. The b-tagging efficiency b is defined as
b =
Nb,tag
Nb
, (9.1)
where Nb is the number of jets truth matched to a B-hadron (referred to as b-jets) and Nb,tag is the
number of those jets that also pass the b-tagging requirement. The light and charm rejections rc,l
are defined similarly, as the reciprocal of the tagging efficiency, this time for jets truth matched
to either charm or light quarks/gluons, referred to as charm and light jets respectively
rc,l =
1
c,l
=
N(c,l)
N(c,l),tag
. (9.2)
The tagging efficiencies for b-jets, measured in the nominal tt¯ MC sample, are shown in Figure
9.1. It is important to note that the plots showing the tagging efficiency as a function of small
jet pT can be misleading, due to the differing energy scales between the jet collections. For
this reason, the tagging efficiency as a function of the top jet pT is also shown. As expected,
the b-tagging efficiency in calorimeter jets decreases as pT increases more than the track jet
efficiency, and in general it is shown that the tagging rate of track jets exceeds that of calorimeter
jets in the boosted topoology, despite using the same “70% efficiency” working point. Since
the working points are calculated with a dileptonic tt¯ selection that is somewhat different to the
boosted topology, and the smaller radius jets are designed to perform better in the denser, high
energy boosted environment, this is as expected. These results were cross-checked in a tt¯H
signal MC sample and found to be compatible.
The tagging efficiencies for b-jets inside the top jet, that is within ∆R < 1.0, are shown in
Figure 9.2. From the integrated efficiencies, it can be seen that the R = 0.2 jets perform 3%
better in the dense environment within the top jet compared to inclusively, while the R = 0.4 jets
perform similarly in both, showing the advantage of the narrower cone in boosted events.
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Figure 9.1: Binned (top) and integrated (bottom) tagging efficiencies for b-jets, as a function of
small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For the integrated efficiencies, each
bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT > X GeV. This also means the
initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds to the overall efficiency, and
this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned efficiencies, each bin corresponds
to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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Figure 9.2: Binned (top) and integrated (bottom) tagging efficiencies for b-jets within ∆R < 1.0
of the top jet, as a function of small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For
the integrated efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT
> X GeV. This also means the initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds
to the overall efficiency, and this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned
efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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Figure 9.3: Binned (top) and integrated (bottom) rejection rates for charm jets, as a function of
small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For the integrated efficiencies, each
bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT > X GeV. This also means the
initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds to the overall efficiency, and
this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned efficiencies, each bin corresponds
to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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Figure 9.4: Binned (top) and integrated (bottom) rejection rates for charm jets within ∆R < 1.0
of the top jet, as a function of small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For
the integrated efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT
> X GeV. This also means the initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds
to the overall efficiency, and this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned
efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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Figure 9.5: Binned (top) and integrated (bottom) rejection rates for light jets, as a function of
small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For the integrated efficiencies, each
bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT > X GeV. This also means the
initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds to the overall efficiency, and
this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned efficiencies, each bin corresponds
to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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Figure 9.6: Integrated (top) and binned (bottom) rejection rates for light jets within ∆R < 1.0
of the top jet, as a function of small jet pT (left) and top jet pT (right), in a tt¯ MC sample. For
the integrated efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for every jet with pT
> X GeV. This also means the initial bins, below the pT threshold for the small jets, corresponds
to the overall efficiency, and this value is shown in the label on these plots. For the binned
efficiencies, each bin corresponds to the tagging efficiency for jets only in that range of pT .
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The charm rejection rates are shown in Figure 9.3 for all charm jets, and in Figure 9.4 for
charm jets matched to the top jet. From these it is clear that the rejection is lower in the track
jets, particularly in the R = 0.2 jets, by around 40%. Similar plots, for the light jet rejection,
are found in Figures 9.5 and 9.6, with R=0.2 track jets performing ∼50% worse than calorimeter
jets here. Since the integrated tagging efficiency was not exactly equal for each jet collection,
the rejection rate plots are not quite fair comparisons, since the working point is in effect slightly
different for each. By changing the threshold value of the mv2c10 discriminant for each jet
collection such that the integrated tagging efficiency is exactly 70%, it was found that the relative
mistagging rates remain similar between each jet collection. The implication of this is that
using a track jet based selection will result in an increased number of mistagged jets, leading to
an increase in the number of background events that will be selected. However, since the tt¯H
signal is small compared to the background, maximising the selection efficiency at the cost of
increased backgrounds may still be worthwhile if the signal vs background separation is good.
To investigate this, two new selections are investigated in Sections 9.1.2 and 9.1.3 to compare
track jet and calorimeter jet b-tagging in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ boosted channel, using MC samples
corresponding to 36 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data.
9.1.2 High Purity Top-tag Region
The first of the two regions investigated, labelled the high-purity top-tag region, targets high
pT top quarks and Higgs bosons of any pT . This region has the same requirements as the
preselection region used in Section 9.1.1, tightened further by requiring that the top-tagged
large jet has exactly one b-tagged small jet and at least one non-b-tagged matched small jet.
Furthermore, there must be at least three additional b-tagged small jets that are separated from
the top jet by ∆R > 1.0. This selection is summarised in Figure 9.7.
In studies of this region using calorimeter jets, a classification BDT was already trained
and optimised [229], and this was reused in the study utilising track jets. However, some of
the variables used in this training involve an invariant mass, for example mbb or similar, which
have degraded signal vs background separation in track jets – track jets can reconstruct energy
deposits only from charged particles, and are thus missing the neutral particle contribution to
the four vectors. Since these variables are known to be important for signal and background
separation, a matching of track jets to calorimeter jets is performed in order to build these
variables, instead of developing a dedicated BDT for the track jet selection from scratch which
replaces or leaves out these variables. This matching is performed only for b-tagged jets outside
the top jet using optimised angular matching such that each track jet is matched to the closest
small radius calorimeter jet (with ∆R ≤ 0.4), without allowing the same jet to be matched to
more than one track jet, using the Hungarian Algorithm [230]. This introduces some amount
of inefficiency, both in finding a solution and in rejecting at ∆R(track jet, calorimeter jet) < 0.4,
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Figure 9.7: Cartoon summary of the high purity top-tag region. The large blue circle represents
a top-tagged (at the 80% working point) large jet, while the smaller pink circles labelled “b70”
represent the small jets or track jets b-tagged at the 70%WP. The small white circle with the red
cross represents a small jet or track jet that does not pass the b-tagging requirement. Small jets
inside the large jet are within ∆R < 1.0, while those outside have ∆R > 1.0.
Table 9.1: Yields in the high purity top-tag region, comparing the different jet collections used
for b-tagging. The third, fifth and seventh columns show the difference with respect to the
calorimeter jet selection.
Selection Sig.Yield ∆S (%) Bkg.Yield ∆B (%) S/
√
B ∆(S/√B) (%)
Calorimeter Jets 14.85 – 197 – 1.06 –
All Track Jets 17.68 +19.07 326 +64.97 0.98 -7.30
Matched Track Jets 13.07 -11.97 174 -12.04 0.99 -6.14
and cases where this matching fails for a particular track jet corresponds to removing that b-tag
from the event. This causes some events to be lost, though this effect is present in both signal
and background. Once this matching is performed, the relevant variables are in good agreement
between the different jet collections in both signal and background and thus there is no need to
retrain the MVA.
Table 9.1 shows the signal and background yields, estimated using the same methods as
described in Chapter 8, for the calorimeter jet collection and the R=0.2 track jet collection both
before and after applying the matching, showing that the signal yield would increase without the
matching inefficiency. The overall S/√B does not change much with the matching procedure,
since the inefficiency of the matching also acts to suppress the background. Profile likelihood fits
are then performed using the same background estimation as described in Chapter 8. Using only
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the high purity top-tag region, an Asimov fit is performed to the BDT trained on the calorimeter
jet selection, for both the calorimeter jet selection and the matched track jet selection, and a
statistics-only limit on µ is obtained. The fit is not performed for the unmatched selection,
since many variables are not well defined here. The expected upper limit on µ = σt t¯H
σSM
t t¯H
in the
calorimeter jet fit is µ > 1.94, while in the track jet selection it is µ > 2.63. Thus, the track
jet selection degrades the limit in this region by approximately 35%. This is consistent with the
reduced S/√B caused by the higher mistagging rate, the loss in signal yield due to the matching
procedure used, and the lack of dedicated BDT training. While further optimisation, such as
via a dedicated optimisation of the MVA or improved matching procedure, may improve the
situation, the expected loss is large and so further studies were not performed for this region.
9.1.3 Trimmed Top + Higgs Region
The second region considered for the track jet study targets both a high pT top quark and high pT
Higgs boson. The same preselection from 9.1.1 is used, with further requirements of a second
large jet with pT > 200 GeV, and two b-tagged small jets ∆R matched to this second large jet
(called the Higgs-jet). Furthermore, there must be at least one b-jet ∆R matched to the top jet.
All of the b-tags in this region use the 85%working point. This selection is summarised in Figure
9.8. This region is similar to the boosted region used in Chapter 8, without the additional b-tag
requirement and using large jets in place of reclustered jets, and is referred to as the trimmed top
+ Higgs region to reflect this.
Figure 9.8: Cartoon summary of the trimmed top+Higgs region. The large orange circle
represents a large jet, while the blue circle represents a top-tagged (at the 80% working point)
large jet. The smaller pink circles labelled “b85” represent the small jets or track jets b-tagged
at the 85% WP. Small jets inside either of the large jet are within ∆R < 1.0 of that large jet.
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Table 9.2: Yields in the trimmed top+Higgs region. Although the signal yield increases, the
S/√B goes down due to the large increase in background, which can be attributed to the increased
mistagging rates.
Selection Sig.Yield ∆S (%) Bkg.Yield ∆B (%) S/
√
B ∆(S/√B) (%)
Calo. Jets 26.8 – 1026.9 – 0.84 –
Track Jets 33.9 +26.5 1772.7 +72.6 0.80 -3.8
The track-jet tagging is particularly appealing in this region for the purpose of the “Higgs-
tag”, since the narrower cones mean the two b-jets are less likely to overlap and be identified
as a single jet. The signal and backgrounds are estimated using the same methods as Chapter
8, and the final yields obtained in this region are shown in Table 9.2. An increased signal
yield is accompanied by an even larger increase in the background yield, leading to a degraded
S/√B, due to the increased mistagging rates. The classification BDT trained in this region [229]
contains no variables that require the previously described matching procedure, since variables
such as mbb can be replaced with the mass of the Higgs-jet. However, a large amount of tagging
information, in the form of b-tagging variables related to the mv2 discriminant, is included in
the MVA. Since the discriminants for track jets and calorimeter jets are independent variables,
the signal region MVA is retrained using track jet inputs.
A statistics-only Asimov fit is performed to the calorimeter jet and track jet selections, as in
Section 9.1.2. The upper limit on µ in the calorimeter jet selection is µ > 4.9 while in the track
jet selection it is µ > 5.4. Thus, the overall limit obtained is degraded by ∼10%. This can be
understood as due to the lower S/√B, the unoptimised (though retrained) BDT, and the changed
background composition.
9.1.4 Track Jets Conclusions
As demonstrated in Sections 9.1.2 and 9.1.3, the use of track jets for b-tagging was not able
to improve the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ boosted analysis. However, the findings of this study did lead to
improvements in the MVA training and calibration of track jet collections in ATLAS:
• The radius of the cone around the jet used to associate tracks for b-tagging is pT dependent,
and due to the results in this study it was discovered that the same pT scale was being
assumed for calorimeter and track jets. Thus, the radius used in track jets was not optimal,
due to the missing neutral particle contributions. This has since been changed by adding
a multiplicative factor of 1.6 to approximately correct for the missing contributions.
• The MVA training for the b-tagging algorithms includes the jet pT as an input variable, but
dedicated training was not performed for the track jets. This is now performed in order to
correct this slight mismatch.
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These changes have lead to small improvements in track jet b-tagging performance in ATLAS
for subsequent analyses. However, to be useful in tt¯H,H→ bb¯, the rejection rates of light and
charm need to be improved substantially. For this reason, track jets are not used in the studies
utilising the full dataset in the following sections.
9.2 Reclustered Jet Substructure
In Section 5.3.7, it was stated that some of the jet substructure variables, defined in Section
3.1, are not well defined for reclustered jets. This is because of the lack of calorimeter cluster
information when using small jets as inputs. However, by taking the clusters used to build the
small jets, and directly building an R=1.0 anti-kT “proxy” jet from them, it is possible to calculate
variables such as τ21, τ32, and D2, which can then be used with the reclustered jet. The variables√
d12,
√
d23 and QW , although already defined using subjet inputs, can also be defined in this
alternative way. A detailed description of these variables can be found in Section 5.3.5.
9.2.1 Proxy Jet
The proxy jet is not the same as the reclustered jet, as the calibrations which are applied at the
small jet level are lost: the differences in the 4-vector between the reclustered jet and the proxy
jet are shown in Figure 9.9, for both tt¯ and tt¯H MC samples. It can be seen that the jet axis is
very close to correct in most cases, as shown by the η and φ distributions, but that the energy
scale is consistently off by around 30% in the pT and mass distributions. The clusters used as
inputs to small jets are calibrated at the EM scale, rather than the LCW scale usually preferred
for large jets (see Section 5.1.1), which causes this shift. Nonetheless, many of the JSS variables
are ratios, and so the scale cancels out. The definition also provides pile up robustness, due to
the removal of pileup jets via the use of the jet vertex tagger, described in Section 5.3.1, before
the reclustering is performed.
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Figure 9.9: The difference between the reclustered jet and the proxy jet for each component of
the jet 4-vector, normalised by the reclustered jet 4-vector. Consistent results are seen in tt¯H
MC, shown in red, and tt¯ MC, shown in blue.
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9.2.2 Systematic Uncertainties
In order to use these variables in a real analysis, systematic uncertainties must be defined for
them. To do this, the Rtrack method is used [157], as described in Section 5.3.4, using 80 fb−1 of√
s = 13 TeV data collected between 2015 and 2017.
Events are required to pass large jet triggers, with at least one R=1.0 anti-kT jet with pT >
360, 420, or 440 GeV in 2015, 2016 and 2017 data respectively. Lower pT bins are further
populated in 2016 and 2017 using prescaled triggers with pT > 260 GeV. Dijet MC, described
in Section 6.8, is used to compare to data. The distributions of rtrack, the ratio between the
substructure variables calculated with calorimeter clusters and ID tracks, and Rtrack, the double
ratio of rtrack in data and MC, are shown per variable in Figure 9.10. These show that the
nominal Pythia sample has generally good agreement between data and MC, while the alternate
Herwig7 and Sherpa samples have large disagreement with the data in some variables.
The final uncertainties for each of the six variables, which are binned in regions of m/pT ,
are shown in Figures 9.11–9.16 for 4 representative bins each. The “baseline” component
represents the comparison between data and PythiaMC,while the “modelling” component is the
envelope between the nominal and the alternate samples. Furthermore, systematic components
are considered on the tracking efficiency, fake rate, and bias, as well as the total statistics in the
available samples. In almost all regions of phase space, the modelling component is dominant.
In general, the systematic uncertainty tends to grow with pT , in particular for the τ21 variable
shown in Figure 9.11, which has the largest uncertainty of the variables under consideration,
being as high as 30% in some regions. The τ32 variable, shown in Figure 9.12, shows a smaller
pT dependence, and typically has an uncertainty of around 5%.
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Figure 9.10: Distributions of rtrack (upper panel) and Rtrack (lower panel) for the six JSS variables,
in data (black), the nominal prediction from Pythia8 (blue), the alternate predictions from
Herwig7 (red) and Sherpa (green), and the tracking variations in the PythiaMC (pink, orange,
and cyan).
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Figure 9.11: The final systematic uncertainties for the τ21 variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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Figure 9.12: The final systematic uncertainties for the τ32 variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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Figure 9.13: The final systematic uncertainties for the
√
d12 variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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Figure 9.14: The final systematic uncertainties for the
√
d23 variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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Figure 9.15: The final systematic uncertainties for the D2 variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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Figure 9.16: The final systematic uncertainties for the QW variable, in four bins of m/pT . The
total uncertainty is shown in shaded blue, with the individual contributions due to the agreement
between data and baseline Pythia MC (solid blue), Pythia and alternate MC (dotted red),
tracking variations (dotted pink), and limited statistics (dotted green) also shown.
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9.2.3 Application to t t¯H ,H→ bb¯
An example application for these variables is in the boosted tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis, as input
variables to the classification BDT. Plots comparing the distribution in tt¯H signal and tt¯ back-
ground MC samples, for the Higgs jet in the boosted selection from Chapter 8, are shown for
each variable in Figure 9.17. These plots demonstrate that the distribution of each of the jet
substructure variables is different between signal and background; this difference is quantified
on each plot by the separation power < S2 >, defined for a binned distribution as
< S2 >=
N∑
i=1
s2i − b2i
si + bi
, (9.3)
where N is the number of bins in the distribution, si is the signal yield in bin i, and bi is the
background yield in bin i, after the total signal and background yields have been normalised to
unity. The separation power of the variables used in the classification BDT in the boosted region
in Chapter 8 is typically around < S2 >≈ 0.01 − 0.08. The JSS variables all have separation
power in this range, and are thus potentially useful as classification BDT variables in this region.
However, they are not able to be included in the full analysis. This is because the MC samples
currently used in the analysis use the AFII fast detector simulation, in which the calorimeter
response is parameterised. This causes a large mismodelling of the calorimeter clusters, making
the jet substructure variables unreliable. However, these variables are now available and being
used collaboration wide, and the use in tt¯H,H→bb¯ is only a single example application.
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Figure 9.17: Separation plots for the six reclustered JSS variables, for the Higgs jet in the boosted
tt¯H,H→bb¯ selection.
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9.3 Multiclass Jet Tagging using Deep Neural Net-
works
The boosted region in Chapter 8 is defined using requirements on reclustered jets and b-tagging
of subjets and additional jets, and this relatively simple selection was able to improve the
overall tt¯H analysis after combination with the resolved regions. As discussed in Section 8.3,
the reconstructed Higgs jet is truth matched to the true Higgs boson in 47% of the selected
events in tt¯H MC. Since the presence of a Higgs boson is the primary difference between
signal and background, one clear way to improve the analysis is thus the development of a
higher performance jet tagger. Due to the use of reclustered jets in the analysis, existing jet
taggers, such as that used to tag top quarks in Chapter 7, are not suitable. Any tagger in use
must effectively discriminate between jets produced by top quarks and Higgs bosons, as well as
those produced by additional QCD activity. Each of these classes of jet have some similar but
distinguishable characteristics: top quarks are the most massive, and contain a b-jet, while Higgs
bosons are slightly less massive and contain two b-jets. The third category of jet is expected
to be less massive, and contain mostly light quarks / gluons. Thus, a reclustered jet tagger has
been developed using a deep neural network (DNN), with a multiclass output corresponding to
classification as a Higgs, top, or QCD jet.
9.3.1 DNN Training
The network is trained using the Keras [231] front end to the Tensorflow [232] package. Signal
tt¯H MC is used in the training on a jet-by-jet basis, with each reclustered jet of pT> 200 GeV
and mass > 50 GeV, with ≥ 2 subjets, included in the training. Jets with both Higgs daughters
matched to subjets of the reclustered jet are labelled as Higgs jets, jets matched with the top
b-quark daughter and ≥ 1W-boson daughter are labelled as top jets, and all other jets are labelled
as QCD jets. This results in an unbalanced training dataset, and so class weights are applied to
the dataset in order to normalise each class of jet to have the same number of training events. The
network takes as input 17 variables related to the reclustered jet and its subjets, as summarised
in Table 9.3. These variables were selected from a larger set of variables based on the separation
powers for each signal and background hypothesis, as defined in Equation 9.3 (see Section 9.2).
The least separating variables were removed iteratively and the performance, measured by the
diagonality of the confusion matrix, was re-evaluated. The confusion matrix shows both the
truth label (y-axis) and predicted label (x-axis) for each jet, and greater diagonality corresponds
to higher tagging performance. As the primary difference between signal and background is in
the Higgs boson, discrimination of Higgs jets was prioritised. If no significant performance drop
was observed the variables were removed, leading to the 17 variables selected.
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Table 9.3: List of variables included in DNN training. The JSS variables
√
d12,
√
d23, and QW
used are calculated using the subjet clustering history, rather than the cluster based approach
discussed in Section 9.2. The definition of these variables is discussed in Section 5.3.5.
Variable Description
mrcjet Mass of reclustered jet√
d12 First splitting scale, calculated using subjets√
d23 Second splitting scale, calculated using subjets
QW Minimum invariant mass of subjet pairs, calculated using subjets
Nsubjets Number of subjets in reclustered jet
psubjet1T pT of subjet leading in mv2 score
psubjet2T pT of subjet sub-leading in mv2 score
mv2subjet1 mv2 score of subjet leading in mv2 score
mv2subjet2 mv2 score of subjet sub-leading in mv2 score
∆R(subjet1, subjet2) Angular separation ∆R of leading and sub-leading in mv2 subjets
mb−jets Invariant mass of all b-tagged subjets
mlight−jets Invariant mass of all un-tagged subjets
mv2min Minimum subjet mv2 score
mv2max Maximum subjet mv2 score
∆R(subjets)min Minimum ∆R between two subjets
∆R(subjets)max Maximum ∆R between two subjets
mv2rest mv2 of all subjets except leading and sub-leading in mv2 score
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Figure 9.18: The separation, as defined in Equation 9.3, for each input variable used in the DNN
training, between Higgs/QCD (blue), Top/QCD (orange), and Higgs/Top (green).
The separation power for these 17 variables are shown in Figure 9.18, and the distributions
of three of these variables are shown in Figure 9.19. The invariant mass of the b-tagged subjets,
with a clear peak at the Higgs boson mass, is the most separating variable for discrimination
of Higgs jets from QCD jets, and also highly ranked for Higgs vs top jet discrimination. The
most difficult discrimination in the network is for top vs QCD jets, where the highest ranked
variable is the reclustered jet mass, though it shows three distinct peaks as expected. The pT of
the sub-leading subjet discriminates well between top and QCD jets, since QCD jets typically
have only a single hard prong. The final confusion matrix is shown in Figure 9.20, demonstrating
that Higgs jets are correctly identified 76% of the time and top jets are correctly identified 67%
of the time.
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Figure 9.19: Three of the input variables for the DNN. The reclustered jet mass, shown in (a),
shows three distinct peaks and thus provides good discrimination in all cases. The invariant mass
of the b-tagged subjets, shown in (b), shows a clear peak near the Higgs boson mass for Higgs
jets, while both top jets and QCD jets peak at very low values. The sub-leading (in mv2) subjet
pT , shown in (c), is one of few variables which performs best for top vs QCD discrimination,
consistent with the hypothesis that most top jets have at least two hard prongs while QCD jets
typically have only one.
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Figure 9.20: Confusion matrix for the DNN output. The x-axis shows the prediction according
to the DNN output, while the y-axis shows the truth classification.
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Table 9.4: The hyperparameters used in the DNN training. Any hyperparameters not listed are
left to Keras/Tensorflow defaults [231, 232].
Hyperparameter Value
Number of Layers 3
Nodes per Layer 100
Activation per Layer ReLU
Learning Rate 0.01
Epochs 50
Decay Rate 10−6
Momentum 0.2
The network hyperparameters are summarised in Table 9.4. The network architecture is
chosen to be 3 layers of 100 nodes, having been chosen to balance performance and training time
– tests with larger number of layers or nodes did not significantly improve performance while
taking significantly longer to train. Similarly, the number of epochs was selected to be 50 to
prevent overtraining. The hidden layers each use ReLU activation. The choice of each hidden
layer to have the same number of nodes and the same activation is not a requirement, but is chosen
for simplicity and not optimised. The final layer is a 3 node softmax output, which constrains
the output nodes to sum to unity. This corresponds to probabilities for the three possible labels:
PH , Pt and PQ for Higgs, top and QCD respectively, with PH + Pt + PQ = 1. In this way, the
jet can be tagged by assigning it to the category which has the highest output score. The other
hyperparameters of the network were set to a reasonable default and were not optimised. The
output distributions from the DNN are shown in Figure 9.21, showing good separation for each
category of jet.
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Figure 9.21: DNN output distributions, for truth matched (a) Higgs jets, (b) top jets, and (c)
QCD jets. In each case, the three DNN outputs are shown, with the output corresponding to the
truth matched class clearly separated from the others, demonstrating good performance.
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Table 9.5: Yields in the baseline and DNN selections, based on 140 fb−1 of MC.
Process Baseline DNN Selection
tt¯H 56.0 ± 7.5 74.1 ± 7.0
tt¯+light 424.8 ± 166.0 1216.3 ± 272.2
tt¯+b 758.0 ± 88.3 835.3 ± 72.0
tt¯+c 707.0 ± 120.8 834.3 ± 88.3
tt¯W 17.0 ± 3.5 30.8 ± 4.6
tt¯Z 38.8 ± 6.2 50.5 ± 6.8
Z+jets 11.0 ± 5.3 16.5 ± 7.0
W+jets 110.7 ± 59.5 147.2 ± 67.0
Single Top 74.3 ± 14.2 162.3 ± 17.1
Diboson 11.3 ± 6.7 18.6 ± 10.1
Total 2208.8 ± 379.3 3385.8 ± 345.4
S / B 2.6% 2.2%
S/√B 1.21 1.28
9.3.2 Selecting Events using DNN Tagger
With the DNN trained, events are selected requiring at least one lepton with pT > 27 GeV
passing single lepton triggers, and two reclustered jets each with pT > 200 GeV, m > 50 GeV,
and at least two subjets. One of these reclustered jets must be tagged as a Higgs jet according to
the DNN output, by having PH > Pt and PH > PQ. Similarly, a second reclustered jet must be
tagged as a top jet by having Pt > PH and Pt > PQ. In the case that there is more than one Higgs
or top jet, the jet with the largest PH or Pt respectively is chosen. The signal and backgrounds
are estimated from MC samples as described in Section 6.8. The expected yields in the DNN
region, corresponding to 140 fb−1 of
√
s = 13 TeV data, are compared to the existing boosted
region from Chapter 8, referred to here as the baseline region, in Table 9.5. The DNN region has
a higher yield in both signal and background than the baseline, with the increase in background
yield primarily from the tt¯+light background. The S/√B increases from 1.21 in the baseline
region to 1.28 in the DNN region despite this. Furthermore, the fraction of correctly matched
Higgs jets in the DNN region is 56.4%, compared to 45.8% in the baseline region. The Higgs
jet mass distributions, shown in Figure 9.22, show a much broader distribution in the baseline
region which selects the Higgs based on b-tagging information only, including a secondary peak
around the top mass. The narrower peak in the DNN region is expected, since the jet mass is
used as an input to the DNN tagger.
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Figure 9.22: The Higgs jet mass distribution, in (a) the baseline region and (b) the DNN
region. The uncertainty band corresponds to the instrumental systematic uncertainties, with the
modelling systematic uncertainties excluded.
To check the performance of the DNN in data, the DNN output distributions for the selected
top jet are shown in Figure 9.23. The top jets in these distributions are correctly matched to the
hadronic top quark in 61.1% of events in inclusive tt¯ MC, with the rest truth matched to QCD
jets. These distributions are a good check of the modelling of the DNN in the signal region,
since they are not sensitive to the signal. They show good agreement between data and MC
within the shown systematic uncertainty, which includes the instrumental uncertainties but not
the modelling uncertainties. The PH distribution peaks at zero, as expected. The Pt distribution
peaks just above 0.5, rather than near 1.0, while the PQ distribution is quite flat between 0.0
and 0.5. Comparing to Figure 9.21, these shapes make sense given the fraction of events in
which the top jets are correctly matched. Figure 9.24 show the kinematics of the top jets. There
is a slight hint of the familiar top pT slope observed in Chapter 7, as well as a slight slope in
the mass distribution, though this is mostly covered by the uncertainty band even without the
modelling uncertainties included. Good agreement is observed between data and MC for the top
jet pseudo-rapidity.
Figures 9.25 and 9.26 show the tt¯H signal yields in each bin of the pseudo-continuous b-
tagging (PCB) score of the four small jets leading in PCB score in the event, for the DNN region
and baseline region respectively. This classification, which was used in the resolved analysis in
Chapter 8, uses a score based on the tightest working point at which the jets are b-tagged, with
60%=5, 70%=4, 77=3, 85=2, and 100%=1, and subsequently categorises on this basis. Those
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Figure 9.23: The output DNN distributions for the selected top jet in the DNN region. The
uncertainty band corresponds to the instrumental systematic uncertainties, with the modelling
uncertainties excluded.
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Figure 9.24: Kinematic distributions for the selected top jet in the DNN region. The uncertainty
band corresponds to the instrumental systematic uncertainties, with the modelling uncertainties
excluded.
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Figure 9.25: The overlap with the resolved regions, highlighted in red, in the DNN region, for
(a) ≥6 jet events, and (b) 5 jet events. The y-axis represents the PCB bin for the leading and
sub-leading b-jet, and the x-axis represents the PCB bin for the third and fourth b-jet, in the same
manner as Figures 8.2 and 8.1. The z-axis represents the signal yield. Bins which are highlighted
in different shades of red represent the different signal regions of the resolved analysis as defined
in Chapter 8. An additional 4.4 events are expected in 4 jet events in the DNN region.
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Figure 9.26: The overlap with the resolved regions, highlighted in red, in the baseline region,
for (a) ≥6 jet events, and (b) 5 jet events. The y-axis represents the PCB bin for the leading
and sub-leading b-jet, and the x-axis represents the PCB bin for the third and fourth b-jet, in
the same manner as Figures 8.2 and 8.1. The z-axis represents the signal yield. Bins which
are highlighted in different shades of red represent the different signal regions of the resolved
analysis as defined in Chapter 8.
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bins which are highlighted in red represent the signal regions of the resolved analysis as defined
in Chapter 8. The overlap with the signal regions of the resolved analysis is reduced in the DNN
region, with 40% of DNN region events coming from resolved signal regions, compared to 62%
in the case of the baseline region. This will mean that the relative performance of the DNN
region compared to the baseline region is likely to improve in the full combination with the
resolved regions, when the orthogonality of regions is important and boosted events are vetoed
from resolved regions.
9.3.3 Classifier Training in DNN Region
Starting from the selection based on the DNN, a new classification BDT is trained to separate
signal and background in this region. The input variables used in the training of the classification
BDT in the DNN region are summarised in Table 9.6. These variables were chosen in a similar
way to the DNN inputs, starting with a larger pool of variables and iteratively removing the lowest
ranked until performance begins to drop. Most of the variables are generally similar to those used
in Chapter 8, shown in Figure 8.1. In addition, some of the DNN outputs themselves are included
in the BDT, since these contain further useful information beyond the initial event selection. For
example, the Higgs and top jet DNN scores, shown in Figure 9.27, are included. In particular, the
Higgs jet PH has very good separation between signal and background, since in the background
the Higgs jet is always a mistag. The BDT is trained using the XGBoost package [233], with
hyperparameters as shown in Table 9.7. As with the DNN, these hyperparameters have not
been formally optimised, and were mostly chosen to be as similar as possible to the TMVA
hyperparameters used in Chapter 8. The signal and background separation for the DNN region
classification BDT is shown in Figure 9.28, and is compared to the baseline region classifiers in
Section 9.3.4.
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Figure 9.27: The (a) Higgs jet Higgs score, and (b) top jet top score, used in the DNN region
classification BDT training. Signal tt¯H is shown in orange, with the sum of all backgrounds
shown in blue.
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Table 9.6: Input variables used for the classification BDT in the DNN region.
Variable Description
mv2Higgs Total mv2 score of the Higgs subjets
mv2top Total mv2 score of the top subjets
mv2add Total mv2 score of the additional small jets
mHiggs Higgs jet mass
EmissT Missing transverse energy in the event
Njets Number of small jets in the event
∆R(Higgs, top) Angular separation between the Higgs and Top jets
∆R(top, lepton) Angular separation between the Top jet and the lepton
∆R(Higgs, lepton) Angular separation between the Higgs jet and the lepton
PHiggsH DNN Higgs score of the Higgs jet
Ptopt DNN Top score of the Top jet
∆Pt(top,Higgs) Difference in Top score for the Top and Higgs jets
Table 9.7: Hyperparameters for the classification BDT training in the DNN region. No formal
optimisation procedure was performed.
Hyperparameter Value
Learning Rate 0.01
Max. Depth 3
Number of Trees 700
Min. Child Weight 1.0
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Figure 9.28: Separation plot for the classification BDT in the DNN region.
9.3.4 Classifier Training in Baseline Region
An alternative application of the DNN is to incorporate the DNN scores into the classification
BDT in the baseline region from Chapter 8, where Higgs and top candidates are selected using
subjet b-tagging only. As with the DNN region, the Higgs and top scores of both the Higgs and
top jets, shown in Figure 9.29, contain separating information between signal and background in
this region which can be included in the final classifier to improve performance. Two new BDTs
are trained, using the same inputs listed in Table 8.1, with one also incorporating the additional
four variables from the DNN shown in Figure 9.29. Fits to these BDTs with and without the
DNN variables are referred to as the retrained baseline and baseline+DNN fits respectively. As
with the DNN region, they are trained with the XGBoost package [233] using hyperparameters
as similar to those from Chapter 8 as possible, as listed in Table 9.7. A cross-check, retraining
the baseline BDT using TMVA, finds very similar performance between the two packages. The
separation plots are shown in Figure 9.30, showing the increased separation obtained when
including the DNN scores in the training. The separation in the DNN region BDT, shown in
Figure 9.28, is higher than both of the baseline BDTs.
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Figure 9.29: The DNN (left) Higgs and (right) top scores for the (top) Higgs candidate, and
(bottom) top candidate, in the baseline region. Signal tt¯H is shown in orange, with the sum of all
backgrounds in blue, demonstrating the separation power these bring to the classification BDT
in this region.
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Figure 9.30: Separation plots for the (a) retrained baseline, and (b) baseline+DNN regions. The
separation power, as defined in Equation 9.3, is shown on the plot, demonstrating the increased
separation power obtained by adding the DNN variables.
9.3.5 Fits
In order to evaluate the performance of the new region and classifier options, Asimov fits are
performed to the three options: the DNN selection and classification BDT described in Section
9.3.3, the baseline region with the retrained classification BDTwith inputs as fromChapter 8, and
the baseline region with the classification BDT including the DNN output scores, described in
Section 9.3.4. The data and MC distributions are shown in Figure 9.31, with any bin containing
more than 5% signal events blinded in the data. In the bins shown, the data and MC agreement
is good, though there is a slight overall overestimation in the DNN region. Since the fits are
to the boosted regions only, the background normalisation factors are fixed to the values found
in the analysis of Chapter 8, where kb = 1.24 and kc = 1.63, due to the lack of constraining
power without the inclusion of the resolved control regions. This choice was cross-checked by
fixing these to alternative values, such as kc = kc = 1.0 or kb = 1.63 and kc = 1.24, and the
conclusions were consistent results regardless of which values were chosen. Three fit models
were tested in each region, each using Asimov data corresponding to 140 fb−1: statistics only,
statistics + instrumental systematics only, and full fits including both instrumental and modelling
systematics. The instrumental only fits, which include the systematics due to the objects used
such as jets, b-tagging, leptons, and triggers – were performed due to observed instability in the
fits caused by a lack of MC statistics in the alternative samples used to define the modelling
uncertainties. It is these modelling systematics that were the dominant ones in the results of
Chapter 8, in particular for the tt¯ + bb¯ background. The instrumental systematics are as in
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Figure 9.31: The data and MC distributions, for (a) the retrained baseline BDT, (b) the base-
line+DNN BDT, and (c) the DNN region BDT. Bins which contain more than 5% signal in MC
are blinded in data. The hashed area represents the systematic uncertainties including only the
instrumental systematics.
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Chapter 8, though with updated calibrations and scale factors for the full Run 2 dataset. The
preliminary set of modelling systematics for the tt¯ background included in the full fits are:
• Matrix Element Generator: replacing the nominal Powheg + Pythia8 tt¯ signal sample
with an amc@nlo + Pythia8 sample and re-evaluating the background distribution, taking
the difference between the two as the uncertainty. This is performed separately for each
of the three components (tt¯+≥1b, tt¯+≥1c, tt¯+light) of the tt¯ background and treated as
uncorrelated.
• Parton Shower and Hadronisation: replacing the nominal Powheg + Pythia8 tt¯ signal
sample with a Powheg + Herwig7 sample and re-evaluating the background distribution,
taking the difference between the two as the uncertainty. This is performed separately for
each of the three components (tt¯+≥1b, tt¯+≥1c, tt¯+light) of the tt¯ background and treated
as uncorrelated.
• Initial State Radiation: applying an additional event weight that reproduces the effects of
varying the Powheg and Pythia8 settings and tunes related to the amount of initial state
radiation, and repeating the fit. This is applied separately for each of the three components
(tt¯+≥1b, tt¯+≥1c, tt¯+light) of the tt¯ background and treated as uncorrelated.
Similarly, uncertainties on the modelling of the tt¯H signal are also included. Those are:
• Matrix Element Generator: replacing the nominal Powheg + Pythia8 tt¯H signal sample
with an amc@nlo + Pythia8 sample and re-evaluating the signal distribution, taking the
difference between the two as the uncertainty.
• Parton Shower and Hadronisation: separately replacing the nominal Powheg + Pythia8
tt¯H signal sample with an amc@nlo + Pythia8 sample and with an amc@nlo +Herwig7
sample, and re-evaluating the signal distribution in both cases. The difference between the
two alternative samples is taken as the uncertainty.
Plots demonstrating the effect of the systematic on the matrix element calculation on the BDT
output distributions are shown in Figure 9.32. The overall difference between the two samples
is around 15% in all three distributions, with the difference between each bin of the distribution
in the two MC samples shown in dashed red. To minimise the effect of fluctuations, smoothing
is applied, which is shown in solid red, with the symmetrised uncertainty in blue. Despite the
smoothing, the shape of the uncertainty is still highly sensitive to the fluctuations in the samples,
which is particularly clear in Figure 9.32a. For comparison, Figure 9.33 shows the effect of the
first light mistagging component of the b-tagging eigenvalues (see Section 5.3.2) on the tt¯+light
background. This uncertainty is evaluated using event weights corresponding to variation of
the light jet mistagging calibration, and as such does not suffer from the problem of low MC
statistics.
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Figure 9.32: Plots demonstrating the effect of the matrix element generator systematic, in (a) the
retrained baseline, (b) the baseline+DNN, and (c) the DNN regions. The nominal distribution
is shown in black. The up and down variations of the distribution, applied via event weights, is
shown in red and blue respectively, with no smoothing applied.
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Figure 9.33: Plots demonstrating the effect of the first light mistagging component from the
b-tagging eigenvalues, in (a) the retrained baseline, (b) the baseline+DNN, and (c) the DNN
regions. The nominal sample is shown in black. The alternative sample distribution is shown
in dashed red, with the smoothed systematic distribution in solid red and symmetrised in solid
blue.
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Table 9.8: Results from the 140 fb−1, boosted only fits to the three analysis options. The numbers
in brackets represent the RMS on the uncertainty band, determined using 1000 toy experiments.
Region Statistics Only Instrumental Systematics. Full Systematics
Baseline 1.0+0.58−0.56(±0.01) 1.0+0.93−0.86(±0.05) 1.0+1.31−1.26(±0.13)
Baseline+DNN 1.0+0.54−0.52(±0.01) 1.0+0.85−0.84(±0.04) 1.0+1.09−1.02(±0.11)
DNN Selection 1.0+0.52−0.50(±0.01) 1.0+0.84−0.83(±0.03) 1.0+1.20−1.18(±0.15)
In order to understand the limitations of the MC statistics in each of these fits, 1000 toy
fits were performed in each case, using poisson varied event weights for each process, on both
the nominal and systematic MC distributions. The performance of the different fit models is
compared by looking at themean expected error on µ, and the root mean square of the distribution
of the error in the toy fits. These distributions are shown in Figure 9.34. The statistics only fits,
shown in blue, show narrow Gaussian distributions, as expected. The instrumental fits, shown
in purple, are similar, with slightly wider, approximately Gaussian distributions. The full fits,
shown in red, have a much wider distribution, demonstrating the large instability of the modelling
systematics. In particular, the nominal fit without toy weights, shown as a dashed line for each fit
model, lies far from the centre of the distribution for the DNN selection with the full systematics.
This emphasises why the toy fits are necessary to truly evaluate the three regions. The results
are summarised in Table 9.8.
In the statistics only fit, the selection utilising the DNN to tag the Higgs and top jets performs
best, improving on the baseline region by 8%, with > 3σ significance. The baseline+DNN
region, which has the same event selection as Chapter 8 but includes the DNN variables in the
classification BDT, also improves on the baseline region in the statistics only fits, in this case by
4%.
When including the instrumental systematics, the DNN and the baseline+DNN perform
similarly, both improving on the baseline by around 6%, though onlywith around 2σ significance.
The pulls and constraints of the 20 largest systematics for these fits are shown in Figure 9.35. The
largest two systematics in the fits to the baseline and baseline+DNN BDTs are the uncertainty
on the inclusive tt¯ cross-section and the first nuisance parameter of the jet energy scale. The
largest uncertainty in the DNN selection is the first light mistagging component from the b-
tagging eigenvalues, which is unsurprising given the greatly increased tt¯+light background. This
uncertainty has a 30% correlation to the inclusive tt¯ cross-section and a 16% correlation to
the first jet energy scale nuisance parameter, which causes these nuisance parameters to have a
smaller effect in the DNN selection. Otherwise, the set of systematics appearing in these plots
are generally similar.
In the full fits, the statistical error from the toys is around 10%, larger than the improvement
observed in the statistics only fits. The expectation is that the effect of the systematic uncertainties
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Figure 9.34: The distribution of the error on µ (∆µ) in the three systematic models, for (a) the
retrained baseline, (b) the baseline+DNN, and (c) the DNN regions. The statistics only fits are
shown in blue, the instrumental systematics fits are shown in purple, and the full systematics fits
are shown in red. The dashed lines represent the result from the nominal fit without toy weights.
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Figure 9.35: The pulls and constraints of the 20 largest systematic uncertainties in the instrumental
fits, for (a) the retrained baseline, (b) the baseline+DNN, and (c) the DNN region. The effect
of the nuisance parameters on the final result ∆µ, calculated by comparing the nominal result
with the result after fixing the parameter to it’s best fit value θˆ, are shown both pre and post fit
by the unfilled and filled rectangles respectively. The pulls of the nuisance parameters from the
nominal values θ0 are shown by the deviation of the black points from 0, with 1σ pull marked
by dashed lines.
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should be approximately equal in the three fit options, and this is confirmed in the fits. It is
thus impossible to determine if any improvement from the DNN selection or baseline+DNN
BDT is significant. The available MC statistics for the alternative samples used to evaluate the
modelling systematics are too small to make any definitive statements on fits including these
systematics. Given that these systematics were dominant in the analysis presented in Chapter 8,
a new strategy must be sought to overcome this limited. One such strategy is to produce MC
samples filtered to include high pT top quarks, such that the effective statistics in the boosted
region is largely enhanced. Should the MC statistics also prove to be problematic in the resolved
regions, strategies such as those presented in Section 6.4.1 may also be of use.
9.3.6 DNN Tagging Summary
The statistics only fits demonstrate clearly that there is a nominal improvement by including the
DNN into the boosted tt¯H,H→bb¯ analysis, and that both strategies – selecting events using the
DNN, or simply using it to create discriminating variables for the classifier – are viable options
that improve on the existing baseline. It is important to note that these results alone are not the
full story. Combining the boosted region with the resolved regions is imperative to constrain
the free floating normalisations of the tt¯+≥1b and tt¯+≥1c backgrounds. Other systematics,
such as the light tagging systematics that the DNN selection is more sensitive to, are likely to be
constrainable by control regions of the resolved analysis. The DNN based selection also has the
advantage of a smaller overlap with the resolved signal regions, meaning it is expected to have a
larger relative performance gain in the full combination. However, it is only when there is a full
resolved analysis with which to combine that it will become clear which of these regions is the
best choice moving forward.
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9.4 Outlook
Given that the tt¯H process has now been discovered to > 5σ [227], the objectives of the
tt¯H,H → bb¯ analysis also evolve. With the full 140 fb−1 of data from Run 2, it is possible
to begin to measure not only the inclusive tt¯H cross-section, but to investigate differential
measurements such as by using the simplified template cross-section framework [234], or the
CP structure of the Higgs boson via modifications to the tt¯H vertex [235]. The boosted channel
becomes increasingly valuable in these analyses [47], and the improved Higgs reconstruction
obtained utilising the DNN described in Section 9.3 is likely to increase the sensitivity of these
analyses in the future. On top of this, the jet substructure variables described in Section 9.2
are now available for use in ATLAS analyses. Inclusion of these variables, particularly in the
training of the DNN, can only further improve not only the Higgs reconstruction but also the
signal and background separation in the classification BDTs. Although the use of track jets,
studied in Section 9.1, did not improve the analysis, the twin developments of the jet substructure
and the DNN tagger are promising avenues for the boosted channel with 140 fb−1.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
“All you really need to know for themoment is that the universe is a lotmore complicated
than you might think, even if you start from a position of thinking it’s pretty damn
complicated in the first place.”
– Douglas Adams
This thesis presented two analyses: a measurement of boosted top quark kinematics, and the
search for tt¯H,H→ bb¯ production with boosted objects, using √s = 13 TeV pp collision data
recorded with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC.
Using the 3.2 fb−1 recorded in 2015, tt¯ events were selected in the lepton+jets channel, by
requiring a single lepton, a b-tagged small jet, and a top-tagged large jet with pT > 300 GeV. The
pt,hadT and
yt,had spectra of the top-tagged large jet were unfolded to a fiducial phase space, and
compared to a number of state-of-the-art MC generators. The rapidity distribution, measured to a
precision of approximately 4-10%, was found to be in good agreement with the Standard Model.
The pT distribution, measured with a 5-40% uncertainty that increases with pT , reconfirms the
disagreement seen first in Run 1 at the higher centre-of-mass energy of Run 2.
The presence of tt¯H production, as well as the H→ bb¯ decay mode, were established, in
part thanks to the analysis of 36 fb−1 of data in the tt¯H,H→ bb¯ channel. This included, for the
first time by ATLAS, a region targeting the high pT boosted regime. Events were selected in the
lepton+jets channel, requiring a single lepton and two reclustered jets of pT > 200 GeV, with
subjet b-tagging used to select boostedHiggs boson and top quark candidates. A profile likelihood
fit was performed to multivariate distributions, trained to separate signal and background, in each
of the signal regions. The sensitivity of the analysis was limited by the modelling of the tt¯+≥1b
background, which was modelled in MC with a normalisation left free floating in the profile
likelihood fit.
New techniques, including the utilisation of deep learning techniques and of novel jet sub-
structure observables, have been developed to further increase sensitivity to these rare and
fascinating events in future publications. A multiclass deep neural network is trained on tt¯H MC
to tag the origin of high pT reclustered jets as either a Higgs jet, a top jet, or a QCD jet. This
184
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allows for a new event selection requiring one Higgs jet and one top jet, in which the S/√B,
Higgs reconstruction efficiency, and overlap with resolved signal regions are all improved relative
to the previous analysis. Furthermore, jet substructure variables are defined for reclustered jets
for the first time at ATLAS, which show promising performance in discrimination between tt¯H
signal and tt¯ background.
The LHC is scheduled to turn back on again to collide protons at
√
s = 13 or even 14 TeV
in 2021. The new FastTracKer upgrade, currently being installed in ATLAS, is a new hardware
upgrade giving earlier access to tracking information in the ATLAS trigger. In this thesis, a new
muon trigger chain has been implemented, which incorporates FTK tracks into muon trigger
chains. This is now set up and ready to save as much Run 3 data as possible. Strategies have also
been developed to generate as much MC as possible in the high luminosity future for interesting
signatures in extreme regions of phase space, with example application in the tt¯H,H → bb¯
analysis in which geenrating sufficient MC statistics is a persistent issue.
With data taking planned until at least 2035, and an expected total dataset around twenty
times what has thus far been collected, the rich LHC physics program is far from over. Data
analysis techniques are developing rapidly, and major discoveries may well be just around the
corner.
The Standard Model holds firm – for now.
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